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SUMMARY

J.C.D. Milton

1.1 Nuclear Physics Research

TASCC Facility Progress

After the discovery of more cracked column
insulators in the MP tandem, bringing the total to 7 (all
since June 1980), an alignment survey indicated that the
column had a -0.050" sag, rather than the usual +0.200"
arch, and a left-right bow of 0.080". These facts are
consistent with a loss of compression following the failure
of one of the two large compression springs. Two new
springs have been ordered and steps taken to obtain from
HVEC the equipment necessary to measure the springs'
performance and replace them if necessary.

A new Perkin-Elmer 3230 computer with a 2 MB
memory, one 80 MB disk and one 800/1600 bpi magnetic tape
has been installed and is being equipped with the necessary
CAMAC equipment and peripherals to enable it to replace the
PDP1 computer that has served reliably and well as the
primary on-line computer for the past 21 years. The basic
data acquisition software is being obtained from ORNL.

A design study for a new low-energy buncher,
sparked by the requirement for single rf pulses from the
cyclotron separated by a wide and variable gap, has
indicated not only the feasibility of providing such single
pulses but the possibility of greatly enhanced currents in
normal operation.

Both the new PDP 11/44 control computer, as well
as the older 11/34 have been installed in Room 101D and run
with the full complement of Hahn-Meitner software. One or
two pieces of hardware have been operated through the
computers.

Much progress has been made on the design of a
major item of experimental equipment, a spin spectrometer
(the 8ir spectrometer) for the study of very high spin
states. Monte Carlo calculations have been made to optimize
the efficiency of the "ball" which measures the gamma-ray
energy and multiplicity and of the Compton suppressors for
the array of germanium detectors that provide energy
resolution for specific gamma rays. Studies indicate the
feasibility of locating these latter detectors in a much
more efficient spherical configuration in addition to the
conventional ring configuration.
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Research Activities

The branching ratio of the 478 keV transition in the
decay of Be to Li has been determined as 11.4+0.7% by an
implantation method, in excellent agreement with the weighted
average of previous accurate measurements, 10.37±0.12%, and in
strong disagreement with a recent value of 15.5±0.8% from an
implantation experiment. Work on the analysis of the cross
section of the He (a,Y) Be continues. Both measurements bear
crucially on the solar neutrino problem.

Analysis of the spin precession of unresolved high
spin states in Dy indicates that the data deviate from
calculations with an ideal rotational nucleus model. The
deviations may be caused by nuclear shape changes.

Measurements made of the a decay chains for
168-170OS c o n f i r m earlier measurements but those for i 5 6- i b BRe
indicate that although the measured properties agree with
previously published data the isotopic assignments were out by
one unit.

Tests of the dual 12-element proportional counter
array for the neutrino mass experiment on the TT/2 spectrometer
have indicated electrical breakdown on the printed circuit
board. A new board is being made. A source test assembly has
been completed but difficulties are still being encountered in
making calibration sources of Yb. Good progress has been
made in calculating and controlling the aberrations resulting
from the use of extended sources and detectors in the magnetic
spectrometer.

Computer calculations based on the colour inter-
action in six quark systems with the minimal number of config-
urations indicate that the S-wave nucleon-nucleon phase shifts
are negative at all energies. Additional hidden colour con-
figuration are being added that are expected to lead to
positive phase shifts at low energies.

Considerable progress, including convenient alge-
braic manipulation programs, has been made in regularization
of the Feynman integrals required in Yang-Mills theories,
particularly in the light cone gauge.

Calculated values for Jl-forbidden Ml and GT transi-
tion rates in nuclei such as K, including effects of core
polarization, isobar, and meson exchange currents, give good
values for GT but poor ones for Ml. The deficiency is thought
to lie either in the orbital contribution to the Ml or in the
meson exchange currents.
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Laser stimulated enhancement of radiative neutron
capture may be large if there is a resonance near the thresh-
old, according to recent calculations.

Assembly of the instrumentation for the parity
violation experiment is progressing well: 10 of the 20 BIC
detectors have been received and tested. ETA has been
returned to operation.

The sensitivity of photo-fission cross-section
measurements near the fission threshold has been improved by a
factor of three by installing a mylar spacer between the
cathode and the anode.

1.2 Accelerator and Applied Physics

Research Applications

Heavy-Ion Superconducting Cyclotron

The new Koch 2800 HR helium liquefier has been
received and installed. Piping for the helium system is
expected to be completed in time for liquefier commissioning
in September.

The magnet cryostat was opened and ferromagnetic
contamination removed from the coil winding following the
technique developed in 1980.

The rf power amplifier and accelerating structure
are being refurbished to provide permanent x-ray dee voltage
measurements, improved coolant access and removal of parasitic
resonances. Computer interfacing will also be completed.

Development of the low energy pre-tandem buncher
continues. The high energy re-buncher is under construction.

The injection steering magnets and beam tube have
been completed and calibrated. Particle trajectories through
this tube have been computed using measured magnetic field
distributions. Injection parameters have been calculated for
all the bounding cases and for the commissioning ions.

Development of the extraction channel system
continues. Model racetrack windings have been operated close
to critical current with little training and full quench
protection. A full channel #1 (iron gradient bars) module has
been wound and reacted and is being prepared for proof tests.
A channel #2 (superconducting gradient coils) module is ready
to wind.
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A 350 A refrigerated lead has been developed for the
extraction channel and the eight lead set to be used by the
channel is being assembled.

The stub probe (pre-extraction channel) mechanism has
been assembled and is under mechanical test. Components for
one of the two radial probes are fabricated and have been
assembled. The computer system for probe control is now
specified.

Isochronous fields for eight ions ranging from
23 MeV/u carbon to 10 MeV/u uranium have been computed. Some
improvements have been made to the GOBLIN and TRIUMF codes to
simplify the data input process.

Nuclear Power Applications

a) High Current Proton Accelerator Development

Improved duoPIGatron plasma generators are providing
better protons beams.

Beamlet stacking measurements have confirmed reduc-
tions in overall output emittance.

Feasibility of photo-diode arrays has been demonstra-
ted for use in beam light profile monitors.

Beam dynamics work has shown the importance of
considering higher order terms in the potential expansions for
RFQ vanes.

Work has progressed on the distributed network model
of an RFQ structure - the code now solves complex equations,
can treat resistive losses, and outputs useful rf parameters.

The rf loop for the RFQ sparker was tested with the
3 MeV Alvarez structure, demonstrating the suitability of the
design for future rf systems.

A successful design review of the RFQ1 project was
held with visitors from Germany, Japan and the USA.

Brazing and tuning of the RFQ sparker have been
successful except for the last braze operation which requires a
further repair braze.

Mechanical design of the RFQ structure for RFQ1 has
progressed significantly - particular tests have been
identified for further input to the design.
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The resonant load has been operated to power
levels that have demonstrated the acceptability of the
helicoflex rf joint and the rf tuning plunger.

b) Electron Test Accelerator

Operation of ETA was curtailed by persistent
vacuum problems and poor klystron performance.

A new klystron purchased from Varian has been
tested to 105 kW and is now in service.

The pulsed gun now routinely produces beam pulses
of 22.5 nC/pulse at a repetition rate of 5 kHz.

Calculations of the bunching and transport of
these high intensity pulses show that a bunching efficiency
of 60% can be achieved. Each pulse fills three rf buckets.

Irradiations were performed for two branches at
CRNL for fundamental research purposes.

Cavity temperature studies using the MARC code
agree well with experimental measurements at 13 kW/m at
2.45 GHz, calculated frequency shifts agree well with
measurements on Model 1 and Model 5, and transfer function
calculations agree well with Model 5 measurements.

A design study shows that beam loading will
impose a limit to the luminosity of the HERA ring in
Germany.

Assembly and low power tests of the two cavities
to be used in the beam cavity interaction experiment are
complete; first beam tests show that the accelerating mode
and the first blow-up passband are excited by particles in
the velocity range of 0 from 0.25 to 0.45.

1.3 Solid State Physics

The crystal structures of CSe2 and Br were
established. A study of the lattice vibrations in the
molecular crystal of C6F3CA3 was begun, which will
highlight the effect of halogen atoms on the intermolecular
potentials of the benzene ring.

A theory of vacancy formation energies has been
formulated that successfully describes the observed vacancy
properties of ordered body-centred cubic alloys.
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The directional dependence of the bulk internal
strains in Zr 2.5 wt% Nb pressure tube material was measured
for the first time by neutron diffraction. The technique
was also applied to a curved section of an Incoloy 800 heat
exchanger tube and it was demonstrated that high bulk inter-
nal strains exist in the region of the bend.

A small-angle neutron scattering study proved that
Y-ray irradiation caused aggregation of the holo- and apo-
forms of superoxide dismutase.

A low-temperature filter employing either Be or
A&2O3 has been installed on the N5 neutron spectrometer.
The Be filter improves the flux of long-wavelength
(X > 5.0 A) neutrons by more than a factor of two over Be at
room temperature for small angle scattering or very high
resolution experiments. The AA2O3 filter is highly effec-
tive in reducing fast-neutron background for conventional
inelastic scattering experiments.

1.4 Applied Mathematics and Computation

A novel application of the MARC stress analysis
code was the successful modelling of a metal shaping process
involving large strains; the model was developed with
Dr. J. Too, Department of Energy, Mines and Resources. Work
in support of the various stress analysis codes available at
CRNL included installation of a new version of STARDYNE,
release of an interactive program for preparing input to
STARDYNE, development of a free-format input module for
TPIPE, and initiation of a project to develop a dynamic
memory allocation method for MARC.

MARC and the heat transfer code TRUMP are being
used for studies of temperature distributions in the con-
crete structures of the proposed high level waste treatme-
facility. TRUMP is also being used in a study of tempera
ture distributions in a radiofrequency accelerator vane
structure.

Applications of numerical techniques for the
solution of differential equations included a model of a
radiofrequency quadrupole particle accelerator, and the
solution of a diffusion problem in Zircaloy fuel sheaths
under loss-of-coolant conditions. A numerical solution of a
highly non-linear equation describing radionuclide seepage
in ground water has been constructed.
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Miscellaneous programs and subroutines developed
or modified during the period include:

- the model for neutron leakage out D2O structures of
rectangular cross section for the parity non-conservation
experiment has been extended,

- a program for producing various indices for Standard
Policies and Procedures was prepared,

- programs for analysis of the hybrid heating experiment were
extended to provide more analyses and more useful graphical
output,

- a collection of subroutines for the evaluation of thermo-
dynamic and transport properties has been prepared for
inclusion in AELIB.

The major developments in operating systems,
compilers and utilities have been:

- release of a reliable version of FTN5 (CDC's FORTRAN 77
compiler) and the preparation of FTN5 versions of the
subroutine libraries for both NOS/BE (6600 and Ci'BER 175)
and NOS (CRNL and Sheridan Park CYBER 720*s).

- installation of the programming languages GPSS (for discrete
event simulations), REDUCE 2 (for algebraic manipulations),
and BASIS (interactive information storage and retrieval).

- development of a comprehensive set of prompting and editing
subroutines for interactive FORTRAN programs.

- installation of the collection of graphical output
subroutines known as PLOT79 and development of a graphics
"meta-file" handler to the specifications of the Graphics
Standards Planning Committee proposed core graphics
standard.

During the period, support of all remote job entry
terminals was transferred from the CDC 3300 to the CYBER 720, and
the 3300 configuration reduced to handling only local unit record
equipment, plotters and a paper tape station and a small number
of asynchronous terminals with special requirements.
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The following table is an analysis of the jobs
processed during the first half of 1983:

Number of Jobs
Utilization
System Seconds

Corporate Head Office
Radiochemical Company
Chemical Company
Engineering Company
WNRE

CRNL:
Computing Centre
Contracts
Information Services
Health Sciences
Chemistry & Materials
Physics
Electronics, Instrumentation
& Control

Advanced Projects &
Reactor Physics
Fuels & Materials
Administration
Finance
Operations
Maintenance & Construction
General Services
Plant Design
Special Projects
Environmental Authority
Commercial Operations
Others

1.23
0.29
0.69

18.39
2.76

22.45
1.13
0.62
4.10
2.22
7.61

0.57

17.40
10.40
0.83
2.04
2.95
0.00
0.10
0.77
3.20
0.17
0.13
0.01

1.
0.
0.

23.
3.

11.
1.
0.
2.
4.
7.

2.

25.
6.
0.
1.
3.
0.
0.
0.
3.
0.
0.
0.

19
06
36
78
51

71
51
37
37
62
95

12

12
02
30
47
76
00
13
48
04
02
09
00
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NUCLEAR PHYSICS BRANCH

(Report edited by J.S. Geiger)

2.1 Staff

2.2 Measurement of the Absolute Cross Section of the
3He('*He,Y)7Be Reaction

2.3 The Branching Ratio in the Decay of 7Be

2.4 The 13C(p,y) Resonances at Ep=1.745 and 3.10 PleV

2.5 Spin Precession of 153~156Dy in Unresolved High
Spin States

2.6 Average g-Factors of Unresolved High-Spin States in
I6 2 y b

2.7 Alpha Decay of Neutron Deficient Rhenium and Osmium
Isotopes

2.8 The g-factors of s7,~ and d~/o proton Hole Orbitals
near 208Pb 1 / 2 3 / 2

2.9 Beta Response Functions for a Detector Telescope

2.10 Calibration Sources for the Neutrino-Mafc,s Experiment

2.11 Source Test Assembly for the Neutrino-Mass Experiment

2.12 3-Ray Counter Assembly for the Neutrino-Mass Experiment

2.13 Counter Electronics for the Neutrino-Mass Experiment

2.14 Target Preparation Laboratory

2.15 Position Sensitive Parallel Plate Avalanche Counter

2.16 Stretched polypropylene Foils

2.17 1.75 m Vacuum Chamber

2.18 Monte Carlo Calculations of the Response of a BGO 4TT
Detector Array

2.19 Monte Carlo simulation of the Performance of a Hybrid
Compton Suppressor

2.20 Data Acquisition System for the 8ir Spectrometer
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Data Acquisition

Tandem Electronics for TASCC

Beam Transport Magnets and Power Supplies for TASCC

Analysis of the Magnetic Field Maps and Calibration
Data for the TASCC Beam Line Elements

Diagnostic Procedures for the TASCC Injection System

Design Study for a New Low Energy Buncher for TASCC

Progress of the BTS Vacuum and Support System for TASCC

TASCC Control System Computers

CAM.AC Serial Highway Development for TASCC

CAMAC Hardware for the TASCC Control System

System Variables for TASCC Control System

Progress in the Safety interlock System for TASCC

MP Tandem Column

Data Acquisition and Analysis for the Parity Violation
Experiment

Design Considerations for a Crystal Ball Spectrometer

Isotope Separator Relocation

Isotope Enrichment of Zirconium using a Plasma
Centrifuge

Laser Magnetic Resonance

Electromagnetic Transition Rates in High Spin States in
Dy

2.40 Parity Violation in the Photodisintegration of
Deuterium

2.41 Bragg-Curve Spectrometer

2.42 Publications and Lectures

2

2

2

2

2,

2,

2.

2.

2.

2.

2.

2.

2.

2.

2.

2.

2.

2.

2.

.21

.22

.23

.24

.25

.26

,27

,28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39
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2.1 STAFF

Branch Head: J.C.D. Milton (1)
J.C. Hardy (1)

Professional Staff Technical Staff

SECTION I

J.C. Hardy

Accelerator Group

T.
H.
G.
E.
W.
E.
0.
D.
H.
K.
P.
D.

K. Alexander
R. Andrews
C. Ball
T.H. Clifford
G. Davies
Hagberg (3)
HSusser
Horn
Schmeing

S. Sharma (4)
Taras (5)
Ward

SECTION II

(2)

N.C
R.L
L.H
P.
J.L
J.J
A.S
A.P
P.J
J.P
W.L
F.J
M.J
M.G
J.S

. Bray

. Brown

. Bucholtz
Dmytrenko
. Gallant
. Hill
•C. Hyde
. Jarvis (6
. Jones
.D. O'Dacre
. perry
. Sharp
. Shear
. Steer
. Wills

Beta-Ray & Computer Control Group

R.L. Graham
J.S. Geiger

R.E. Howarda)
D. Oliver (7)
W.F. Slater
L.V. Smithb>
R.B. Walker

D.

L.

R.

V.

Students

, Clifton
Denault
Gascon
Heaton
Hughes

(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)

Koslowsky (13)
Moreau (14)
Standish (15)

Laboratory Services and Workshop

A.R. Sprake
R.W. Stalkie

Secretarial Staff

D.L.
R.J.

Brookes
Elliott
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(1) J.C.D. Milton transferred to Division Office
83 January 15, J.C. Hardy became Branch Head.

(2) Post Doctoral Fellow.

(3) Assistant Research Officer; joined AECL
1983 January 04.

(4) Attached (part time) from the Unversity of
Manitoba.

(5) Attached (part time) from the University de
Montreal.

(6) Joined AECL 1983 June 29.

(7) Attached from Digital Equipment of Canada
Limited; reported for duty 1982 October 6,

(8) Local Summer Student from Loyalist College,
reported for duty 1983 May 05.

(9) Local Summer Student from University of Ottawa,
reported for duty 1983 May 04.

(10) National Summer Student from University de
Montreal, reported for duty 1983 May 10.

(11) National Summer Student from Queen's University,
reported for duty 1983 May 16

(12) CEGEP de la pocatiere Student, reported for duty
1983 May 31.

(13) Graduate student attached from the University of
Toronto.

(14) National Summer Student from McGill University,
reported for duty 1983 May 09.

(15) Waterloo Co-op Student, reported for duty
1983 May 02.

a)Also has responsibilities in Section I.
k^Also has responsibilities in Nuclear Detectors

and Metrology Section of the Neutron & Solid
State Physics Branch.
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2.2 Measurement of the Absolute Cross Section of the
3He('*He,Y)7Be Reaction

T.K. Alexander, G.C. Ball with W.N. Lennard and II. "eissel
(Solid State Science Branch) and H.-B. flak (Queen's
University)

Experiments have been carried out to determine
the absolute cross section for the He(4He,y) Be
reaction. The preliminary experiments were reported in
PR-P-136: 2.4; AECL-7982. The 3He( 'tHe, y ) 7Be cross section
affects the predicted solar neutrino flux and bears
strongly on the solar neutrino problem [see
J.N. Bahcall et, al., Rev. Mod. Phys. 5± (1932)767].
The 37C£ + ve + Ar + e~ reaction is most sensitive to
the energetic neutrinos from B. The chain of reactions
which lead to the predicted solar neutrino flux measured
by the 37CA detector is the weak (0.02%) branch,
3He(4He,y) Be(p,Y)8B-»-8Be + e + + ve. The measured
solar neutrino flux is 2.2 ± 0.3 SNU (1 SNU = 1 0
captures per Cl atom per second), whereas the value
7.6 i 3.3 SNU (3a error) is predicted (J.N. Bahcall
et al., Rev. Hod. Phys. J54 (1982)767). Literature values
of the absolute value of the cross-section factor 33^(0)
for the He( He,y) Be reaction vary by a factor of two.

The present experiment is novel in that targets
of He implanted in Nb foils are used rather than gaseous
targets. By this technique good geometry and current
integration can be obtained for the absolute determination
of the direct capture y yield. The areal density and
depth distribution of the He targets can be accurately
determined in separate experiments (see PR-CMa-64:1.2.1).
It has been experimentally determined that the areal
density He in Nb depletes linearly with ^He dose and the
depth distribution remains the same for doses up to 25
mC (« 5.5 x 10 1 7 ^He/cm2) and current densities
< 10 uA/cn.

A set of eight Nb target foils were implanted
with 35 keV 3He to a nominal dose of 7 x 1017/cm2. Two
of these were used to establish upper limits of safe ^He
dose (25 mC) and were not used in the lle{'*lle,y) Be cross-
section measurements. The remaining six targets were used
to determine the cross section in six separate
measurements. Each target was assayed for He content
before and after the 4He bombardment. The absolute areal
densities were established in these measurments (see
PR-CMa-64:1.2.1).
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The absolute gamma-ray yields from the
He( He,Y) Be reaction at E( He) = 1.3 MeV were measured
as described in PR-P-136:2.4; AECL-7982 for each target.
The data are being analyzed to obtain an absolute cross
section at Ê fj=525 keV.

2.3 The Branching Ratio in the Decay of 7Be

H.C. Evans, I.P. Johnstone, J.R. Leslie, W. McLatchie,
H.-B. Mak and P. Skensved (Queen's University) with
T.K. Alexander

The experiment to remeasure the branching ratio
of the decay of Be to Li described previously in
PR-P-136:2.3; AECL-7982 has been completed. The reaction
B (p,a) Be was used and the Be recoils were detected

and stopped in a transmission particle detector. The
absolute emission rate of 478 keV y rays from the
implanted detector was determined using a well-shielded
intrinsic Ge detector. The absolute efficiency of the Ge
detector was established using 22Na, 137Cs and 88Y
standard sources.

A value of 11.4 ± 0.7% was obtained for the
branch to the 478 keV level. This agrees within 2
standard deviations with the accurate published value
(F.Ajzenberg-Selove, Nuclear Physics A320, 1 (1979)) of
10.37 ± 0.12% and is in strong disagreement with the value
of 15.5 ± 0.8% reported recently by Rolfs et al.
(unpublished). The present results will be reported at
the CAP Congress, Victoria, 1983 (C.A.P. Bulletin 39 #3,
DK3). The current interest in this branching ratio is
amply underlined by the fact that six remeasurements were
reported at the recent APS meeting in Baltimore (Bull.
Am. Phys. Soc. 28, #4, 1983).

2.4 The 13C(p,y) Resonances at Ep=1.745 and 3.10 MeV

T.K. Alexander with H.C. Evans, J.R. Leslie, H.-B. Mak,
W. McLatchie and P. Skensved (Queen's University)

The E2 decays of the first 2+ levels in 1'*C at
7.01 and 8.32 MeV to the 0+ ground state have analogue
transitions in 4N. These are the decays of the 9.17 MeV
and 10.43 MeV, J* = 2+, T = 1 levels to the 2.13 MeV
Jn = 0+, T = 1 level respectively. By determining
the E2 transition strengths of the analogue transitions,
they can be separated into isoscalar and isovector
components or into neutron and proton transition
amplitudes for comparison with experiments using pions or
hadronic probes. We have studied similar cases
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systematically in s-d shell nuclei. The 7.01 and 8.32 MeV
levels in C have been studied recently (D.B. Holtkamp
et al., PRL £7 (1981) 216) in IT± inelastic scattering
and the 8.32 MeV level in particular shows a dramatic
difference between <J(TT~) and a(ir + ), which is
interpreted as arising from strong cancellations of the
neutron and proton components of the transition amplitude.

The transitions of interest in N are weak
decay branches from the Ep = 1.745 and 3.10 MeV
resonances in C(p,y) 4II. The first, although weak, is
resonably well established (see F. Ajsenberg-Selove,
Nucl. Phys. A360 (1981) 1) whereas the second has not been
observed. In the first experimental run, both resonances
were studied using a Compton-suppressed Ge(Li) detector.
The resonance strength and the angular distributions of
the transitions of the 1.745 MeV resonance were obtained
by bombarding a tantalum backed «40 pg/cm2 thick C
target with a 4.5 pA beam of protons from the Queen's Van
de Graaff accelerator. A preliminary analysis gives
ry = 0.073 ± 0.007 eV for the 9.17 + 2.13 MeV transition
in good agreement with 0.077 ± 0.011 eV quoted by
W.L. Sievers et al. (Phys. Rev. C13 (1976) 2546)'.

The investigation of the strength of the
10.43 + 2.13 MeV transition is complicated by the fact
that the resonance is 33 keV wide and by off-resonance
decays to the 2.13 MeV level. The possibility of
interference with off resonance contributions exists and
further experimental investigations are planned to attempt
to determine the resonant contribution.

2 . 5 Spin Precession of Dy in Unresolved High Spin
States

0.- Hausser, H.R. Andrews, D. Ward, with P. Taras
(University de Montreal), B. Haas (CRNL Strasbourg), II.A.
Deleplanque, R.M. Diamond, E.L. Dines, A.O. Maccluavelli,
R. McDonald, F.S. Stephens (Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory),
and C.V. Stager (McMaster University).

The analysis of experiments in which the
spin precession of unresolved high spin states populated
in the inverse reactions 26Mg ( _Xe, x n ) 1 5 8 XDy at
E=645 MeV, and 21*Mg(136Xe, x n ) 1 6 0 Dy at E=610 MeV has
been studied (see PR-P-136:2.11) is nearly complete. The
lineshapes of monoenergetic Y rays interacting with
5"x6" NaI(T£) detectors were obtained for the experimental
geometry used at Berkeley using radioactive sources
supplied by CRNL. This information has been used to
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unfold the continuous y-ray spectra. In addition to the
unfolding program, a number of analysis procedures have
been developed: a) a program to evaluate the transient
field effect e from the unfolded spectra; b) a program to
evaluate the logarithmic slope of the angular distribution
from the strongly Doppler shifted spectra observed at
three observation angles; c) a program to fit the
statistical high-energy tail of the Nal(TJl) spectra; d) a
program to evaluate the transient field effect e and the
logarithmic slope S for an idealized rotational nucleus.
The input parameters are the initial spin populations, the
g-factors, lifetimes (proportional to Q o ) and
transition energies (« 4lh /20) as a function of spin,
and, for a particular transition energy, the fraction of
statistical transitions (taken from experiment).

We find that the experimental data deviate from
the predictions of this simple model in which y energy and
spin are uniquely correlated. We observe finite
precession effects e and slopes S at energies above the
cut-off at which the model predicts vanishing intensity
for E2 transitions. The maxima in the average precession
angles <(> near Ey « 0.6 MeV are « 35% smaller than $
derived from the discrete lines. This difference, which
appears to be statistically significant, might imply that
some of these y rays are emitted early, i.e. before the
recoils have traversed the ferromagnetic layer (»0.9 ps) .
The rapid drop of lei and Is I towards lower energies
(Ey < 0.5 MeV) is caused by the competition of X=l
transitions, and by hyperfine fields acting on the recoils
that have come to rest in the copper backing.

In Table I the average multiplicity <My>, the
number of statistical transitions N s, the entry spin
<Ii>, and the estimated average spin of precession
<!$> are shown together with the precession angles <f> for
continuous (at Ey«0.68 MeV) and discrete transitions.
Our results indicate that the average g-factors in the
less collective nuclei ' Dy are substantially
larger than those in the more collective nuclei

f Dy. This may be indicative of a transition
from prolate (collective) through triaxial to oblate
(single particle) structure. In the former case g-factors
are expected to be smaller than the collective value
gj^O.SS because of the rotational alignment of an
i-13/2 neutron pair, whereas in the latter case a
combination of proton and neutron valence particles
implies g«0.5.
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2.6 Average g-Factors of Unresolved High-Spin States in 1 6 2Yb

0. Hausser with H. Grawe, H. Kluge, H.-E. Mahnke,
W. Semmler (Hahn-Meitner Institut, Berlin), W. Witthuhn
(Univeristy of Erlangen-NUrnberg), and C.V. Stager
(McMaster University)

The continuous gamma ray spectra obtained from
the bombardment of 80Se with 362 MeV Kr have been
analyzed. The transient magnetic field acting on * Yb
recoil nuclei in ferromagnetic Gd (See PR-P-136:2.13)
causes a precession of the y-ray angular distribution
which introduces a yield change e as the polarizing field
is reversed. The energy dependence of e provides
information on the average g-factor and on average
lifetimes at high spin values in the residual nucleus.

A 3-point angular distribution has also been
analyzed to deduce the energy dependence of the
logarithmic slope S = (dW/d9)/W. For the continuum
spectra which correspond to the upper half of energies
deposited in the sum crystal (Eg=13-26 MeV) a plateau is
observed for both lej («0.015) and Is I (*0.46) between
0.55 MeV <EY<0.85 Mev! At energies above 0.85 MeV in
the continuum spectra \e\ and Is I are reduced because
of the increasing fraction of statistical y rays, and (in
the case of \z\) because some of the y rays are emitted
before the recoils have traversed the ferromagnetic
layer. At energies below 0.5 MeV the decrease in lei and
in Is] is apparently caused by competing X = 1
transitions. The effective precession angle in the
plateau region, <t>piateau

 K 32±3 millirad, is smaller
than the value <j>(4 + 2) « 41±5 millirad deduced from the
4+-»-2+transition in l 5 2Yb. With the standard
parameters for the transient field, B(v,Z) = 26 Z(v/vo)
exp(-0.135 v/vo) T, the cf> (4+-»-2+) corresponds to an
average g-factor <g> = 0.240±0.035 for an average spin
value <I> « 24h. This g-factor is smaller than the
typical value (ra0.35) for the low-spin members of the
ground band in this mass region and suggests that for the
weighted average of the bands populated in the
deexcitation process on aligned neutron spin of « 5h is
contributing to the total angular momentum at <I>« 24h.



TABLE I 153-156
Spin Precession of High-Spin Continuum States in Dy

Reaction

relat ive

EXo(MeV) intensity(%) <My>
a) Ngb)

2 6 M g ( 1 3 2 X e , x n ) 645

2 l > M g ( 1 3 6 X e , x n ) 610

4n

62

7-2

5n

36 1 9 . 7 2 . 8 3 0 . 6 27

28 1 7 . 0 2 . 8 2 6 . 1 23

< ( I ( E Y « < 0 . 6 8 M e V ) c ) * d i s c r e t e
d ) < 9 > e >

(millirad)

40±3

28±2

(millirad)

71±7 0

38±5 0

.39±

.21±

.05

.03
i-1

00

a) corrected for unobserved low-energy transitions

b> from a fit of the statistical tail above 2.5 MeV to the expression Ng(E) -E3 exp(-E/T) with a
temperature T=0.55 MeV

151.,156 Dyr and the

c) 1(1 = e/S at 0.68 MeV

^) from an average of the 14++12+,...,2++0+ transitions in
29/2++25/2+...17/2++13/2+ transitions in 153'155Dy

e) average g-factor deduced from ^discrete? assumes an expression for the transient magnetic
field Of B(v,Z) = (26*2) Z(v/vo) exp(-0.135 v/vo)T.
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2.7 Alpha Decay of Neutron Deficient Rhenium and Osmium
Isotopes

U.J. Schrewe (University of GOttingen), E. Hagberg,
H. Schmeing, J.C. Hardy, V.T. Koslowsky with K.S. Sharma
(University of Manitoba)

The existing body of a-decay data for
neutron-deficient isotopes in the mass region between the
rare earths and lead can in many cases be used to derive
the masses of the decaying nuclides. If the ground state
of the daughter nucleus is populated in the a decay, as is
the case for even-even nuclei, then parent-daughter mass
differences are obtained with very good precision from the
experimental a-decay energies. A series of such mass
differences determined for a chain of a emitters
translates into absolute mass values for all nuclides in
the chain providing the mass of one of the nuclides is
known.

The three chains of a emitters that include
166 68pvG cannot, however, be used for absolute mass
determination since conflicting results have been
published for the a-decay energies of these nuclides. The
decay properties of neutron-deficient Re and Os isotopes
were therefore investigated in this lab (see
PR-P-131:2.10; AECL-7510), in an attempt to resolve this
problem. The analysis of the a-decay data obtained during
these experiments is now finished.

Our resultsfor 1 6 8 ~ i 7 0 O s , produced through
the 1*4Sm( Si,xn) Os reactions confirm previously
published decay data for those isotopes. Our measured
excitation functions for the 2n, 3n and 4n evaporation
channels were found to be in excellent agreement with
theoretical predictions.

Our measured excitation functions for activities
produced with a Z7hi beam agree very well not only with
predictions for the 3n± 4n and 5n evaporation channels of
the lltltSm(27A£, xn) XRe reactions but also with the
3n and 4n excitation functions established with the 28Si
beam. Specific a-emitting activities were therefore
assigned to the decay of Re. Their decay
properties are:

1 66

and

1 6 6Re, E a = 5372±10 keV, T1/2 = 2.8±0.3 s;
1 6 7Re, E a = 5136±8 keV, T x/ 2 = 6.1+0.2 s;
1 6 8Re, E a = 4894±1O keV, Tjy2 = 6.9±0.8 s.
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Our measured properties for these activities agree with
all previously published data but not with the previous
assignments. Our conclusion is that the earlier
conflicting assignments arose because one group made
isotopic assignments that were out by one unit.

A paper on the decays of Re has been
completed.

2.8 The g-factors of s , and d ,„ Proton Hole Orbitals near

208Pb

O. HSusser with I.S. Towner (Theoretical Physics Branch)

Recently transient magnetic fields have been
utilized to deduce the g-factors of the first two excited
states in 205T£ (3/2+ at 0.204 MeV, and 5/2+ at
0.619 MeV, see PR-P-133:2.16). These results, together
with the known g-factors for the l/2+ ground state and
the 5/2++3/2+ transition rate, can be converted into a
set of four independent, ^-allowed Ml matrix elements in

TA. In a weak coupling model in which the Tl wave

functions are expressed as s, ,~, d.. ,„ and d,. .„ proton

holes coupled to 0+ and 2+ core states in 206Pb these
Ml matrix elements can be expressed mainly in terms of the
g-factors for the s7 / 2 and <3~/2 proton hole orbitals, and

of the known g-factor for the 2+ core state in
206Pb(g2+= -0.01+0.07, Nucl. Phys. A146 (1970)215).
With the wave functions of Zamick et al. (Nucl. Phys. A245
(1975)365), whose sign conventions we have verified with
the Oak Ridge shell model code, we have deduced
g ( sl/2 } = 3' 5 0 * °*16' a n d 9(d3/2) = 0.51 + 0.13,
where both experimental and theoretical uncertainties are
included in the quoted errors. The former g-factor is in
excellent agreement with values derived from

B(Ml,l" * 0~) in 206T£ (g(s~^2) = 3.66 ± 0.36,

Donahue et al., Phys. Rev. C12(1975)1547), and from the

g-factor of the 5~ isomer in Hg (g(s7^2)= 3.6±0.3
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Becker et al. , Phys. Rev. £26^(1982)914). In Table 2.8.1
the deviations of the experimental g-factors from the free
nucleon values, Ag, are compared to theoretical
estimates of the effects of core polarization in f-rst
order perturbation theory, of couplings to vibrational
states in Pb, of meson exchange currents without
isobars, and of isobar currents. The sums of these
contributions somewhat underestimate the observed Ag.

Table 2.8.1

The g-Factors of s and d Proton Hole States

Ag (theoretical)
proton Ag =

6XP a) b) a) c)
orbital g (g -g, ) total core vibrational meson isobar

free exp free
polarization coupling exchange A

(no A)

3s"' 5.586 -2.08+0.16 -1.72 -1.54 -0.06 + 0.40 - 0.52

2d~' 0.083 0.43±0.13 +0.31 +0.22 -0.01 + 0.04 + 0.06

a) See Arima and Hyuga, in Mesons and Nuclei, ed. D.H. Wilkinson and M. Rho,
(North Holland, Amsterdam, 1979)

b) I. Hamamoto, Phys. Lett. _61B_ (1976) 343.

c) h.''. Lawson, Phys. Lett., to be published.
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2.9 Beta Response Functions for a Detector Telescope

E.T.H. Clifford, E. Hagberg, V.T. Koslowsky, J.C. Hardy,
H. Schmeing and R.E. Azuma (University of Toronto)

The data obtained from measurements of the
responses of a hybrid detector telescope (PR-P-136:2.22;
AECL-7982) to mono-energetic beams of electrons and
positrons in the energy range 0.8 - 3.8 MeV have now been
examined in detail. The measured response functions for
the two types of particles exhibit differences that are
mainly related to the effects of positron annihilation.
The disparity in the shapes and intensities of structures
common to both electron and positron response functions
cannot be explained by simple theoretical concepts.
Consequently, the often used practice of generating
positron response functions from measured electron
response functions folded together with some simple
assumptions of the effects of positron annihilation is not
adequate for cases where good precision is required. We
therefore conclude that in the absence of a detailed
mathematical description of the physical processes
associated with the detector response, the only way to
establish a reliable positron response funcion is by
measurements with mono-energetic beams.

A paper on this subject is being written up for
publication.

2.10 Calibration Sources for the Neutrino-Mass Experiment

J.S. Geiger, J.L. Gallant, R.L. Graham with R.H. Martin
(Neutron & Solid State Physics Branch)

A precise knowledge of the energy response
function of the 3 spectrometer system, for monoenergetic
18.6 keV electrons emerging from the tritium source layer,
is required for detailed analysis of the shape of the
tritium spectrum near the end point. As a step toward
measuring this response function we are developing
techniques for preparing very thin sources (<30 ng/cm ) of

Yb. The aim is to use the measured shape of the MJJ
line of the 20.75 keV gamma transition (E=18.6 keV) as the
reference resonse function, after correcting for the
natural width broadening (Lorentz shape with r»8 ev).

The basic features of source preparation
include:

a) irradiation of separated Yb in the highest
NRU flux position (2x10 n/cm /sec) for the
optimum time
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b) dissolving the irradiated 168Yb in HC£ and
passing the solution through a small Dowex 50
ion-exchange column to remove any
impurities

c) subliming a small quantity of the purified
YbC^3 from a shaped Ta or W boat through a

1 mm wide slot in a Cu mask onto a smooth,
electrically conducting surface such as Ai.

The first source produced, using steps a and c
<PR-P-136:2.17; AECL-7982) was not satisfactory; low
energy tails on the conversion lines, due to finite source
thickness, were clearly visible. The second irradiation
of 18% 168Yb at a higher flux of 2xlOil+ n/cm2/s for 30
days (PR-P-136: 2.18) did not produce the full expected
specific activity. Sources prepared using steps a, b and
c still showed appreciable low-energy tailing.

The lower than expected specific activity may be
a consequence of rapid conversion of Yb to Yb, due
to the Yb resonance integral neutron capture cross
section, followed by partial burn out due to a non
negligible Yb resonance integral (V.A. Anufriev et al.,
Atomnaya Energiya Vol. b9_, No. 2, 116, August 1980).
Experiments are in progress to determine the optimum
irradiation time in NRU.

The source subliming arrangement is being
rebuilt to improve the vacuum near the filament.

2.11 Source Test Assembly for the Neutrino-Mass Experiment

N.C. Bray, J.S. Geiger and R.L. Graham

The source test assembly, described in
PR-P-136:2.15; AECL-7982, has been completed and is ready
for initial tests.

2.12 g-Ray Counter Assembly for the Neutrino-Mass Experiment

J.S. Geiger and R.L. Graham with M.A. Lone (Neutron and
Solid State Physics Branch)

The 28 cm diameter chamber (FR-P-136:2.15;
AECL--7982) has been tested and installed on the TT/2 3
spectrometer. The chamber contains a window assembly
having twelve 5 cm high by 1 mm wide slit apertures at 2
mm spacing, with a vacuum tight covering of thin
polypropylene film (= 0.1 mg/cm_) coated with a conducting
layer (5 iig.cn Cr and 29 ug.cm Au). The counter
fill gas, isobutane, is maintained at a constant absolute
pressure of 6 kPa (8 cm Hg) by a continuous flow system.
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First tests of a dual 12-element proportional
counter array have been disappointing. Electrical
breakdown in the counter printed circuit boards is
suspected. The printed circuit board design has been
modified to provide better electrical isolation and new
arrays are being prepared for testing.

Counter Electronics for the Neutrino-Mass Experiment

R.L. Graham, J.S. Geiger, R.E. Howard with R. Deale,
L. Milani and M.A. Lone (Neutron & Solid State Physics
Branch)

Four single-channel analyzer (SCA) modules have
been constructed and tested. Each module contains two
printed circuit boards containing three channels each
(PR-P-136:2.16; AECL-7982). In preliminary development of
the counter array, four 6-channel preamplifier boxes have
been assembled and tested. Each amplifier box derives
power from, and sends signals back to, an SCA module via a
15 m long cable. These provide all the electronics needed
for testing the 24 element (2x12) counter assembly
described in section 2.12.

Target Preparation Laboratory

J.L. Gallant and P. Dmytrenko

A system was set up in Bldg. 250 dedicated to
the production of tritiated titanium sources. Presently
large sources are being prepared for the RCMP for
radiographic studies. Thin tritiated titanium sources are
also being prepared for HcGill University and the Defense
Ressarch Establishment, Shirley's Bay, Ottawa.

The present vacuum system used for the
preparation of calibration sources of Yb for the
neutrino-mass measurement proved inadequate. A larger
system with improved pumping facility is now being
installed.

Work on the fabrication of single crystals of
tungsten is being delayed because of the urgency of the
work mentioned above.
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A method suggested by the Hahn-Meitner Institute
of making polypropylene films electrically conductive
proved successful. It consists of evaporating in vacuum a
very thin film of chromium (5 ug/cm ) overcoated w^th a
20 ug/cm2 film of gold.

Gold and copper were deposited on titanium discs
for repair of electron windows for the 2 MeV High voltage
Mass Separator in Bldg. 320.

Single crystals of iron and stainless steel were
gold coated for the Solid State Science Branch. Carbon-13
targets were prepared for the University of Washington at
Seattle. Gold foils were prepared for Yale University.
Thin carbon films were prepared for the Institute Voor
plasmafysica, Nieuweglin, the Netherlands. Aluminum was
deposited on a mirror for the General Chemistry Branch.
Niobium targets were prepared for the Solid State Science
Branch.

Large stretched polypropylene films to be used
in the parallel plate avalanche counter were coated with
chromium and gold.

2.15 Position Sensitive Parallel Plate Avalanche Counter

D. Horn, M.G. Steer and A. Moreau

A prototype position-sensitive parallel plate
avalanche counter of the type described by von Harrach and
Specht (Nucl. inst. & Meth. _16_4 (1979) 477) has been
built. The basic counter consists of two parallel,
square, 144 cm electrode planes separated by 3mm and
differing in potential by 400 to 700 volts. The
electrodes are thin metalized polypropylene foils produced
as described in section 2.16. Equidistant from the two
electrode planes and at one half their potential
difference is a position grid of 25 um diameter,
electropolished, gold-plated tungsten wires at 2 mm
spacing. Each of the 60 wires is connected to one tap of
a Rhombus L-C delay line*, which has a delay of 2 ns/tap
and 10 taps per integrated circuit. The delay of the grid
signal with respect to the prompt signal from the anode
(0-120 ns), gives a measure of the position. The detector
operates in a low pressure gas volume of about 1 kPa (8
Torr) of isobutane contained by a 100 vg/cm2 polypropylene
entrance window also produced on the foil stretcher. The
window is supported by a grid of 125 ym diameter tungsten
wires with 12.5 mm spacing.

•obtainable from the Rhombus Corp., parallel place, Triangle N.M.
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Preliminary tests with a 21tlAm a source indicate
the proper spread of times (0-120 ns) from the delay
line. Detailed tests of time and position resolution are
in progress.

2.16 Stretched Polypropylene Foils

M.G. Steer, P. Dmytrenko, J.L. Gallant and D. Horn with
M.A. Lone (NSSP)

An apparatus for stretching thin, gas-tight,
polypropylene foils based on the method of Barrus and
Blake (Rev. Sci. Instrum., 4£ (1977) 11) has been built.
The device has a heated, teflon covered stretching head of
45 cm diameter, with water cooling around the outer edge
to control the temperature gradient from center to rim.
The stroke of the stretcher is 70 cm.

With untreated, unoriented polypropylene stock
of 1.4 mg/cm thickness, best results have been obtained
at temperatures of 125°, 114° and 105°C, respectively, at
the center, half way point, and rim of the head. Optimum
foil uniformity appears to result from approaching the
polypropylene stock rapidly with -the stretching head until
contact is established, and then slowing down to almost
zero ram speed. The stretching continues for "30 cm or
until the colors of the diffraction pattern begin their
third cycle. The foil is then picked up on a rubber
covered ring coated with a thin layer of rubber cement.
Typical thicknesses obtained range from 50 to 100 pg/cm .
The foils are then ready to be used as windows, or if a
conductive coating is desired, they may be metalized. If
the foil is to be metalized, a thin (7 wg/cm ) coating of
cellulose nitrate is applied to prevent breakage during
the evaporation process. A 5 ug/cm2 layer of chromium is
then evaporated onto the foil, followed by about 20 ng/cm
of gold.

2.17 1.75 m Vacuum Chamber

D. Horn and M.G. Steer

The design for a 1.75 m vacuum chamber was
described in PR-P-133:2.52; AECL-7683. Construction on
the scattering chamber was begun early this year. The
cylindrical wall of the vessel has been rolled and welded
and flanges for the lid and base have been welded in
place. The lid is essentially completed and machining of
the complex base plate is in progress. Mounting of ports
and final machining remain before the chamber can be
vacuum tested and installed at the interim target
location.
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2.18 Monte Carlo Calculations of the Response of a BGO 4n
Detector Array

0. Hausser with J. Gascon (University de Montreal)

We are using Monte Carlo simulation methods to
estimate the response of multi-segmented 4TT detectors of
BGO which form the inner part of the proposed 8ir
spectrometer. Four different geometries are being
studied: a) a cylindrical design consisting of N=62
segments, with an outer radius of 15.9 cm and a minimum
inner radius of 6.5 cm; b) same as a), but with 12 access
holes for beam and Y rays which subtend a combined solid
angle of 2.8% of 4it; c) a spherical design consisting of
12 pentagons and 60 hexagons (N=72), with an outer radius
of 20.2 cm, and an inner radius of 12.4 cm; d) same as c),
but with 20 access holes for beam and Y rays which subtend
a combined solid angle of 6.6% of 4TT.

The Monte Carlo code computes, for a multi-
plicity My of 1 MeV Y rays, the pattern of detectors
that fired (Ey > 40 keV), the number of single hits
(i.e. without add-up of two or more Y rays), the number of
isolated hits (i.e. all neighbours are quiet), and the
energies deposited in each element. For the cylindrical
geometries (cases a and b) averaged parameters are shown
in Table 2.18.1: f is the probability for Compton
scattering into a neighbouring element; n is the average
probability that a Y ray interacts for the first time in
an element; <Ey> is the average energy deposited per
emitted Y ray; FWHM(M)/M is the relative width of the
multiplicity distribution, whereas FWHM(M)/M/(A<M>/AM) is
a measure for the multiplicity resolution that takes the
non-linearity of the multiplicity scale into account. We
find that the calculated multiplicity distributions can be
approximated extremely well by a probability function that
only depends on My, N, £2 and f.

Calculations for the spherical geometries (cases
c and d) are in progress.
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a Hybrid

E. Hagberg

The BGO suppressor investigated in previous
Monte Carlo simulations (PR-P-135:2.14; AECL-7907) has the
one disadvantage that it is very expensive because of the
large amount of BGO required. Another, less expensive
suppressor design has therefore been investigated. This
new axial suppressor incorporates a smaller cylindrical
piece of BGO attached to a much larger cylindrical piece
of Nal. The snout of the Ge detector extends through the
Nal cylinder into the centre of the BGO cylinder. The
axial bore through both cylinders has a radius of 34 mm.
The outer radius of the DGO piece is 57 mm and its length
is 102 mm. The corresponding dimensions for the Nal piece
are 80 mm and 160 mm, respectively.

The most energetic Y rays that have scattered
inside the Ge-spectrometer are found in the forward
direction and, consequently, the thickest parts of a
suppressor are always found in that direction. in the
present hybrid suppressor design most of the forward
scattered y-rays will be intercepted by the Nal cylinder.
In both types of 8ir spectrometers presently under
consideration there is ample space available in this
direction and therefore a larger, but cheaper piece of Nal
can replace the more efficient but expensive BGO.
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Scattering simulations of 50000 incident y rays
of 1 MeV energy indicate that most of the non-suppressed
events were due to backscattering out through the wide
entrance opening/cryostat bore. If a Nal mask were put
over the entrance opening, restricting its radius to
19 mm, then an overall suppression factor of 8:1 would
be achieved. This is not as good as the factor of 16:1
obtained with the much larger single piece of BGO
investigated earlier. Whether the economic advantage of
the more affordable hybrid design outweighs its lower
performance is an open question at present.

2.20 Data Acquisition System for the 8TT Spectrometer

O. HSusser, M.A. Lone and F.J. Sharp

Following discussions with P. Martin (LeCroy
Research) at CRNL and at the Universite de Montreal we
propose a preliminary layout for the data acquisition
system of the 8n spectrometer. This system is based on a
powerful combination of fast ADC's and intelligent
n-processors which allows a high rate (« 10 k/s) of
complex multi-hit events to be pre-analyzed. A brief
description of the system is given in TASCC-1-16-01.

2.21 Data Acquisition

G.C. Ball, E. Hagberg, J.S. Forster (Solid State Science
Branch), F.J. Sharp and R. Roiha and M. Shaarani
(Mathematics and Computation Branch)

A Perkin-Elmer' 3230 computer with 2 MB memory,
one 80 MB Winchester disc and one 300/1600 bpi magnetic
tape drive was purchased in March and installed in the
basement of the tower in April. The Mathematics and
Computation Branch agreed to assign two members of the
Special Systems Section, namely R. Roiha and M. Shaarani
to the P.E. for routine maintenance and special software
development. Both of them attended a two week P.E.
software course in Ottawa.

Two Jorway 432 CAMAC branch drivers, CAMAC
crates, crate controllers and other necessary CAMAC
modules have been ordered for delivery in early August. A
chromatics color graphics, terminal and a TRILOG printer/
plotter will be leased for two years with options to up-
grade or purchase. The-new data scanner designed and
built by F.J. Sharp for the MICROS will be interfaced to
the 3230 via CAMAC. The system has provision for up to 16
ADC's operating in .both singles and coincidence mode.
F.J. Sharp attended a two week P.E. hardware course at
Neptune, N.J. in mid June.
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The data acquisition software developed at ORNL
is being obtained and will be adapted to our local needs.
In this regard, the data acquisition group plans to invite
a systems programmer from ORNL to come as a consultant for
approximately three weeks in early fall.

2.22 Tandem Electronics for TASCC

J.P.D. O'Dacre and M.J. Shea

The first of the ESAG lens controllers is
completed and is undergoing tests; the second is under
construction. Wiring of six of the seven power supplies
required for the sputter ion source is completed and is in
various stages of testing; four of the eight common power
supplies used on the ion source extraction deck are
complete and in various stages of testing.

2.23 Beam Transport Magnets and Power Supplies for TASCC

W.G. Davies, H.R. Andrews, R.L. Brown, K.J. Brown and
A.S.C. Hyde

All beam transport elements and their power
supplies have been received from Scanditronix. There was
no significant shipping damage.

All dipoles are in place and all but BI-6 have
been aligned. However, BI-4, 5 are not completely
assembled due to minor mechanical problems with the vacuum
chambers. Final assembly should occur in about one week.
Quadrupole lenses QI-1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and QB-1, 2, 3, 4 have
been installed and aligned. Electrical and cooling water
connections are complete up to QI-3 and work on completing
the connections to the other element is in progress.

All power supplies for the injection line and
bypass line magnetic elements have been installed. All
electrical wiring is complete for the power supplies in
room 8 (elements up to and including QI-5); 117 V and
600 V-30 services are installed for all power supplies in
room 116, but dc cabling is just beginning. (dc cabling
cannot be completed until all elements have been installed
and aligned). Cooling water connections are also complete
to all power supplies in room 116.
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Installation of the 6 power supplies for BE-1,
QE-1 and QE-2 in room 122 should take place shortly.

Two power supplies, BI-1 (20 kW 200 A) and QI-1B
(10 kW, 200 A), have undergone preliminary tests. The
results were very satisfactory. Those tests were made
with poor temperature control of the cooling water. Tests
of the power supplies have been delayed as a result of
problems with the cooling water system.

All documentation has been received except for
the dc switch gear. Review of the documentation has
uncovered a number of errors in the implementation of the
computer control of the power supplies. These p^blems
have been discussed with the manufacturer and solutions to
these problems have been found, in this regard, 80
printed circuit "logic boards" have been returned to the
manufacturer for modifications. All boards should be
returned by July 8. One faulty quadrupole coil has been
discovered. A replacement has been received and
installed. No further faults have been found during
preliminary tests of the magnet system.

The two ANAC magnets have been installed and
aligned. A power supply for the ANAC Y magnet, to replace
the one that should have been delivered with the magnet,
has been ordered from Danfysik and is scheduled for
delivery by mid July.

A multiplexing NMR Tesla meter to monitor and
control the dipole fields has been ordered and is
scheduled for delivery by the end of August.

Analysis of the magnetic field maps is nearly
completed (see section 2.24. All elements except the two
ANAC magnets were within specifications.

The program TRIM has been used to help design a
magnetic shield required to shield the quadrupole triplet
QI-15 from the stray field of the cyclotron.

Specifications for the Phase II beam transport
elements are in the final stages of preparation.
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2.24 Analysis of the Magnetic Field Maps and Calibration data
for the TASCC Beam Line Elements

VI.G. Davies and R.K. Heaton

The magnetic field data supplied by the
manufacturers for the dipoles used in the injection beam
line of TASCC have been analyzed. Direct numerical
integration of the entrance and exit fringe-field data has
been used to determine:

i) the location of the effective field
boundaries (EFB)

ii) the effective pole face rotation angles B^
and B2

iii) the second order curvature of the EFB

iv) the vertical focal length reduction
constant which results from the finite
extent of the fringe field.

Five "scans", symmetric about the optic axis
were made through the entrance and exit fringe-fields of
each magnet at three different excitations; B m a x
Bmax/2 and Bmax/4.

Table 2.24.1 summarizes the average values of
the most important parameters along with the design
values. Dipoles BI-1 through BI-6 are well within speci-
fications. The effective pole face rotation angles for
the ANAC 45° inflection magnet do not quite meet the
specification, and the positions of the EFB's for the ANAC
Y magnet are outside the specification.

The excitation curves measured by the
manufacturers for the dipoles and quadrupoles have been
fitted by the least squares method to a fourth order
polynomial. The coefficients as obtained will be entered
into the control computer data base.
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Table 2.24.1

Summary of Dlpole Fringe field Measurements

Magnet

Number

Bl-l

BI-2

BI-3

BI-4

BI-5
BI-6

BE-1

BE-IA

ANAC-45

ANAC-Y

ENTRANCE POLE
EFB Rotation Angle

Des1gn

(Degrees)

- 42.5

52.4

- 31.2

48.2

60.0

60.0

60.0

- 19.9

11.0

24.5

Measured

(Degrees)

- 42.30

51.90

- 30.86

48.14

59.74

59.83

59.68

- 19.87

13.22

22.91

Effective Field Boundary

Des1gn

(cm)

6.0627

7.326

5.226

6.706

13.574

13.574

8.94

4.754

0.0

1.888

Measured

(cm)

6.130

7.408

5.192

6.541

13.551

13.738

8.804

4.687

0.366

2.772

EXIT POLE
EFB Rotation Angle

Design

(Degrees)

52.4

- 47.2

48.2

45.0

60.0

0.0
- 44.7

44.7

11.0

0.0

Measured

(Degrees)

52.08

- 46.87

47.95

44.64

59.75

0.26

- 44.51

44.51

—

1.10

Effective Field Boundary

Des1gn

(cm)

7.2605

6.579

6.706

6.322

13.574

6.787

6.289

6.289

0.0

1.624

Measured

(cm)

7.280

6.535

6.622

6.361

13.841

6.653

6.211

6.211

—

2.362

NOTES: 1) All measured values are the mean values of 5 scans at 3 different magnet fields.

2) The exit pole of ANAC-45 and the right entrance pole of ANAC-Y were not scanned.
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2.25 Diagnostic Procedures for the TASCC Injection System

W.G. Davies

Detailed diagnostic procedures have been
developed to allow precision matching of the beams to the
cyclotron. The procedures are such that the beam is taken
stage by stage from the ion source to the stripper foil at
the center of the cyclotron. Measurements of the beam
profiles at judiciously chosen points allow accurate
determination and adjustment of the appropriate quadrupole
lenses and beam steering magnets to assure that the ion
beam is accurately centered with the correct values of
both the transverse and longitudinal phase space at the
following places.

1) entrance to the tandem
2) terminal stripper
3) tandem control slits (SI2)
4) high energy buncher
5) phase control slits (SI4)
6) transverse emittance matching section
7) symmetry plane of the cyclotron dispersion

matching section

In some cases the procedures involve a
considerable amount of computation in order to interpret
and/or make use of the results. A system of programs is
being developed to this end.

2.26 Design Study for a New Low Energy Buncher for TASCC

W.G. Davies

For many experiments it is necessary to have a
bunched and/or chopped beam where the time between bunches
is of the order of several hundred nanoseconds.

A linear ramp buncher operating in the region of
6 MHz will satisfy the minimum requirement for most
time-of-flight or time correlation experiments; namely
that there be at least 150 ns between beam bursts.

Th* advantage of this system over a chopper is
in the beam intensities available.

Under the following assumptions, a low frequency
buncher produces beam current enhancement factors ranging
from a factor of 5 for low-energy carbon to a factor of 18
for high energy bromine. These factors are calculated
assuming a linear ramp generator with better than 1%
linearity and a flyback time of 5 ns (assumed constant at
all amplitudes but known to be possible at 15 kV.
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Table 2.26.1 shows the basic operating
characteristics.

A little reflection upon the results presented
in Table 2.26.1 indicates that in fact, there would be
significant advantages in adopting buncher frequencies in
the region of 18 MHz instead of the present 30-60 MHz.
The capture ratio would then be » 90% (F=1.8).

Table 2.26.2 shows the bunch lengths and energy
spread at the cyclotron stripper (assuming perfect
linearity of the low (LE) and high (HE) energy bunchers)
for the present LE buncher, a perfect sawtooth buncher
operating at the cyclotron frequency and sub-harmonic
sawtooth bunchers operating in the vicinity of 18 and 6
MHz respectively.

It is seen, that except for an increase in the
energy spread of the beam, the matching to the cyclotron
is unaffected. The increase in energy spread is also not
important as long as a high degree of dispersion matching
is achieved. The most serious problems to be encountered
will be nonlinearities in the LE buncher. The linearity
problem at the HE buncher for U-3 is not significantly
worse with the new proposed buncher than with the present
one (see Table 2.26.2).

A study of the effects of nonlinearities shows
that a scaling down in frequency of the present buncher
design is not satisfactory. The nonlinearities are such
that 96.5% of the beam would have to be thrown away for
C-50 ( C at 50 MeV/u).

Allowing a bunch length growth from nonlin-
earities of 2.5 over the assumed ion source noise limit (1
sd = 8 eV) leads to a tolerance on the degree of nonlin-
earity of 1% for terms of the type £2 and H3 and 0.6% for
harmonic terms sin (nwt) where n is the harmonic number of
the oscillatory term. These limits are inclusive, that
is, we could have .5% X + .5% l6 + .3% sin (ntot).
Another way of expressing the nonlinearity is to say that
rms nonlinearity must be less than 20 volts.

The question of whether or not space charge
effects are important has also been investigated in a
preliminary manner. The results indicate that there may
be a space charge limit of about 1 via for U and 5 pa for
C. These results are for a simplified system and may
over-estimate the effect. A detailed calculation in which
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the accelerated beam is properly taken into account is in
progress. One very interesting result of these
calculations is that the space charge limit in this case
is not strongly dependent on the buncher frequency.
One would have expected much worse effects at 6 MHz than
at 60 because there is 10 times more beam in the bunch.
The reason that the dependence is so small is that the
correlated energy spread in the beam is 10 times larger at
6 MHz than at 60 MHz.

To summarize, the proposal to develop a new
LE buncher to operate in the region of 6 and 18 MHz has no
deleterious consequences for the operation of the
cyclotron, and has the significant advantage of greatly
enhancing beam currents. It also solves the difficult
problem of finding a home for a beam chopper.
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Table 2.26.1

Performance of Ramp Buncher with 5 ns Retrace time, Vp-p 15

Ion Freq. T V F m
o o

(MHz) (ns) (kVpp)

U-10a) 42.6b)23.5C) 1.08d) 1.576' 7f

U-3 35.3 28.3 1.12 1.65 6

f mT mV
o B

(MHz) (ns) (kVpp)

6.09 165 7954 13.6'

5.88 170 6.71

1-15 50.7 19.8 1.22 1.49 8 6.34 158 9.75

1-3 35.1 28.5

Br-3 34.4 29.1

C£-33 37.6 26.6

C&-3 34.5 29.0

C-50 46.6 21.5

C-23 32.5 30.8

1.40 1.65

Br-20 59.0 17.0 1.33 1.41

1.72 1.66

6.55 153 12.0

3.14 1.62 6 6.27

2.21 1.66 6 5.75

4.41 1,53 7 6.65

5.85 1.68 5 6.50

h)

11.6

15.5

5.85 171 8.40 11.6

17.5

5.73 175 10.32 11.6

160 1 5 ( 1 8 . 8 ) 9 > 9 . 2

174 13.3 11.6

151 15(30.4) 7.0

154 15(29.2) 5.0

a) U-10 means 10 MeV/u U from cyclotron

b) Cyclotron and present LE buncher rf

c) time between beam bursts
d) peak-to-peak buncher voltage

e) approximate beam enhancement factor over present buncher. F=2 mean

100$

f) Sub-harmonic no. to make T o >_ 150 ns

g) no. in brackets is Vg required for "perfect" bunching,

h) current enhancement factor.
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Table 2.26.2

High Energy Buncher and Bunch Parameters at Cyclotron Stripper

Ion 21 m Q H A Vo
O B o

(cm)

U-10a) .612b> 1 10C>

(deg) (kVpp) (cm) i.%) (deg) (kV)

29.76 ) 45 .68° .0379> .043 h ) .53 i > 119j>

1.22 1 10 2 29.7 45.68 .037 .043 .53 119

3.67 3 10 2 30.0 45.72 .037 .043 .53 119

8.54 7 10 2 31.4 45.82 .037 .043 .53 119

U-3 .736 1 7 2 54.2 t + 20.35

1.47 1 7 2 54.3 20.35

2.94 2 7 2 54.6 20.39

8.83 7 2 59.0 2C 51

C-50 2.48 1 2 4 6.06 72.50

4.97 1 2 4 7.75 80.10

14.90 3 2 4 17.5 90.26

17.15* 7 2 4 20.0 90.74

043

043

043

043

038

058

074

076

.052

.052

.052

.056

.0089

.011

.025

.029

.85

.85

.85

.85

.26

.39

.50

.51

53.6

53.6

53.6

57.8

6.92

8.55

19.4

22.5

C-23 3.56

7.12

14.24

18.29*

1 2 4 5.96 67.96 .054 .010 .30 5.49

1 2 4 9.58 74.08 .066 .017 .32 9.33

2 2 4 17.8 • 77.00 .072 .031 .40 17.0

4 22.6 77.64 .072 .039 .40 21.4

a) See Table 1 (g) 1st order bunch length at Cyclotron

b) Full base width of stripper («FWHM>

bunch at LE/bunch<?r (h) Momentum spread of beam at stripper
c) Charge state at HE Buncher (»FWHM)

d) HE buncer Harmonic no. (i) Phase occupied by bunch ("FWHM)

d) HE buncher Harmonic no. (J) Energy spread of beam at stripper
e) RF phase occupied by (FWHM)

beam at HE buncher (t) Length limited by 15 kV LE buncher
f) Peak-to-Peak HE buncher voltage

voltage (tt)Serious nonlinearlties will signifi-

cantly increase Hj
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2.27 Progress of the BTS Vacuum and Support System for TASCC

H.R. Andrews, W.G. Davies, A.S.C. Hyde, P.J. Jones,
J.J. Hill, F.J Sharp and K.J. Brown (Design & Tech.
Serv. Branch)

The quadrupoles and support systems are all
installed and aligned from the tandem to BE-1 via the
by-pass line. The support cabinets from BI-3 to BI-5 are
completed and will be installed as soon as alignment work
is completed in BI-4 and BI-5. The latter has been
delayed by changes required in the BI-4 vacuum box.

All the rest of the Phase I beam-line parts are
in the shops for construction except for the supports for
the auxiliary pumps on the vacuum boxes of BI-5 and 6.
Assembly drawings are complete for the tandem to BE-1 and
are nearing completion for BI-3 to BI-5.

The vacuum system has been installed and
leak-checked to BI-3; installation of the vacuum system
along the by-pass is in progress. The vacuum control
systems for the first two sections following the tandem
have been installed and commissioned under manual SPO
control. No difficulties were encountered and no
electronic modifications were required.

Water, electrical (ac,dc) and air services to
the beamline are complete to BI-2. The diagnostic devices
are installed. Installation of water and air from Bl-2 to
BE-1 is in progress. The ac power installation on the
bypass line is complete.

2.28 TASCC Control System Computers

B.F. Greiner (NRX Reactor Branch), D. Oliver, W.F. Slater
and R.L. Graham

Both new PDP 11/44 computers are installed in
the new computer room, (Rm. 101D, Building 137) and both
have been used with the full complement of software from
the Hahn-Meitner Institute. One third of the new control
desk is installed in its final location (Rm. 101B,
Building 137). One of the new ion source power supplies
mounted in the new cage has been operated from the new
control desk.
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The Hahn-Meitner VICKSI control software has now
been reviewed and all routines not required at CRNL have
been removed. The remaining hardware-access subroutines
have been modified to incorporate the special display
characters implemented by L.D. Hansen. At the same time,
the trap routine used to handle floating-point operations
has been replaced with PDP-11/44 floating-point
instructions. The access routines developed at CRNL to
operate 16 and 18 bit power supplies have been added to
the software. This software is now ready to task-build.

A program for routine adjustment of dipole
magnets according to NMR readings has been specified and
programming is underway.

2.29 CAMAC Serial Highway Development for TASCC

R.B. Walker

To meet the needs for controlling and monitoring
all TASCC Phase I devices, it is anticipated that about 40
CAMAC crates will be needed at a dozen different locations
throughout the TASCC complex. To date 11 crates have been
installed in 6 locations and tested with at least one
module in each crate.

2.30 CAMAC Hardware for the TASCC Control System

R.B. Walker and D.C. Clifton

Changes in status of control system hardware
since the previous report (PR-P-136:2.31; AECL-7982) are
as follows:

Item
IGOR Modules (Input-
Gate/Output Register)

50-Wire Cables

Status
All 250 GEC CAMAC modules
have been received,
tested and now meet
specifications. This
completes the testing of
all Phase I CAMAC
modules.

A standing contract has
been placed with an
outside supplier to
fabricate cables to
desired lengths on
demand.
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Fibre-Optic U-port
Adaptors

Audio Alarm
CAMAC Modules

IGOR Interface units

All six units were
returned by the
manufacturer to CKNL in
April with the latest
engineering updates.
Tests show that they do
not function reliably at
4.5 Megabytes/s although
they are specified to
operate at 5.0 Mb/s.

Two units have been made
and are now functional.
They are designed to be
compatible with the
VICKSI software and alert
the operator with a chime
tone sound; the operator
can acknowledge alarms
via the touch panel.

Five sets of boards
(TASCC-01-11) have been
made; these will be used
by C. Hoffmann to
interface extraction-
element power supplies.

A first version prototype
unit has been developed
to keep track of which of
the 230 stripper foils is
active in the MP tandem
terminal. Further
developments are planned.

2.31 System Variables for TASCC Control System
W.F. Slater and R.B. Walker

One of the new slit assemblies on the beam line
has been successfully operated from the new control
console, accessing it by the touch panel. This involves
the use of six system variables (three for the vertical
and three for the horizontal). The system variable
calibration constants for slit movement were established
and will be used for all slits when the variable names are
entered into the data base.

Stripping Foils
Index Module
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2.32 Progress in the Safety Interlock System for TASCC

G.C. Ball, N. Burn (NRX Reactor Branch), J. Barsczewski
and C. Langlais (Design and Technical Services Branch),
J'.P.D. O'Dacre, J.S. Wills and R. Roiha (Mathematics and
Computation Branch)

All 15 radiation detectors were delivered in
March 83. Preliminary testing of the prototype amplifiers
has been completed. The gamma-ray response function of
the radiation monitors has been measured and found to be
linear over four decades from 0.1 mR to 10 R. The
electronics are being modified to provide a logarithmic
output.

The first small facility display has been built
and tested. Wiring lists for the installation of SIS are
completed and work orders have been issued for the
installation of the remote stations and for the electrical
wiring associated with SIS. The design of the barriers
required for SIS is completed.

Detailed software flow .charts for the operation
of SIS have been prepared.

2.33 MP Tandem Column

L. Bender, Operations Branch

During the month of June while routine
inspection of the generator column was being carried out,
three broken column members were discovered. One of the
breaks is similar to four previous breaks since June 1980,
involving the upper horizontal members in sections 1 and
8, which are not under compression or tension. Other
breaks have now occurred in diagonal compression members
located in sections 4 and 5 at either side of the
terminal. J. Shaw (HVEC) and J. McCartney (Corning Glass)
were contacted and they investigated the situation. These
investigations revealed uneven distribution of compression
in the diagonal members. Subsequently, alignment
measurements were made on the column. These measurements
revealed a -.050" sag in the column, rather than the usual
+.200" arch. A "bow" in the column of .080" was also
revealed.

The above findings reveal a possible loss of
compression in the column compression springs. It is also
possible that the cracked glass sections are caused by
epoxy curing.
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As a safety precaution, the column is now
temporarily supported by jack posts located under each
dead section and the terminal.

Special equipment will be provided by H.V.E.C.
for checking the column compression. It is anticipated
that this work will commence in August. An order has been
placed for new compression springs in the event that the
present ones have weakened and require replacement.

2.34 Data Acquisition and Analysis for the Parity Violation
Experiment
E.T.H. Clifford with E.D. Earle and R.J. Deal (Neutron and
Solid State Physics Branch)

Several programs have been written for the
LSI-11 computer to perform data reduction on-line.
Quantities which are monitored are beam position, beam
profile, neutron yield and gamma yield. All quantities
are monitored with particular attention to changes which
are synchronous with switching the electron beam
polarization.

Experiments have been performed to detect ground
loops by searching for detector signals while modulating
the Lasermetrics amplifier. In this simulation of the
final configuration of the experiment no synchronous
signals were found at the 6 x 10 level.

A microprocessor-controlled timing sequencer
based on a design provided by Queen's University has been
constructed. Programs have been written to control the
timing sequencer and its link to the LSI-11 computer. The
device provides timing signals to control the parity
experiment and its associated data acquisition system.

2.35 Design Considerations for a Crystal Ball Spectrometer

V. Koslowsky and H. Schmeing

A crystal ball spectrometer with a large array
of high resolution Compton-suppressed detectors had been
suggested for this laboratory (see TASCC 1-19-03). The
spectrometer was to be based on a BGO structure with
cylindrical geometry. Based on extensive calculations and
a full scale model we were able to show that a spherical
BGO base structure, capable of supporting a larger Compton
suppressed array, is geometrically feasible and presents a
more powerful experimental facility. Details are given in
TASCC-1-19-06.
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The spherical structure is based on the geometry
of a 72-faced polyhedron composed of 12 regular pentagons
and 60 slightly irregular hexagons. Twenty germanium
spectrometers view the central target along all three-fold
symmetry axes of this body.

A computer program was developed with the
assistance of the Math, and Computation Branch (Gord
McQuade) to view the body from any angle and produce
isometric drawings. Plexiglass models of BGO elements
were machined, to help visualize the geometry; such models
were sent to BGO manufacturers as illustrations with
the quotation requisitions. Together with the Special
project Branch (Bill Mellors), a full scale model of a
support structure was designed. At the moment, quotations
for BGO elements and PM tubes are being evaluated.

2.36 Isotope Separator Relocation

H. Schmeing, J.C. Hardy, W.L. Perry, J.S. Wills and
E. Hagberg

The isotope separator relocation is progressing
steadily, although slower than originally expected. The
control instrumentation has been transferred into the old
tandem console. This console has been installed in its
new location in the control room. The separator itselfhas
been completely disassembled and a thorough cleaning of
all components has begun. About twelve major structural
components needed for the new location have been
designed. Some of these (e.g. the ion source support) are
completed. However, most of these jobs have been
submitted only recently and thus completion dates are as
yet open. The internal rewiring of many chassis has been
completed, but final drawings for their inter-connectionn
have not yet been issued.

Meanwhile, we continue to incorporate system
improvements. In the absence of more unforeseen delays,
we now estimate the move to be completed by December,
slightly more than one full year after the facility was
shut down on Nov. 15, 1982.
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2.37 Isotope Enrichment of Zirconium using a Plasma Centrifuge

H. Schmeing with W.J.L. Buyers and G. Dolling (NSSP)

A report has been written (AECL-7yi5) presenting
a summary of the work done by Omega-P, Inc., at the Yale
University plasma centrifuge under AECL contract
CR31-3946. The goal of the contract was to establish the
feasibility of large scale production of isotopically
enriched zirconium by this novel technique. Scientific,
technical and costing aspects were to be considered.

Largely as a result of this contract, the
scientific and technical feasibility of centrifugal
isotope separation in rotating plasmas on a commercial
scale is now established. Cost advantages are likely to
be realized for many isotopes. For zirconium, a huge
price advantage over the calutron type enrichment is
indicated, although not quite as much as is required for
AECL's needs.

In spite of favourable results it is recommended
that AECL not divert any substantial effort into
developing a plasma centrifuge facility until a case can
be made based on small scale production of specific
medical isotopes.

2.38 Laser Magnetic Resonance

J.S. Geiger et al.

See PR-CMa-64: 3.3.2.

2.39 Electromagnetic Transition Rates in High Spin States in
Dy_

D. Horn et al.

See PR-P-137: 4.17

2.40 Parity Violation in the Photodisintegration of Deuterium

E.T.H. Clifford et al.

See PR-P-137: 3.26

2.41 Bragg-Curve Spectrometer

D. Elorn et a l .

See PR-P-137: 3.30
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2.42 Publications and Lectures
a) Publications

DETECTION OF TRANSIENT LASER MAGNETIC RESONANCE SIGNALS IN
PULSED CO2 LASER IRRADIATION OF SF6/H20 AND SF6/N0
MIXTURES
J.S. Geiger, D.R. Snith and J.D. Bonnett
Chemical Physics, 74. (1983) 239.

RECENT TRANSIENT MAGNETIC FIELD MEASUREMENTS OF g-FACTORS
OF HIGH SPIN STATES
H.R. Andrews, O. HSusser, D. Ward and P. Taras
Proceedings of the 1982 INS International Symposium on
DYNAMICS OF NUCLEAR COLLECTIVE MOTION - High-Spin States
and Transitional Nuclei - held at the foot of Mt. Fuji,
July 6-10, 1982, 231

IDENTIFICATION OF SINGLE-PARTICLE CONFIGURATIONS AT VERY
HIGH SPIN IN 150"152Dy
D. Horn, 0. Hausser, I.S. Towner, H.R. Andrews, M.A. Lone
and P. Taras
Physical Review Letters, .5J), (1983) 1447

CONTINUOUS GAMMA RADIATION FEEDING HIGH-SPIN ISOMERS IN

y

D. Ward, II.R. Andrews, B. Haas, P. Taras and N. Rud
Nuclear Physics A, A397 (1983) 1, 161
THE DECAYS OF THE Tz=3/2 0-DELAYED PROTON PRECURSORS
Bhr, 87Mo AND 9TmRu
E. Hagberg, J.C. Hardy, H. Schmeing, E.T.H. Clifford and
V.T. Koslowsky
Nuclear Physics A, A395 (1983) 1, 152

16l+Ta, IDENTIFICATION OF A NEW ISOTOPE
U.J. Schrewe, E. Hagberg, H. Schmeing, J.C. Hardy,
V.T. Koslowsky and K.S. Sharma
Zeitschrift f(ir Physik A, 310, 4, (1983) 295.

ISOMERIC TRAPPING FOLLOWING COULOMB EXCITATION OF HIGH
SPIN STATES IN 178Hf
J.H. Hamilton, A.V. Ramayya, R.M. Ronningen, R.O. Sayer,
H. Yamada, C.F. Maguire, P. Colombani, D. Ward,
R.M. Diamond, F.S. Stephens, I.Y. Lee, P.A. Butler and
D. Habs
Physics Letters B, 11_2, 4,5 (1982) 327.

FERMI BETA-DECAY: PRECISION Q-VALUE DOUBLET MEASUREMENTS
BY A NEW TECHNIQUE
V.T. Koslowsky, J.C. Hardy, R.E. Azuma, G.C. Ball,
E.T.H. Clifford, W.G. Davies, E. Hagberg, H. Schmeing,
U.J. Schrewe and K.S. Sharma
Physics Letters B, 119, 1,2,3 (1982) 57.
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HIGH-SPIN STATES IN Z11+Rn, 216Ra AND A STUDY OF EVEN-EVEN
N = 128 SYSTEMATICS
T. Lonnroth, D. Horn, C. Baktash, C.J. Lister, and
G-R. Young
Phys. Rev. C, 21_, 1 (1983) 180.

THE NUCLEUS AS A LABORATORY FOR STUDYING THE WEAK
INTERACTION
J.C. Hardy
Transactions of the Royal Society of Canada Series IV/
Volume XIX (1981) 255

b) Reports

PLANS FOR A HIGH-RESOLUTION MEASUREMENT OF THE TRITIUM
BETA-SPECTRUM END POINT TO DETERMINE THE NEUTRINO MASS
R.L. Graham, M.A. Lone, H.R. Andrews, J.S. Geiger,
J.L. Gallant, J.W. Knowles, H.C. Lee and G.E. Lee-Whiting
AECL-7904

ISOTOPE ENRICHMENT IN ZIRCONIUM WITH A PLASMA CENTRIFUGE
H. Schmeing, W.J.L. Buyers and G. Dolling
AECL-7915

INTRODUCTION TO FIRST ORDER OPTICS
W.G. Davies
AECL-8053

c) Lectures

THE ROLE OF MAGNETIC MOMENTS IN NUCLEAR STRUCTURE PHYSICS
O. HSusser
Seminar presented at Simon Fraser University/TRIUMF,
Vancouver, 1983 February 28 and at University of Alberta,
Edmonton, 1983 March 01.

SPIN ROTATION OF 162Yb IN HIGH-SPIN CONTINUUM STATES
H. Grawe, 0. HSusser, H. Kluge, H.-E. Mahnke, W. Semmler,
W. Witthuhn
Invited talk presented at The Sixth International
Conference on Hyperfine Interactions, presented at
Groningen - The Netherlands, 83 July 4-8

SUPERALLOWED BETA-DECAY: HIGH-PRECISION STUDIES OF THE
WEAK FORCE
J.C. Hardy
Invited Talk given at NRC Ottawa, 83 Feb. 11
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CORE-EXCITED PROTON CONFIGURATIONS AT VERY HIGH SPINS IN
THE DYSPROSIUM ISOTOPES
D. Horn, I.S. Towner, O. HSusser, H.R. Andrews, M.A. Lone
and P. Taras
Presented at Baltimore Meeting of the American Physical
Society, Baltimore, Maryland, 1983 April 18-21

THE TANDEM ACCELERATOR - A RESOLUTIONARY TOOL FOR
RADIOISOTOPE DATING
H.R. Andrews
Talk given to Deep River Chapter of Chemical Institute of
Canada, Deep River, Ontario, 1983 April 18

A 4 it BISMUTH GERMANATE (BGO) DETECTOR ARRAY FOR HEAVY ION
PHYSICS AND THE PROMPT RESPONSE OF BGO TO FAST NEUTRONS
O. HSusser, M.A. Lone, T.K. Alexander, J. Gascon and
E. Hagberg
Abstract submitted to 1982 Conference on Scientific
Applications of Bismuth Germanate, Princeton University,
Princeton, N.J., 1982 November 10-12

Ml TRANSITIONS AND MAGNETIC MOMENTS IN THE Pb-REGION AND
THE ROLE OF THE DELTA
F.C. Khanna, I.S. Towner and O. HSusser
Abstract submitted to Symposium on Delta-nucleus dynamics,
Argonne, IL., 1983 May 2-4

THE CHALK RIVER NEUTRINO MASS EXPERIMENT
R.L. Graham
Abstract submitted to Eastern Regional Nuclear Physics
Conference of the Canadian Association of Physicists,
Kingston, Ontario, 1983 March 25-26

THE BRANCHING RATIO IN THE DECAY OF 7Be
H.C. Evans, I.P. Jonstone, J.R. Leslie, W. McLatchie,
H.-B. Mak, P. Skensved and T.K. Alexander
Abstract submitted to 1983 CAP/CAS Congress, University of
Victoria, Victoria, BC, 1983 June 27-30

DEPTH PROFILES OF 35 KeV 3He IONS IMPLANTED INTO METALS
H. Geissel, W.N. Lennard, G.C. Ball, J.S. Forster,.
M.A. Lone, L. Miliani and D. Phillips
Abstract submitted to 10th International Conference on
Atomic Collisions in Solids, Bad Iburg, West Germany, 1983
July 18-22
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SUPERALLOWED 0-DECAY: WEAK INTERACTION STUDIES AT HIGH
PRECISION
J.C. Hardy
Abstract submitted to the 1983 Joint CAP/CASCA Congi.ess,
University of Victoria, 1983 June 27-30

CORE-EXCITED PROTON CONFIGURATIONS AT VERY HIGH SPINS IN
THE DYSPROSIUM ISOTOPES
D. Horn, I.S. Towner, O. HSusser, H.R. Andrews, M.A. Lone
and P. Taras
Abstract submitted to Baltimore Meeting of the American
Physical Society, Baltimore, Maryland, 1983 April 18-21

The following abstracts were submitted to the Sixth
International Conference on Hyperfine Interactions,
Groningen - The Netherlands, 83 July 4-9

SPIN PRECE' 3ION IN HIGH-SPIN CONTINUUM STATES IN
153-156Dy

0. Hausst , D. Ward, H.R. Andrews, P. Taras, B. Haas,
M.A. Deieplanque, R.M. Diamond, E.L. Dines, R. McDonald,
and F.S. Stephens

SPIN ROTATION OF 162Yb IN HIGH-SPIN CONTINUUM STATES
H. Grawe, 0. HSusser, H. Kluge, H.-E. Mahnke, W. Semmler,
and W. Witthuhn

TRANSIENT FIELDS FOR RECOILS OF LARGE Z IN GADOLINIUM AT
77K
H.R. Andrews, 0. HSusser, D. Horn, P. Taras, P. Skensved,
R.M. Diamond, M.A. Deieplanque, E.L. Dines,
A. Macchiavelli, and F.S. Stephens
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NEUTRON AND SOLID STATE PHYSICS BRANCH

(Report compiled by T.M. Holden)

3.1 Staff

3.2 Crystal Structure of Carbon Diselenide

3.3 Crystal Structure of Solid Bromine

3.4 Internal Strain Measurements in Incoloy 800 Steam

Generator Tubes by Neutron Diffraction.

3.5 Neutron Diffraction Measurements of the Strain Tensor in

Zr 2.5 wt% Nb Pressure Tube Material

3.6 Neutron Diffraction Measurements of Internal Strain in an

Over-Rolled and Subsequently Annealed Zr 2.5 wt% Nb

Pressure Tube

3.7 Use of Small Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS) to Assay

Gamma-Ray Damage to DNA

3.8 Comparison of Inelastic Neutron Scattering from

a-Chymotrypsin and Hemoglobin

3.9 Preliminary Experiments on Drug-Membrane Interactions

3.10 Small Angle Neutron Scattering from an Equimolar Mixture

of Holo and Apo Forms of Superoxide Dismutase

3.11 Phonons in Sym - C6F3C&3

3.12 Vacancies in Fe#5iA£#49 and F e ^ g A j t ^ Alloys by

Positron Annihilation

3.13 Theory of Vacancy Formation in Ordered Stoichiometric bcc

Alloys

3.14 Magnetic Properties of Uranium Selenide, USe

3.15 Spin Waves in CsNiC£3

3.16 Prototype Cell for Measurements at High Pressures and

Electric Fields

3.17 Commissioning of the N5 Liquid Nitrogen Cooled Filter

3.18 Spectrometer Control System Improvements

3.19 Orientation Program for the ic-Diffractometer

3.20 Powder Diffractometer Unit
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Preparation of Silicon Monochromators

Reactor Beam-Hole Use

Further Improvements in the Performance of a Multi-Wire

Fission Chamber

Data Acquisition System for the Neutrino Mass Experiment

Peripheral Controller Interface Units for the Neutrino

Mass Experiment

3.26 Parity Violation in the Photodisintegration of Deuterium

3.27 Semiconductor Detector Systems

3.28 Gas Counters

3.29 BIC Detectors
3.30 Bragg-Curve Spectrometer

3.31 Data Acquisition System for Radionuclide Metroloqy

3.32 4TIY Ion Chambers

3.33 Standards Issued

3.34 Electronics Maintenance

3.35 Miscellaneous Services

3.36 Glassblowing Services

3.37 Machine Shop Services

3.38 Calibration Sources for the Neutrino Mass Experiment

3.39 p-Ray Counter Assembly for the Neutrino Mass Experiment

3.40 Counter Electronics for the Neutrino Mass Experiment

3.41 Stretched Polypropylene Foils

3.42 Data Acquisition and Analysis for the Parity Violation

Experiment

3.43 Optimum Counting Times in Slow-Neutron Experiments

3.44 Publications and Lectures
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3.1 Staff

BRANCH HEAD: Go Dolling
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Dolling
.L. Buyers
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Gaulin(3)
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. Hogan(5)
. Holden
. Hughes(6
. Jackman(
. Kim
. Martel
Morelli(8)
. Polo(9)
. Powell

1)

)
7)

Technical Staff

SOLID STATE PHYSICS

J.C. Evans
H.F. Nieman
M.NL Potter
D.C. Tennant

E.C. Svensson

SECTION II

J.W. Knowles
T
E
M
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P
P

.E.

.D.

.A.
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.0.

. Chupp(lO)

. Earle
, Lone
, McDonald(11)
, Pich(12)

. Parmar(13)

. Vachon(14)

SECTION III

J.G.,V. Taylor

NEUTRON NUCLEAR PHYSICS

R.J.E. Deal
L.A. Milani
W.F. Mills

NUCLEAR DETECTORS AND METROLOGY

M.A. Gulick
W.M. Inglis
R.H. Martin
G.A. Tapp
R.J. Toone
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GLASSBLOWING WORKSHOPS

J.G. Wesanko A.H. Hewitt
D.A. Doenng H.C. Spenceley

DESIGN SECRETARIAL STAFF

W. McAlpin A.M. VanDine
J. Dunn(15)

(1) Professor attached from McMaster University, arrived 1983
April 26.

(2) Graduate student attached from the University of
Edinburgh, arrived 1983 May 4.

(3) Graduate student attached from McMaster University.
(4) Undergraduate student attached from Waterloo University,

terminated 1983 April 29.
(5) Graduate student attached from the University of Toronto.
(6) Graduate student attached from McMaster University,

arrived 1983 April 26.
(7) Graduate student attached from Guelph University.
(8) Graduate student attached from Toronto University, arrived

1983 May 4.
(9) Postdoctoral fellow attached jointly from Guelph and

McGill University.
(10) Graduate student attached from Princeton University,

arrived 1983 June 20.
(11) Professor attached from Princeton University, arrived 1983

May 30.
(12) Graduate student attached from University of Toronto,

arrived 1983 June 27.
(13) National summer student from University of British

Columbia, arrived 1983 April 25.
(LA) National summer student from University of Victoria,

arrived 1983 May 5.
(15) Seconded from Design and Technical Service Branch.
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3.2 Crystal Structure of Carbon Diselenide

B.M. Powell with K. M. Heal and B.H. Torrie (University of
Waterloo)

Detailed analysis of the neutron powder profile data
for carbon diselenide has been completed. The initial
structure determination (PR-P-134: 3.2; AECL-7683)
provided a good overall fit to the data but the intensity
calculated for the (200) Debye-Scherrer peak was in
significant disagreement with that observed. To correct
this discrepancy a preferred orientation parameter was
introduced following Rietveld (J. Appl. Cryst. 2, (1969)
65) with [014] as the preferred orientation direction.
Refinement of this parameter, which measures the half
width of the distribution of plane normals about the
preferred orientation direction proved difficult, since it
is strongly correlated with the thermal parameters.
However, when convergence was achieved the discrepancy was
resolved and a significantly improved fit resulted (R =
0.095 at 17.5 K). The powder sample had been cryoground
with the standard technique and the quality of the powder
had been measured and considered to be acceptable.
Consequently it was unexpected that significant preferred
orientation could remain in the sample and have such a
dramatic effect.

3.3 Crystal Structure of Solid Bromine

B.M. Powell with K.M. Heal and B.H. Torrie (University of
Waterloo)

Continuing our program of investigation into the
crystal structures of solids containing linear molecules
(PR-P-133: 3.2; AECL-7683) we have determined the crystal
structure of solid bromine by the neutron powder profile
technique. The powder samples were prepared by
cryogrinding the solid at 77 K in a vanadium can. Powder
profiles were measured at 5 K, 80 K, 170 K and 250 K with
a neutron wavelength, \ = 1.8470 A from a Ge(331)
monochromator. Difficulty was encountered in obtaining
the data at 250 K (melting temperature 266 K), since the
corrosive nature of Br led to leaks appearing in two
vanadium cans.

The crystal structure is orthorhombic (space group
Cmca) and, from preliminary analysis at 5 K, the lattice
parameters are a = 6.567, b = 4.408 and c = 8.694 A.
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The intramolecular bond is 2.30 A long and is inclined at
« 57° to the b-axis. The isotropic temperature factor at
5 K is found to be 0.28 A increasing to 3.25 A2 at 250 K.
Further analysis to determine anisotropic temperature
factors and investigate the presence of preferred
orientation is in progress.

3.i Internal Strain Measurements in Incoloy 800 Steam
Generator Tubes by Neutron Diffraction.

B.M. Powell, T.M. Holden and G. Dolling

Internal strains within bulk components may be
measured by observing changes in lattice spacing by
neutron diffraction. Experiments were carried out on a
U-bend section (12.0 cm bend radius) of an Incoloy 800
steam generator tube, dia. » 1.5 cm. No heat treatment
was carried out subsequent to bending. The sample was
provided by R.A. Holt and J.E. Winegar and had previously
been used in their x-ray studies (J.E. Winegar, CRNL-2245,
1981). The L3 spectrometer at the NRU reactor was used
for the experiment and the neutron wavelength was 1.99 A.
The (002) plane spacing was measured for those grains
which have [002] directions parallel to the tube axis.
The irradiated volume was 2 mm high, 10 mm long, by 1 mm
wall thickness. The plane spacing around the circular
cross section is in tension at the outer (convex) bend and
in compression at the inner (concave) bend. Between these
it shows a maximum in tension 10° above the side of the
tube and a maximum in compression 10° below the side and
vanishes exactly at the side. A similar pattern was
observed with x-rays which only sample the first 20-50 um
below the surface. The neutron data are consistent with a
tensile stress in the bulk of about 300 MPa, compared with
150 MPa measured with x-rays. Preliminary measurements
suggest that the variation of plane-spacing may be
substantially different in those grains for which the
[111] direction is parallel to the tube axis. The
linewidths of the observed diffraction peaks vary from a
shallow minimum at the side of the tube to a maximum at
the inner and outer bend. This variation is probably
caused by lattice strain and particle size broadening
resulting from plastic deformation.
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3.5 Neutron Diffraction Measurements of the Strain Tensor in
Zr 2.5 wt% Nb Pressure Tube Material

T.M. Holden, B.M. Powell and G. Dolling, with S. MacEwen
(Materials Science Branch)

The pronounced texture of Zr 2.5 wt% Nb pressure
tubes means that it is possible to measure the way in
which the strain varies with direction for the primary
grain orientation which has a [Olio] direction along the
tube axis, X2, a [0002] direction tangential to the
tube, X3, and a [2llO] direction along the tube radius
direction, Xj. We have obtained, for the first time in
any material, the strain tensor for the primary grain in a
coupon cut from an over-rolled pressure tube. We measured
the change in plane spacing (Ad(hkil/d(hkil) for eleven
different reflections in three orthogonal planes at the
point of maximum strain and also 4 cm away from the
maximum towards the free end of the tube. The measure-
ments were made on a coupon 3 cm wide cut from the com-
plete pressure tube previously examined (PR-P-134: 3.2;
AECL-7778). Cutting the coupon from the pressure tube
reduced Ad(ooo2)/d(0002) from 0.31% to 0.16%. Thus,
athough the long range (hoop) strain is relieved by
cutting, at least 50% of the strain remains because of
interactions between the grains. The most marked example
of the anisotropy of the strain is that when the (0002)
plane is in tension at the point of maximum strain in the
primary grain, the orthogonal spacing, (2llO), is in
compression. The strain tensor was found to be

-0.86 0.54 0.08
( 0.54 0.12 0.89) . 10
0.08 0.89 1.39

with respect to the reference axes Xj, X2, X3. The
off-diagonal shear terms in the tensor are large, so that
the principal axes of the induced strain are rotated away
from the reference axes. The strain in different
orientations of grains, such as grains oriented with
[0002] along Xj, is quite different from the primary
grain:Ad(ooo2)/d(0002) = 0.05%. This shows that grains
oriented differently in the tube are subjected to quite
different mechanical constraints.
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3.6 Neutron Diffraction Measurements of Internal Strain in an
Over-rolled and Subsequently Annealed Zr 2.5 wt% Mb
Pressure Tube

G. Dolling, B.M. Powell and T.M. Holden

Neutron diffracton measurements were made on a
pressure tube which had been over-rolled and then annealed
for 1 1/2 hrs at 460°C to find the effect of annealing on
the bulk strains induced by over-rolling. The sample was
provided by R. Hosbons. The experimental arrangement was
similar to that used in the previous study (PR-P-134: 3.2;
AECL-7778) of an over-rolled tube. The variation of the
lattice spacing of the (0002) and (2110) planes along
the length of the tube through the over-rolled region was
measured for the primary grain orientation i.e. [0002]
tangential to the tube, [2110] along a tube radius and
[0110] along the axis. The (0002) plane-spacing was a
maximum in the over-rolled region, and the fractional
change, Ad(oo02)/d(ooo) with respect to the free end was
0.0012, which represents a 60% reduction of the
un-annealed value. The strain is anisotropic within a
given orientation of grain since the (2ll0) lattice
spacing was a minimum (in compression) in the over-rolled
region. Annealing therefore markedly reduces the bulk
localized strain associated with over-rolling;
nevertheless, it is likely that hydrogen would still tend
to congregate where the basal planes are in tension even
in the annealed tube.

3.7 Use of Small Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS) to Assay
Gamma Ray Damage to DNA

P. Martel

An exploratory SANS experiment has been conducted on
calf thymus DNA (Sigma, type I, sodium salt) dissolved in
D2O (10 g/1) in order to determine if changes in the
cross-sectional radius of gyration of the DNA filaments
result from 60Co irradiation. The L3 spectrometer was
utilized with a 30 cm long quartz filter placed before a
Ge(lll) monochromator which selected 2.5 A neutrons.

After measuring the SANS from the undamaged sample,
it was transported to a Gammacell 220 Co unit where it
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was irradiated with a dose of 3.8 x 10i Gy and the neutron
measurements repeated. Analysis indicated that effects
of irradiation are small: the cross-sectional radii of
gyration corresponding to single filaments were found to
be 12.8(±1.1 A) before irradiation and 11.8 (±1.1 A) after
irradiation. The second value is likely to be an average
over variously damaged and intact species and cannot be
regarded as more than a qualitative indication of damage.

3.8 Comparison of Inelastic Neutron Scattering from
g-Chymotrypsin and Hemoglobin

P. Martel

A comparison has been made of inelastic neutron
scattering from human hemoglobin and a-chymotrypsin in the
dry lyophilized state. The experiment was carried out
using the C5 spectrometer in the constant-Q mode.
Most of the measurements were carried out at JQ| values
of 1.85, 2.7, 3.6 and 4.3 A" . Whereas the scattering
from hemoglobin monotonically decreases as a function of
increasing frequency from zero to 3.5 THz, the scattering
from a-chymotrypsin shows a shoulder at about 0.70 THz
which does not shift as a function of Q. This frequency
is lower than the frequency (0.9 THz) observed by Raman
scattering (K.G. Brown et al., Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA
69 (1972) 1467) and may be the result of less stringent
selection rules for neutron scattering. On going to 4.2 K
a peak in the intensity from a-chymotrypsin is seen at »
1.4 THz. Further measurements at intermediate
temperatures would be necessary to verify that this peak
has the same origin as the one at 0.70 THz. The low
frequency mode has been ascribed to a "breathing" motion
of the chymotrypsin molecule as a whole (Y. Suezaki and
N. Go., Int. J. Peptide Protein Res. 1_ (1975) 333).
Further experiments are planned on a-chymotrypsinogen A,
the precursor of a-chymotrypsin.

3.9 Preliminary Experiments on Drug-Membrane Interactions

P. Martel

One of the common target tissues for both injurious
and benign drugs is the cell membrane. The C4
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spectrometer was used as a diffractometer to search for a
suitable biomembrane system for studying drug-lipid
interactions. One system which pharmacologists use is egg
lecithin and cholesterol in a molar ratio of 1:0.9
(D.K. Laurence and F.W. Gill, Mol. Pharmacology, II (1975)
595). Dispersions of this mixture, and of egg lecTthin
alone, were prepared by dissolving known weights in
chloroform following the procedure of Janiak et al.
(Biochemistry JL5_ (1976) 4575).

Without water the incerlamellar spacings of the 1:0.9
mixtures were barely discernible and no intralayer
ordering of the lipids was observable. A weak peak
corresponding to a plane spacing of about 55 A was
present. This is roughly the expected lipid bilayer
spacing.

With 54 wt% water, but without cholesterol, the
dispersion yielded a weak peak corresponding to a
interlameliar separation of 85 A. With 45 and 54 wt%
water the lecithin-cholesterol mixture gave a strong peak
corresponding to an interlamellar separation of 70 A. In
this latter case weaker higher orders appeared as well.
In no case, however, was there any evidence of intralayer
ordering. This is presumably because of the heterogeneity
of lecithin and for this reason a monodispersion of its
dipalmitoyl component is being considered for future
experiments.

3.10 Small Angle Neutron Scattering from an Equimolar Mixture
of Holo and Apo Forms of Superoxide Dismutase

P. Martel and B.M. Powell with A. Petkau (WNRE)

High pressure liquid chromatography has indicated
that there is an interaction force between holo and apo
forms of bovine erythrocyte superoxide dismutase (SOD).
Gamma irradiation (W.S. Chelack and A. Petkau, Bichimica
et Biophysica Acta 660 (1981) 83) has been found to
convert some of the holo form to apoenzyme. A small angle
neutron scattering experiment was therefore performed on
the L3 spectrometer (wavelength 2.5 A, incident beam
filtered by 30 cm of quartz) to search for signs of
aggregation similar to that observed (PR-P-135: 3.4;
AECL-7907) after 60Co gamma irradiation.

For an equimolar mixture, the scattering did not
indicate any evidence for aggregation. The radius of
gyration for the mixture was 18.5 (±0.1)A whereas values
for pure apo and holo forms were 18.7(±0.2)A and
18.2(±0.1)A respectively. Irradiation of the equimolar
mixture with °Co gamma rays resulted in a similar rate of
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pairwise aggregation to that observed previously with pure
holoenzyme. We conclude that the interaction between the
holo and apo forms of SOD must be very weak.

3.11 Phonons in Sym - C6F3C&3

B.M. Powell with M.T. Dove and G.S. Pawley (University of
(Edinburgh)

It is important to characterize the nature of the
dynamical properties of molecular crystals as the scope of
theoretical and experimental investigations of this class
of materials increases.

In order to provide further insight into these
properties we have undertaken an inelastic neutron
scattering study of the phonons in a crystal of sym-
C6F3CJI3. The structure of this molecule is that of a
benzene ring with the hydrogen atoms all replaced by
halogen atoms to give a molecule of three-fold symmetry.
This replacement will enable us to examine the effect of
halogen atoms on intermolecular potentials.

This molecular crystal is also of interest because of
the .intermolecular packing. Whereas in most molecular
crystals the molecules occupy general sites in low
symmetry lattices, the planar molecules of sym-C6F3C£3 lie
on centrosymmetric sites in the basal planes of a
hexagonal lattice, leading to infinite stacking of
parallel molecules.

A large single crystal of sym-C6F3C£3, grown at the
University of Edinburgh, has been successfully cooled to
4.2 K, and coherent inelastic neutron scattering data has
been collected for phonons propagating in the hexagonal
(a* c*) plane with frequencies up to 3.6 THz. The
branches of the phonon dispersion curves with wave vectors
in the c* directions have been unambiguously assigned with
the aid of pre-calculated structure factors, and the data
is presently being analysed in order to improve the
accuracy of the assigned phonon frequencies. In addition
to the 8 external branches expected (4 of which are
degenerate), we have observed one extra branch, which has
tentatively been identified as a low-frequency internal
mode. The measurements of the phonon dispersion curves in
the a* directions, in which there are no expected
degeneracies, indicate much more complexity than for the
£* direction, with many of the branches having frequencies
close to one another and with many "anti-crossing"
effects. A tentative assignment of all of the branches
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has been made using pre-calculated structure factors.
The particular orientation of the crystal means that parts
of several phonon branches are unobservable. The crystal
has been reoriented with the basal plane as the scattering
plane and further measurements are planned.

3.12 Vacancies in Fe.51AJl.49 and Fe#59Aji#41 Alloys by
Positron Annihilation

S.M. Kim

The temperature dependence of the positron
annihilation peak coincidence rate has been measured
between 20°C and 950°C in Fe#$iA£#49 and
F e.59 A A.41 alloys. A rapid rise of the peak rate was
observed at temperatures above 620°C in Fe# 53^^49
(PR-P-136: 3.6; AECL-7982) and above 740°C in
Fe# 59AJt#41. The hysteresis effect in Fe < 5 9A£ < 4 1

was very much weaker than in Fe.51AA.4g. 11ne most
likely source of this rapid rise is positron trapping at
divacancies. It is not clear at present whether these
divacancies are nearest-neighbour or next nearest-
neighbour divacancies. The higher rise-temperature of the
peak rate in Fe #5 9A£ 4 1, 740°C, is likely di;<- t.o the
more numerous strong Fe-Fe bonds in t.nuj .-ill^y.

Theory of Vacaru y Ff̂ cjnui. i on in_ wi_ti- :>."'..•>:; ' ' >M ch toinet ric bcc
Alloys """

S , (»i. Kim

A thii.it:̂  i.'i •..-i.-jiicy formation in highly ordered
stoichioiuetnc bcc alloys has been formulated. The
vacancy and anti-structure atom (atoms on the wrong
sublattice) formation processes were found to be more
complex than envisioned previously (PR-P-129: 3.9;
AECL-7328). In the light of the present work, serious
flaws in several of the previous theories, advanced over
the last twenty years by various other authors, have been
identified. The present theory, which is based on the
nearest-neighbour bond energy concept, is capable of
describing satisfactorily the observed vacancy properties
in ordered bcc alloys. For example in NiGa at 800 K and
below, the theory predicts that all the vacancies will be
located on the Ni sublattice and that the number of
anti-structure Ni atoms will be appreciably greater than
the number of anti-structure Ga atoms, in agreement with
experimental observations. In addition the very high
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vacancy concentration in this alloy, » 2% at 800 K, is
found to be a result of a very low bond energy, * 0.05 eV,
between two Ga atoms in the bcc phase.

3.14 Magnetic Properties of Uranium Selenide, USe

T.M. Holden and W.J.L. Buyers with K.M. Hughes and M.F.
Collins (McMaster University)

Earlier neutron scattering work (PR-P-134: 3.11;
AECL-7778 and PR-P-132: 3.5; AECL-7605) has detailed the
magnetic properties of US and UTe. US was found to have
no sharp magnetic excitations at low temperatures, but
instead to exhibit a continuum of magnetic scattering.
This feature seems to be unique to uranium compounds. UTe
in constrast did show sharp magnetic excitations at low
temperatures. USe is now being investigated since it
would be expected to be intermediate between the sulphide
and telluride.

We have measured the scattering from USe at room
temperature, well above the Curie temperature of about
180 K. Measurements were taken at equivalent points in
three different Brillouin zones so that non-magnetic
contributions to the scattering can be separated from the
magnetic scattering of interest. The magnetic scattering
extends over the whole energy range investigated from
0 - 1 2 THz, showing the very extensive continuum behaviour
typical of uranium compounds.

3.15 Spin Waves in CsNiC&3

W.J.L. Buyers with M.J. Hogan and R.L. Armstrong
(University of Toronto)

CsNiCJi.3 is an example of a quasi-one-dimensional
Heisenberg spin-one magnetic system with the magnetic N i 2 +

ions aligning antiferromagnetically along the chain
direction (N. Achina, J. Phys. Soc. Japan 27 (1969) 561).
The one-dimensional nature of the magnetism arises from
the relatively small intra-chain separation of the Ni +

ions (" 3 A) as compared with the inter-chain separation
(- 7 A).

Inelastic neutron scattering experiments have been
performed on a single crystal of CsNiC£3 aligned in the
(h,O,Jt) plane with the C5 spectrometer. Constant-Q scans
with a Si(111) monochromator and a pyrolytic graphite
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(002) analyser were employed with E 1 varying from 1.8 THz
to 3.5 THz. The majority of scans were done with a
monochromator and analyser collimation of 0.6° and an E
of 3.3 THz. To resolve the low frequency spin waves the
collimation was decreased to 0.4° and an E1 of 1.8 THz was
used.

Spin wave dispersion curves in the ordered phase at
1.5 K along the a* and c* directions were measured. The
spin-wave peaks were sharp and gave no indication of an
excitation continuum. In the a* direction the minimum
frequency (0.20 THz) occurs not at (0,0,1) but at
(0.5,0,1) indicating appreciable coupling between the
chains. The c* spin-wave frequencies rise monotonically
from 0.50 THz at the zone centre to 1.50 THz at the zone
boundary. No appreciable difference in frequency or
intensity was noted between the measurements made with
respect to the nuclear or magnetic Brillouin zone.

3.16 Prototype Cell for Measurements at High Pressures and
Electric Fields

H.F. Nieman and E.C. Svensson

Neutron scattering measurements on deuterated
thiourea (A.H. Moudden, E^C. Svensson and G. Shirane,
Phys. Rev. Lett. 49^ (1982) 557) have shown that a new
commensurate phase can be created by the application of an
external electric field at zero applied pressure. The
simultaneous application of both electric field and
pressure would be expected to lead to the creation of
additional new commensurate phases as well as giving more
external control over the competing parameters that
determine the transitions between the commensurate and
incommensurate phases.

To demonstrate the feasibility of such studies, we
have constructed and tested a prototype cell. The cell
was made of carbon steel and had an internal cavity
2.54 cm in diameter x 6.35 cm high containing two
"specimens" meant to simulate thin slabs of insulating
crystals with conducting layers on the large surface. One
specimen was 1 cm x 1 cm x 0.15 cm with the large surfaces
completely covered by conductors, the other was 2 cm x
2 cm x 0.15 cm with 1 cm x 1 cm conductors in the centres
of the large surfaces to provide a much longer path length
from conductor to conductor and hence greater resistance
to electrical breakdown in the gas used to transmit the
hydrostatic pressure. The electrical leads entered the
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cell through specially shaped copper feedthroughs using
teflon and epoxy as the insulating materials. With the
cell connected to the Chalk River High Pressure Apparatus
(H.F. Nieman, A.A. Walton, B.M. Powell and G. Dolling,
AECL-6777 (1980)) and using dry N 2 gas as the pressurizing
medium, tests were carried out to pressures of 2.20 kbar
and electric fields of 5 kV. In no case was there any
indication of electrical breakdown for either specimen.

Plans are now underway to construct a cell of special
aluminum alloy for use in neutron scattering experiments.

3.17 Commissioning of the N5 Liquid Nitrogen Cooled Filter

W. McAlpin, D.C. Tennant, P. Martel and E.C. Svensson

A versatile and highly efficient neutron filter for
the N5 triple axis spectrometer at the NRU reactor has
been successfully installed and tested. The filter has an
elevator arrangement with three positions so that the
neutron beam can pass through (1) 10.8 cm of sapphire
(AJI2O3) single crystal, or (2) 15.2 cm of polycrystalline
beryllium or (3) no filter material. The Be is in the
form of bars (1.0 cm x 2.5 cm x 15.2 cm) with Cd sheets
parallel to the neutron beam to minimize unwanted
transmission by multiple scattering. The entire filter is
contained in a cryostat cooled to 77 K by means of an

automatic liquid nitrogen filling system. Filling control
is achieved by a Ge diode/heater arrangement that readily
discriminates between liquid N2 and cold N2 gas.

The filter is located close to the reactor face, some
1.75 m before the monochromator crystal. With Si(111) as
monochromator, and a neutron chopper/time-of-flight system
to determine the intensities of the 1st through 5th order
reflections, the transmissions of the Be and A£2°3 filters
have been measured as functions of neutron energy. A
selection of the results is given in Table 3.17.1. They
are in excellent agreement with our expectations based on
previously reported results for sapphire (PR-P-124: 3.15;
AECL-6788; Nieman et al., Rev. Sci. Instrum. 51_ (1980)
1299) and for Be (Carter et al., Phys. Rev. 106̂  (1957)
1168) when allowance is made for the effect of the inter-
leaved Cd sheets.
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Table 3.17.1 - Neutron Transmission Values

Transmission (%)
Sapphire Beryllium

77 K 300 K 77 K 300 K

3

5

10

15

25

40

60

80

100

>300

68

78

86

88

90

86

79

70

62

3

60

69

76

79

80

75

65

55

48

3

74

72

31

34

*

* Be transmission beyond the 5 meV cut-off is < 0.003 %.

3.18 Spectrometer Control System Improvements

M.M. Potter and B.M. Powell

The Star-11 network system has been updated to
version V4.4. The major improvements included in the new version
are: controlled multi-user access to shared files, transmission
error correction and logical disk support.

The spectrometer control prog trams have been converted to
resident memory overlay programs. This greatly reduces the
overlay swap time and permits time-critical interrupt service
routines to be overlayed. As a result, the size of the control
program can be increased, thus making it possible to support more
on-line control functions.
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The following utilities have been added to the
spectrometer control program. (1) GUSFIT: a program to
fit a peak to a Gaussian line-shape with a sloping
background. The user must specify as input a spectrometer
data file name, a run number, and a first and last point
number. The fitted parameters are the peak position, peak
width, flat background, background slope and integrated
intensity together with the standard deviations.
(2) TRANS: a program to translate spectrometer output data
files to a format suitable for transmission to the Cyber
170/720 computer in Bldg. 508.

3.19 Orientation Program for the <~diffractometer

B.M. Powell with R. Morelli and R.L. Armstrong (University
of Toronto)

The K-diffractometer is a goniometer with four
independent angular motions, each capable of rotation
through 360°. This orientational capability removes the
necessity for remounting specimens each time the user
wishes to set a new crystal plane in the scattering plane
of the spectrometer. Consequently, in a single crystal
specimen, any specified Bragg reflection can be brought
into a reflecting position; while for a polycrystalline
sample, the texture of any specified reflection can be
easily examined.

To achieve this capability, a matrix which specifies
the relationship between the axes of the single crystal
specimen and those of the K-diffractometer must be known.
The determination of this orientation matrix requires a
rather elaborate calibration procedure and a computer
program is being written to automate the procedure as much
as possible. The user must input spectrometer information
(e.g. neutron wavelength), specimen information (e.g.
lattice parameters, symmetry) and a list of Bragg
reflections to be used for the calibration. The
diffractometer, under program control, will then search
for each reflection in the list and, for each, will
optimise the four angular motions. From these optimised
angles, the orientation matrix, lattice parameters and the
zero corrections for each of the four angles are then
determined.

To date several subroutines dealing with the
calculations of angular settings and with the solution of
the matrix equations have been written. Work on the flow
diagram and decision points for the search and optimisa-
tion procedures is in progress.
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3.20 Powder Diffractometer Unit

B.M. Powell and H.F. Nieman

Following the preliminary investigation of commercial
thermal neutron detectors (PR-P-135: 3.17; AECL-7907),
thirty four He detectors for the powder diffractometer
unit have been purchased. Their dimensions are 0.65 cm
dia. and 12.5 cm long and the gas pressure is 4 MPa.
Design of the multidetector shield and the electronics is
in progress.

3.21 Preparation of Silicon Monochromators

H.F. Nieman and G. Dolling

The hot-pressing of single-crystal silicon slabs has
been continued (PR-P-135: 3.16; AECL-7907) using
facilities at the Department of Energy, Mines and
Resources in Ottawa. Three slabs of silicon (0.63, 3.8,
and 7.9 cm thick respectively) cut with the (111) crystal
planes parallel to the slab faces, were hot-pressed at
1205°C in a vacuum furnace at pressures betweem 14 MPa and
35 MPa. The 3.8-cm-thick crystal was subsequently sliced
at AECL to produce 3 monochroinators having mosaic widths
(FWHM) of 0.12°, 0.20° and 0.26° respectively. The peak
reflectivities of these 3 monochrornators varied between
32% and 38% for 2.3 A neutrons. Hot-pressing of silicon
slabs cut with the (110) crystal planes parallel to the
slab faces is planned for the future.

3.22 Reactor Beam-Hole Use

T.M. Holden and H.F. Nieman

The C-2 fast-neutron chopper facility was shut down
for the period. The Guelph University spectrometer
operated for 90% of the period and the McMaster University
spectrometer for 50% of the time. Utilization at the
other occupied beam holes was as follows:
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Beam No. of No. of No. of Efficiency (%
Hole Experiments Participating Participating of Available

CRNL Scientists Non-CRNL Reactor

Cl

C4

C5

L3

N4

N5*

1

2

5

6

2

2

2

1

3

6

4

2

Scientists

0

0

4

5

0

4

Operating Ti
Used for
Experiments)

90

70

96

99

75

75

Total reactor operating time was 146.4 days.

* The N5 facility was shut down for 4 weeks for installation
of a cold neutron filter.

3.23 Further Improvements in the Performance of a Multi-Wire
Fission Chamber1

J.W. Knowles and W.F. Mills

As mentioned previously, PR-P-132: 3.11; AECL-7605,
the low energy range of photofission cross-section
measurements near the fission threshold, made with the
bremsstrahlung monochromator at the University of
Illinois, can be extended if the coincidence time-constant
between the detector of bremsstrahlung electrons and the
detector of photofission events can be reduced. The
coincidence time-constant was reduced in a test counting
facility by the insertion of 25 (jm thick Mylar strips
midway between the cathode and anode planes to inhibit
electrical breakdown. The test counter was filled with
isobutane gas at different pressures. Without Mylar
strips the counter was only able to sustain 600 V at
pressure >_ 27 torr but with Mylar strips could sustain
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600 V at pressures > 5 torr. Because of the much greater
ion mobility at low^r pressure, the pulse rise-time is * 4
times greater, resulting in a » 3 times reduction ffrom 8
to £ 3 ns) in coincidence timing. In order to makt use of
this improvement in our large fission counter, which
consists of 72 counting units, it was necessary to improve
also the timing of the associated electronics. This
improvement entailed replacing leading-edge discrimina-
tors, which have an inherent time jitter of 2. 6 ns, by
constant fraction discriminators which have a jitter of
^ 1 ns. In addition, the pulse delay from each of the 72
wire-counters was adjusted to give a combined coincidence
time-constant of _< 4 ns. This is to be compared with « 12
ns, the coincidence time-constant of the unmodified large
fission counter. This factor of 3 reduction in timing
will lower the (yf) cross-section limit of measurement,
from 0.01 to 0.003 (fm)2 near 5 MeV in 232Th and 2 3 8U.
Previous measurements were described in PR-P-128: 3.9;
AECL-7234 and PR-P-134: 3.18; AECL-7778.

3.24 Data Acquisition System for the Neutrino Mass Experiment

P. Parmar and M.A. Lone

An interactive and modular software package is under
development for the multi-processor based ND6660 data
acquisition system. Several LSI-11 MACRO subroutines for
control of external devices, and interactions between
different concurrently operating jobs, have been written.

3.25 Peripheral Controller Interface Units for the Neutrino
Mass Experiment

M.A. Lone, R.J. Deal, L. Milani and P. Parmar with R.^.
Graham and R.b. walker (Nuclear Physics Branch)

A peripheral controller (PC) interface (PR-P-134:
2.20; AECL-7778) for the computer control of the TT/2
beta-spectrometer current and other aspects of the
neutrino mass experiment, has been successfully tested.
Several MACRO subroutines for the LSI-11 processor have
been written for control of the external devices via the
PC interface. Three additional PC modules are under
construction. A precision digital current source has been
tested and will be used for control of the beta
spectrometer current.
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J.26 Parity Violation in the Photod isintegration of Deuterium

E.D. Earle, R.J. Deal and P. Vachon with E.T.H. ClifCorel
(Nuclear Physics Branch)

Preparations for a two month experimental run on the
Electron Test Accelerator continued during the period.

Ten of the twenty B1C detectors w*_re received from
the detector group (PR-P-137: J.29; AECL-8106) and their
Y-ray and neutron sensitivities were- measured. A modified
D2O container surrounded by 10 cm of Pb with a support
structure for the BIC detectors has been designed and
built. This 1400 kg assembly will be supported by four
air pads to reduce detector microphonics. Proposed
modifications to the Ta beam dump will not be made for
this run because bench tests showed them to be
unsatisfactory.

Twenty five detector and monitor signals will be fed
through isolated current-to-voltage amplifiers and
voltage-to-frequency (V to f) convertors to sealers
interfaced with the LSI-11 computer. These units have
been tested and calibrated. Significant modifications to
the V to f grounding planes were required.

Four different designs of Y-ray self powered
detectors were built, and tested in a Co gamma cell.
Twenty-four detectors of a simple design were constructed
and mounted on the Ta beam dump. These will monitor the
position and profile of the bremsstrahlung beam.

Air-core coils with appropriate electronics to sweep
the electron beam over a 10 cm square on the Ta dump have
been assembled. This sweep is required to dissipate the
beam power and preserve the dump integrity.

The Monte Carlo neutron transport program has been
reactivated to calculate the thermal neutron flux produced
by the new D2O container and to calculate the effect of
linear polarized y-rays on the measured neutron signal.

The ETA was returned to routine operation following
an extended shutdown. Installation of the Ta dump, D2O
container and BIC detectors is in progress. The polarized
electron source presently on site will be installed after
the target-detector assembly has been interfaced to the
LSI-11 computer and a series of tests performed with the
unpolarized ETA source.
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3.27 Semiconductor Detector Systems

R.J. Toone

A high-purity Ge-detector cryostat was repaired,
pumped and tested for Instrument Development Branch.
Three Ge(Li)-detector cryostats were pumped and tested for
General Chemistry, Nuclear Physics and Systems Materials
Branches. A Solid State Science Si(Li) x-ray detector
system was also pumped and tested.

3.28 Gas Counters

W.M. Inglis, M.A. Gulick, R.J. Toone, G.A. Tapp and
J.G.V. Taylor

A thin-window BF3 counter for ultra-cold neutron
research was redesigned to reduce strain on the window and
make its replacement simpler. This counter has now been
assembled and filled ready for testing.

Tests of parts of the 3He counter-filling system have
satisfactory. An electron

pump has been built and tested.
been satisfactory. An electronic controller for the 3He

Wires have been replaced in a proportional counter
for Nuclear Physics Branch.

Preliminary studies have begun aimed at improving the
reliability of the multiwire counter for the neutrino mass
experiment.

3.29 BIC Detectors

R.J. Toone, M.A. Gulick, G.A. Tapp and J.G.V. Taylor

Parts for the eighteen production model chambers were
received from the machine shop and eight of these have
been completed for a total of ten (including the two
prototypes). Small leaks were located and repaired in
three detectors, two in the thin-window welds and one in a
ceramic-metal connector. By the end of the period over
17 m 2 of Zircaloy electrodes had been coated with 1 0B.

A vacuum gauge switch has been installed to shut off
power if a leak develops in the vacuum furnace used to
bake the electrodes.
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3.30 Bragg-Curve Spectrometer
R.J. Toone, G.A. Tapp and J.G.V. Taylor with D. Horn
(Nuclear Physics Branch)

A modular Bragg-curve spectrometer is being developed
for heavy-ion detection at TASCC. The modules have the
shape of truncated hexagonal cones to allow close packing
over a large solid angle. A prototype shell has been
fabricated and vacuum and pressure tested. An entrance
window of 12 \m thick Mylar supported by a grid of 0.25 mm
tungsten wires has been tested and field-shaping
electrodes have been designed. For testing this unit a
prototype circuit consisting of a pre-amplifier, buffer
and power supply has been designed, built and tested.

3.31 Data Acquisition System for Radionuclide Metrology

G.A. Tapp, R.H. Martin and J.G.V. Taylor

Most of the CAMAC modules for this system have been
received and tested. Improvements are being made to the
extended-memory-handling software. Program development
has been delayed by failure of the disc which has been
sent away for repairs. A presettable timer was
constructed to synchronize the MCA with older instrumen-
tation until the CAMAC system is fully operational.

3.32 4rcy Ion Chambers

R.H. Martin, M.A. Gulick, R.J. Toone and J.G.V. Taylor

Ion chamber No. DV1043 acquired from General
Chemistry Branch has been decontaminated and compared with
our other chambers. Over a wide energy range its response
is greater by about 0.75% than that of DV1037, our best
calibrated chamber. The response of DV796, our back-up
chamber for the past 25 years, differs from that of DV1037
by 0.5% at 1.3 MeV but is lower by about 6% at 100 keV.
The reduced low energy response is assumed to indicate a
slightly greater inner-wall thickness for this chamber.
No. DV796 is now on loan to the X-Rays and Nuclear
Radiations Section at NRC.
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3.33 Standards Issued

R.H. Martin and J.G.V. Taylor

a) 5 4 Mn

About 37 MBq (1 mCi) of 54Mn was purified by ion
exchange and used to prepare a stock solution from which
an accurate dilution was made. This dilution was stand-
ardized by 4 H ( P C ) - Y coincidence counting. No y~raY or
x-ray emitting impurities were found over the range
« 3 keV to » 6000 keV. Prom the slope/intercept ratio of
the fitted function of apparent disintegration rate versus
4Tt-counter efficiency, p-emitting impurities are estimated
to be _< 0.2% of the Mn activity.

Three sealed ampoules were prepared from the stock
solution and the activity measured with our 4-n.y ionization
chamber. Two of these ampoules are being sent to the
Bureau International des Poids et Mesures for registration
in their International Reference System (SIR). Sources
have also been prepared for distribution among AECL
laboratories.

b)

4 1
A stock of 1.8 h Ar was produced by irradiation of

^ A r in the NRX reactor and calibrated by measurements in
our 4ity ionization chamber. This gas was diluted with a
known volume of air and a portion transferred to the ten
litre stack gas monitor flask for calibration of a CANDU
stack-gas monitor by Electronics Branch (PR-P-136: 3.21;
AECL-7982).

c) Miscellaneous Standards

3H - Environmental Research Branch
Co - Fuel Engineering Branch

57Co - Solid State Science Branch
6 0
Co - Fuel Engineering Branch
8 8Y _ Nuclear Physics Branch
Sr - Chemical Operations Branch

Health Physics Branch
Ba - General Chemistry Branch

Health Physics Branch
Cs - Fuel Engineering Branch

152

2 2 8 T n _ Biomedical Research Branch

Nuclear Physics Branch
Eu - Fuel Engineering Branch
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3. 34 Electronics Maintenance

G.A. Tapp

During the period a He leak detector, a data logger,
an LA 36 Decwriter, an electronic timer and a power supply
were repaired.

3.35 Miscellaneous Services

M.A. Gulick, W.M. Inglis and R.J. Toone

Several pieces of quartz apparatus were shaped,
constructed or modified for General Chemistry, Nuclear
Physics and Solid State Science Branches, Section I and
the glassblowing shop. Twelve copper-to-glass seals were
supplied to Chemistry and Materials Division.

Two stainless steel O-rings were vacuum tested and a
Ta-window was assembled and leak tested for Section II.

Several slices were cut from a 10-cm diameter Si crys-
tal, to obtain (113) planes in reflection for Section I,
Ge crystals were cut for Solid State Science Branch and a
bismuth germanate crystal was cut for Instrument
Development Branch. Twelve alumina substrates were
trimmed to size for Electronics Branch.

Three tritium detector cells were assembled with
thermosetting epoxy for E.I. & P. Branch.

3.36 Glassblowing Services

J.G. Wesanko and D.A. Doering

Eighteen reaction flask filters, nine with internal
perforated glass discs, and six columns with perforated
glass platforms for uranium recovery experiments were
built for the 99Mo extraction plant. Two vacuum lines for
dissolved gas analyses at the NRX and NRU loops were
assembled for Chemical Operations Branch.

Eighteen heavy-walled sample containers for stressed
Zircaloy specimens, a series of quartz furnace tubes and
eight charcoal traps were made for Fuel Engineering
Branch.
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A dozen glass-to-ceramic seals for electrical heater
repairs were joined for Mechanical Services Branch.

A scrubber consisting of a Friedrichs condenser
sealed inside a Liebig condenser was constructed to remove
toxic metals from the ICP-AES effluent and eight glass
coils were made for gas chromatography studies in General
Chemistry Branch.

D.A. Doering spent three days at the University of
Waterloo learning new techniques for making graded seals.

3.37 Machine Shop Services

A.H. Hewitt and H.C. Spenceley

A new series of vanadium cassettes of 7.5 mm diameter
was developed. A i m collimator was made for the L3
spectrometer. Four mounts were made for silicon
monochromators.

Other work included a high pressure test chamber
(PR-P-137: 3.16; AECL-8106) and a support for studying a
sample piece of heat exchanger tubing (PR-P-137: 3.4;
AECL-8106).

Parts for a pair of BF 3 counters were made for the
McGill University cold-neutron experiment.

About 90% of the Bldg. 116 machine shop effort was
devoted to Section III projects: BIC detectors, the
Bragg-curve spectrometer, the He system, He counters and
BF3 counters. The remaining 10% was spent making jigs for
the glassblowing shop.

3.38 Calibration Sources for the Neutrino Mass Experiment

R.H. Martin et al.

See PR-P-137: 2.10: AECL-8106

3.39 ft-Ray Counter Assembly for the Neutrino Mass Experiment

M.A. Lone et al.

See PR-P-137: 2.12; AECL-8106
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3.40 Counter Electronics for the Neutrino Mass Experiment

M.A. Lone et al.

See PR-P-137: 2.13; AECL-81G6

3.41 Stretched Polypropylene Foils

M.A. Lone et al.

See PR-P-137: 2.16: AECL-8106

3.42 Data Acquisition and Analysis for the Parity Violation
Experiment

E.D. Earle et al.

See PR-P-137: 2.34; AECL-8106

3.43 Optimum Counting Times in Slow-Neutron Experiments

G. Dolling et al.

See PR-P-137: 4.4; AECL-8106

3.44 Publications and Lectures

Publications

LINEAR AND NON-LINEAR MAGNETIC EXCITATIONS IN PERFECT AND
DISORDERED CRYSTALS
W.J.L. Buyers
Proc. of Conf. on Neutron and its Applications,
Cambridge, United Kingdom, 1982.

EXPLORATION OF MAGNETIC EXCIJ. VTION BEHAVIOUR OF ACTINIDE
COMPOUNDS WITH NEUTRON SCATTERING
W.J.L. Buyers, T.M. Holden, J.A. Jackman,
A.F. Murray, P. de V. DuPlessis and 0. Vogt
Journ. of Magn. and Magn. Mat. 2i (1983) 229

OBSERVATION OF THE VILLAIN MODE IN CsCoBr3
S.E. Nagler, W.J.L. Buyers, R.L. Armstrong and B. Briat
Journ. of Magn. and Magn. Mat. ̂ 1 (1983) 1213

ISOTOPE ENRICHMENT OF ZIRCONIUM USING A PLASMA CENTRIFUGE
H. Schmeing, W.J.L. Buyers and G. Dolling
PASS 20-5
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SINGLE-ION MIXED VALENCY OF DILUTE Ce IN (La,Th) ALLOYS
T.M. Holden, W.J.L. Buyers, P. Martel, M.B. Maple and
M. Tovar
Valence Instabilities. Eds. P. Wachter and H. Boppe rt
(1982) 325.

STRUCTURAL CHANGES IN THE ANTIFLUORITE CRYSTAL ^ g
R.L. Armstrong, R.M. Morra, W.J.L. Buyers and B.M. Powell
Can. J. of Phys. 61 (1983) 997

NEUTRON DIFFRACTION STUDIES OF DILUTED MAGNETIC SEMI-
CONDUCTORS
G. Dolling, T.M. Holden, V.F. Sears, J.K. Furdyna and
W. Giriat
J. Appl. Phys. j>3 (1982) 7644

PARITY MIXING IN 21Ne; EVIDENCE FOR WEAK NEUTRAL CURRENTS
IN NUCLEI
E.D. Earle, A.B. McDonald, E.G. Adelberger, K.A. Snover,
H.E. Swanson, R. von Lintig, H.B. Mak and C.A. Barnes
Nuclear Physics A396 (1983) 221c

POLARIZED PHOTONS FOR A MEASUREMENT OF PARITY VIOLATION IN
DEUTERIUM
A.B. McDonald, E.D. Earle and E.T.H. Clifford
AIP Conf. Proceedings no. 95, High Energy Spin Physics
(BNL) 1982 p. 586.

VACANCY FORMATION ENERGIES IN ORDERED ALLOYS
S.M. Kim
Proc. of the Sixth Int. Conf. on Positron Annihilation
(1982) 529

VACANCY FORMATION ENTHALPIES IN BCC AND FCC FeCo BY POSITRON
ANNIHILATION
J.A. Jackman, S.M. Kim and W.J.L. Buyers
Proc. of the Sixth Int. Conf. on Positron Annihilation (1982)
544.

VACANCY FORMATION ENERGIES IN BCC AND FCC STAINLESS STEELS
BY POSITRON ANNIHILATION
S.M. Kim and W.J.L. Buyers
Can. J. Phys. jil (1983) 140

CHARACTERISTICS OF A THERMAL NEUTRON SOURCE BASED ON AN
INTERMEDIATE ENERGY PROTON ACCELERATOR
M.A. Lone, W.N. Selander, B.M. Townes, J. Latouf,
E.C. Svensson and G.A. Bartholomew (AECL-7839).
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PLANS FOR A HIGH RESOLUTION MEASUREMENT OF THE TRITIUM
BETA-SPECTRUM END POINT TO DETERMINE THE NEUTRINO MASS
R.L. Graham, M.A. Lone, H.R. Andrews, J.S. Geiger,
J.L. Gallant, J.fa. Knowles, H.C. Lee and G.E. Lee-Whiting
Neutrino Mass and Gauge Structure of 'Weak Interaction
(Telemark 1982) p. 107.
Eds. V. Berger and D. Cline. AIP Conference Proceedings
No. 99; Particle and Field Subseries No. 30. American
Institute of Physics, New York (1983).

RESONANCE AVERAGED CHANNEL RADIATIVE NEUTRON CAPTURE
CROSS SECTIONS
Y.K. Ho and M.A. Lone
Nucl. Phys. A406 (1983) 1

AN INTERFERENCE EFFECT IN THE CHANNEL RADIATIVE NEUTRON
CAPTURE PROCESS
Y.K. Ho and M.A. Lone
Nucl. Phys. A406 (1983) 18

DEHYDRATION OF CYTOSINE MONOHYDRATE AT PHYSIOLOGICAL
TEMPERATURES
P. Martel and B.M. Powell
Biophys. J. Al^ (L9«3) 91

SMALL ANGLE NEUTRON SCATTERING STUDY OF THE MOLECULAR
SUBUNIT STRUCTURE OF EARTHWORM HEMOGLOBIN: EFFECTS OF
ALKALINE pH AND THERMAL DENATURATION
P. Martel, B.M. Powell, O.H. Kapp and S.N. Vinogradov
Biochim et Biophysica Acta 709 (1982) 134-141.

INTERMOLECULAR POTENTIALS FOR ot-GLYCINE FROM RAMAN AND
INFRARED SCATTERING MEASUREMENTS
B. Andrews, B.H. Torrie and B.M. Powell
Biophys. J. jLL (1983) 293

RAMAN AND INFRARED SPECTRA OF SOLID CARBON DISELENIDE
B.H. Torrie, B. Andrews, A. Anderson and B.M. Powell
J. Raman Spect. 14_ (1983) 96

LIUUID HELIUM
E.C. Svensson
Inst. Phys. Ser. j>4_ (1983) Section 3
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Lectures

ACTINIDE MAGNETISM: AN EXTRAORDINARY TALE
T.M. Holden
McMaster University, Hamilton, Ontario, 1983 January 26

SMALL ANGLE NEUTRON SCATTERING STUDY OF MOLECULAR SUBUNIT
STRUCTURE OF DISMUTASE
P. Martel
Biophysical Society, San Diego, California, USA, 1983 Feb. 13-16

ENERGY FUTURE FOR CANADIANS
G. Dolling
Terry Fox Centre, Ottawa, Ontario, 1983 March 23

INTERCOMPARAISON DE TOXINES DE COBRA PAR DIFFUSION DE NEUTRONS
P. Martel, T.M. Stepanik and A.G. Szabo
L1association canadienne francaise pour l'avancement des sciences
Trois Rivieres, P.Q., 1983 May 23.

MEASUREMENTS OF BULK RESIDUAL STRESSES IN PRESSURE TUBES BY
NEUTRON DIFFRACTION
S.R. MacEwen, T.M. Holden, F. Santone, B.M. Powell and G. Dolling
33rd Metal Physics Conference, Kingston, Ontario, 1983 June 22-24

VACANCY FORMATION ENERGY IN THORIUM BY POSITRON ANNIHILATION
S.M. Kim, J.A. Jackman, W.J.L. Buyers and D.T. Peterson
CAP Annual Congress, Victoria, B.C. 1983 June 27-30.

ANISOTROPIC POSITRON ANNIHILATION IN SINGLE CRYSTAL ZINC
J.A. Jackman, S.M. Kim and W.J.L. Buyers
CAP Congress, Victoria, B.C., 1983 June 27-30
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4.1 Staff

Branch Head:

M.
M.
F.C.
S.A.
H.C.
V.F.
I.S.

G.E. Lee-Whit

Couture
Harvey
Khanna
Kushneriuk (1)
Lee
Sears
Towner

K.B. Winterbon

Visitors

Y. K. Ho
T. Koppel

[2)
!3)

Summer Staff

H. Vogel (4)

Secretarial Staff

M.E. Carey

(1) Retired 1983 February 25.
(2) Visiting scientist from Zhengzhou University,

People's Republic of China; arrived 1982 March 09.
departed 1983 May 06.

(3) NRC Post-Doctoral Fellow from University of Tubingen;
joined branch 1982 October 20.

(4) Joined branch on 1983 May 02 from University of Toronto.
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4.2 Analysis of Neutron Activations in the INRS Graphite-
Thorium Assemblies with 14 MeV Neutron Sources

S.A. Kushneriuk with P.Y. Wong (Math, and Compt. Branch)

The neutron activation measurements obtained at the
INRS gaphite-thorium assemblies with 14 MeV neutron sources
have been analysed using the Monte Carlo code MORSE with a
25 neutron energy group structure. Neutron activities
considered in the analysis were those induced via the
27A*(n,p)27Mg, 27A£(n, a) 2\a, 6 3Cu(n, 2n) 62Cu,
127I(n,2n)l2*I, 90Zr(n,2n)89Zr, U 5In(n,y) ! 16In,,
197Au(n,Y)198Au, 232Th(n,Y)233Th and 232Th(n,f)89Rb (F.P.)
reactions. In general, the agreement between measured and
calculated reaction rates is good for reactions with high
neutron-energy thresholds and for the (n,y) reactions that
are important in the "thermal" and "epi-thermal" energy
range. At distances far from the neutron source the calcu-
lated Th(n,f) reaction rates are below the measured
values, which suggests that the Th(n,f) cross sections
used in our calculations may be too low at intermediate neu-
tron energies. The overall agreement, however, indicates
that our adopted calculational procedures are indeed satis-
factory. A report of the analysis has been issued as
AECL-8060.

4.3 Kinetic Energy and Condensate Fraction of Superfluid ^He

V.F. Sears

We have developed a new method for the experimental
determination of the condensate fraction, ng, of superfluid
•He which depends on the temperature variation of the aver-
age atomic kinetic energy. The latter quantity can be
obtained from any of three different kinds of neutron
measurements: inelastic scattering, diffraction, or trans-
mission. We have applied the method to available neutron
data and find values of ng as a function of temperature, T,
that are in good agreement with those obtained from two pre-
vious methods (Sears and Svensson, Phys. Rev. Lett. 43(1979)
2009; Sears et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 49(1982)279). An anal-
ysis of the .no results from all methods gives the value no =
13.3 ± 1.2% at T=0; this value is slightly higher than most
theoretical estimates, which tend to fall in the range 9 to
11%. The temperature variation of no near the A point,
T^ = 2.17 K, is found to be consistent with the expected
form n0 - (Tx~T)2& and the critical exponent is estima-
ted to be 26 = 0.53 + 0.17.
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4.4 Optimum Counting Times in Slow-Neutron Experiments

V.F. Sears with G. Dolling (NSSP Branch)

The total time t spent in the accumulation of data
in a slow-neutron experiment is usually divided into two
parts (t = to+tj, say). In a scattering experiment ti might
be the time spent measuring the total scattering and to the
time spent measuring the fast-neutron background. Or, if
the sample is a liquid or powder, ti might be the time spent
measuring the total scattering and to the time spent measur-
ing the scattering from the empty container. In a transmis-
sion experiment ti and to might be the times spent measuring
the neutron flux in the presence and absence of the sample.
In general, therefore, one is faced with the following ques-
tion: for a given value of t how should to and ti be chosen
so as to optimize the statistical precision of the measured
slow neutron cross section?

We have shown that the above kinds of problems have
simple exact solutions within the framework of the statisti-
cal theory of errors. We find, for example, that in scat-
tering experiments the error can be reduced by as much as a
factor of /2 by choosing to and ti optimally instead of sim-
ply taking to = tj = t/2. In transmission experiments the
error can be reduced by a factor that is typically 2 to 10
by the optimum choice, not only of to and ti, but also of
the sample thickness. In this case, if we neglect the fast-
neutron background count rate, the optimum sample transmis-
sion and ratio to/t-i are 8% and 0.28 respectively.

4.5 Penetration of Heavy Ions in Solids

K.B. Winterbon

The new method of solving a Boltzmann equation
(PR-P-136:4.5 (AECL-7982)) has been described in Phys. Rev.
Lett. 50^(1983)1723. At that stage it was limited to
power-cross-section calculation of range distributions in
the path-length approximation. It has now been extended to
projected-range calcultions, first in infinite media, and
then in semi-infinite media. Attempts to generalize to slab
targets have failed because of a loss of accuracy in the
calculations. Although power cross sections have been used
in all calculations so far, the method is no longer
restricted to them.
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Work with P. Sigmund, Odense University, on the
compound Poisson representation of the multiple-scattering
energy-loss distribution, has continued (PR-P-134:4.5 (AECL-
7778)). The most useful representation appears to be the
convolution of only two Poisson densities. TlTis* work is
being written up for publication.

4.6 The Mucleon-Nucleon Interaction in the Quark Model

M. Harvey with J. LeTourneux (Univ. de Montreal)

Numerous runs have been made with our computer
code, which computes the NN-phase shifts from the colour
interaction between constituent quarks, to assess the sensi-
tivity of the results to the input data. Our general con-
clusion is that with the minimal number of six-quark config-
urations which have the symmetries found in a representation
of two free nucleons, the S-wave, NN-phase shifts are nega-
tive for all energies. The accuracy of the determination is
probably only about ±25% because of the uncertainties in the
colour interaction arising from use of variational harmonic
oscillator states. Our results show that the phase shifts
are sensitive to both the spin-spin interaction (considered
to arise from the colour hyperfine interaction) and the cen-
tral interaction (which includes the long-range confining
interact on).

Work is in progress to include additional six-quark
configurations which we believe will lead to positive S-wave
phase shifts at low energies corresponding to experimental
data. These particular configurations are hidden-colour
states which Haltman and Isgur (private communication) have
found important for the binding of the deuteron; unfortun-
ately they also lead to (unphysical) long-range Van der
Waals interactions. Our current analysis suggests that the
long-range characteristics of hidden-colour states should be
replaced by meson degrees of freedom, i.e. the hidden-colour
degrees of freedom and part of the meson degrees of freedom
in a nucleus should be treated as one and the same thing.

4.7 The Friedberg-Lee Soliton Model

H. Vogel and M. Harvey

Work continues to find self-consistent numerical
solutions of the set of differential equations describing
the Friedberg-Lee Soliton Model (c.f. PR-P-135:4.7 (AECL-
7907)). Our method is <3 if Cerent Erom that of Goldflam and
Wilets (Phys. Rev. 025(1982)1951), whos<=- rvs-.i I.!-.-, ..-.• ./)..; 1
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like to check, and can in principle find more than one solu-
tion to the problem. Computer programs have been written
and debugged. Analyses are proceeding both with the parame-
ter sets used by Goldflam and Wilets (for which we . Lnd the
solutions ultra-sensitive) and with sets derived from the
chirally symmetric o-model (for which the solutions are far
less sensitive).

4.8 Algebraic Manipulator Computer Programs for Feynman
Integrals

H.C. Lee with M. Milgram (Applied Math. Branch)

The algebraic manipulator "SCHOONSCHIP" has been
used to construct the computer program SINTD for evaluating
all the primal Feynman integrals and their exponent deriva-
tives required to compute 2-point functions in (massless)
quantum field theories (PR-P-136:4.11 (AECL-7982)).

4.9 Regularization of a Class of Divergent Feynman Integral

H.C. Lee and M. Milgram (Applied Math. Branch)

This study (PR-P-135:4.10 (AECL-7907), PR-P-136:-
4.11 (AECL-7982)) is now complete. Details are reported in
several papers submitted for publication in scientific jour-
nals. We are presently using results of this work to inves-
tigate some aspects of quantum chromodynamics.

4.10 Renormalization of Yang-Mills Theories in the Light-Cone
Gauge

H.C. Lee with M. Milgram (Applied Math. Branch)

The light-cone gauge, defined by the conditions
n/Aa = 0 and n = 0 , where Aa is the Yang-Mills field
and" n an arBitrary four-vector, is potentially the most con-
venient gauge for Yang-Mills theories such as quantum chrom-
odynamics. Heretofore inherent mathemtical difficulties
have prevented it from being properly understood and have
kept it from being widely used. Using our recently devel-
oped technique for the regularization of Feynman integrals
in any axial gauge (n»Aa = 0) (PR-P-136:4.11 (AECL-7982))
of which the light-cone gauge is a special case, we are
studying the renormalization of the gluon propagator, the
triplet-gluon vertex function, and their gauge invariance
properties.
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4.11 Infrared Behavior of the Gluon Propagator in Quantum
Chromodynamics'

H.C. Lee with M. Milgram (Applied Math. Branch) and
R.M. Woloshyn (TRIUMF)

Techniques recently developed for evaluating
Feynman integrals and their exponent derivatives (PR-P-136:
4.11 (AECL-7982)) are being applied to study the infrared
(q+0) behavior of the gluon propagator A(q) in quantum chro-
modynamics. Intuitively one expects an intimata relation
between the exponent in lim A(q) " <2* and color confine-

q+o
ment (PR-P-134:4.10 (AECL-7778)); there is no confinement
when X _> -2, logarithmic confinement when X ~ -3 and linear
confinement when X = -4. Our preliminary study of the
Schwinger-Dyson equation for the gluon propagator suggests
that the solution must either have X = -2 or X £ -4 - that
is, color either is not confined or is superconfined.

4.12 Modification of SUPERFISH

M. Couture

Since the last report, (PR-P-136:4.14 (AECL-7982))
a root finding routine has been written and shown to work
well. In order to understand what it does, let us recall
that the set of homogeneous difference equations obtained
through discretization is solved by introducing an
inhomogeneous term which may be interpreted as a driving
current, I(k ). Since there is a one to one correspondence
between the zeros of I(k2) and the eigenmodes of the cavity
(excluding possible degeneracies), the object of the routine
is therefore to find the zeros of I(k ). It turns out that
I(k ) has singularities between resonances so that it is
useful to define (following SUPERFISH) a function D(k2) with
the same zeros as I(k ) but without the singularities. Our
routine is based on D(k2).

Difference equations for points on symmetry planes
and on the Z-axis have been improved; symmetry has been
fully exploited, leading to the use of second-degree poly-
nomials in each triangle surrounding these points. Testing
of the program is in progress.
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4.13 Spectrometer Modifications for Neutrino-Mass Experiment

G.E. Lee-Whiting

The new formulation of the trajectory equations
(PR-P-136:4.15 (AECL-7982)) has been used to calculate
values of the twenty most important spectrometer aberration
coefficients with three different approximations to the
electric field about the source. Because the results for
the three cases are all very similar, only the most realis-
tic case will be described here. The source material is
assumed to be deposited on part of the circular end plate of
a semi-infinite pipe; the end plate is considered to be
insulated from the pipe proper, which is grounded. A quad-
ratic (in two Cartesian coordinates) distribution of elec-
tric potential is assumed to be maintained over the end
plate; in practice the end plate would be divided into a
finite number of curved strips, each of which would be held
at a fixed potential. Numerical calculations have shown
that the effect of the electric field on the aberrations is
completely negligible after distance of 2-1/2 to 3 pipe
radii from the source; it is assumed that the pipe may be
terminated at such a distance without affecting the field
inside.

Most aberration coefficients agree within one per-
cent or so with the values calculated in the "sudden approx-
imation" - see PR-P-136:4.15 (AECL-7982) and PR-P-133:4.14
(AECL-7683). However, all those which depend on the square
of a source dimension or of an aperture are magnified by an
order of magnitude or more. The source-size aberration can
be removed by adjusting the source potential distribution
drastically from the "sudden approximation" values, but the
aperture terms remain large. In particular, the large term
proportional to the sqi'are of the height of the aperture
would greatly reduce tha transmission of the spectrometer.

To eliminate the large aperture-height aberration
"counterfields" have been added to the model. An azimu-
thally varying potential is assumec1 to be maintained over a
short length of pipe adjacent to the end-plate; in practice
this could be done by cutting this segment of the pipe into
strips parallel to the pipe axis. The counterfields tend to
cancel the leading terms in the source field at appreciable
distance from the end plate. When the counterfields are
adjusted to eliminate the aperture-height aberration, all
aberrations return to values remarkably close to those of
the "sudden approximation".
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4.14 On A-Forbidden Ml and GT Transitions in A = 39

I.S. Towner and F.C. Khanna

Calculated corrections (Nucl. Phys. A399(1983)334)
to single-particle Ml and GT transition rates in closed--LS-
shells-plus-or-minus-one nuclei from second-order core pol-
arisation, isobar currents and meson-exchange currents can
be expressed in terms of an equivalent effective ora-body
operator

Ml = gL L + gs S + gp W2'
SJ

GT = gLA k + 9A ? + gPA [Y2'£]

The Jl-forbidden transitions focus uniquely on the gp and
gPA terms, which depend critically on the tensor force in
the residual interaction. In K the B(M1) can be expressed
as: [B(M1; do/2 *

 s l / 2 ^ 1 ^ 2 = -0.053 gp for for
p-decay of Ca: [B(GT; d3/2 + sl/2 ] 1 / 2 = -0.219
9PA where ft = 6166./B(GT) sees. Our calculated value for
cjPA agrees reasonably well with experimentalp-decay data;
but the calculated gp is too small by a factor of 2.5.
This is hard to understand, because many aspects of the two
calculations are very similar. For example, the contribu-
tions from core polarisation and isobar currents to the spin
part of the Ml matrix element and the corresponding contri-
butions to the p-decay matrix element are uniquely related:
gpA = gp x 1.23/4.706. We find these contributions are
among the largest. Other aspects of the two calculations,
however, are not related, namely the orbital contributions
to the Ml and the meson-exchange current corrections. If
there is a theoretical deficiency it has to be in these lat-
ter contributions; otherwise it is not possible to reconcile
the Ml and GT data.

4.15 On Meson-Exchange Currents and the Equation of Continuity

I.S. Towner

That corrections are necessary to the one-body
impulse approximation expressions for the electromagnetic
charge and current operators in nuclei arising from two-body
meson-exchange currents is well known. The most compelling
argument comes from the requirement that the charge and
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current operators shouie satisfy the equation of continuity.
For pion-c;xchange processes the two-body charge and current
operators can be derived in an unambiguous model-independent
way to satisfy this basic requirement. Recently mor atten-
tion has been paid to shorter-ranged phenomena, notably
heavy-meson exchange (such as the p-meson), and to vertex
corrections such as introducing form factors in the descrip-
tion of the itNN-vertex. The treatment of these shorter-
ranged phenomena is less certain and more model dependent.
Riska (Erice International School of Nuclear Physics, 1983
April 6-18) has pointed out that in many treatments of
short-range phenomena, including the work of Towner and
Khanna (Nucl. Phys. A399(1983)334), the charge and current
operators no longer satisfy the equation of continuity.
Expressions for p-meson exchange and vertex form factor cor-
rections are now being derived with the aim of correcting
this deficiency.

4.16 From Soft Pions to Spin Excitations

I.S. Towner

A review of the experimental evidence for pion
enhancement in axial charge transitions as predicted by
soft-pion theorems was prepared for the 1983 Erice Inter-
national School of Nuclear Physics. Similar enhancements in
magnetic y-transitions are less evident, because the
enhancements are intrinsically smaller and competing proces-
ses such as isobar currents, heavy mesons and vertex form
factors play an increasing role. An examination of this
interplay in a simple closed-shell-plus-one configuration
leads to some useful insights into the more general question
of quenching in Gamow-Teller and Ml transitions in nuclei.

4.17 Electromagnetic Transition Rates in High-Spin States in Dy

I.S. Towner with D. Horn (Nuclear Physics Branch)

High-spin states in Dy isotopes (A=148 to 152) are
described in our calculation by the following shell-model
configurations: for protons, the isomeric configuration
lhll/2' l^+> an<^ proton particle-hole states based on it

lhll/2 d5/2' J > a n d fhll/2 g7/2' J > w h e r e J r u n s from 11" to

17", and for neutrons a maximally aligned state \^-i/2> ̂-n

l49Dy, |f7/2ho/2;8
+> in l50Dy, \t 1/2^y2^13/2:29/2

+> in
151Dy, and |f|,2 h g / 2

 i
1 3 / 2 '

1 7 ~ > i n Py. Shell model cal-

culations of energy spectra based on these configurations
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(PR-P-136:4.7 (AECL-'982)) reproduce the experimental spec-
tra very well.

We have now calculated the Ml and E2 electromagne-

tic transition rates for these states. For the Ml operator

the g-fact^rs for the single-particle orbitals have been

taken from measured magnetic moments in neighbouring odd-

mass nuclei; for example for the proton d^,2 °rbit we use

gd = 1.66 from the measured value in 14IPr and for the h^,2
orbit, g, = 1.34 from Eu. One immediate difficulty is

that the 3~ state in ** Gd, which in our model space is des-

cribed simply as a dr ,, ̂ 11/2 configuration, is calculated

to have a g-factor of 1.2 compared to experimental value of
0.7 ± 0.3. This failure is not surprising, since the 3~
state is known to be highly collective. This deficiency is

also reflected in the |h,, ,„ d5/2' J=ll~»12~> configurations

in Dy isotopes and can be corrected artificially by increas-
ing the value of g^. By contrast, the higher spin states

of configuration jhin/o d5/->; J=15~/16~> are calculated to5/-
have B(M1) rates too large compared to experiment by roughly
a factor of 4. This can be cured by reducing the value of
g^j. Thus in severely truncated shell model spaces, state-
dependent effective operators are clearly needed.

For the B(E2) rates we use a proton effective
charge of e w = 1.5 determined principally from the 10+->-8+

transition in lit8Dy and a neutron effective charge of
e v = 2.6 from the 9~ -»• 7" transition in 147Gd. In the high
spin states in the Dy isotopes, however, these values of the
effective charge lead to B(E2) values smaller than experi-
ment by a factor of 4. This calculation is principally sen-
sitive to the effective charge of the proton d~ „ orbital;
by using e = 3 for the hole states but e = 1.5 as before
for the particle states agreement with data can be achieved.

Besides the 'normal' states discused above, our
calculation identifies a series of 'intruder' states in
which a neutron in an £7/2 orbit is promoted to an i-13/2

orbit. These intruder states compete with the normal states
m the calculated spectrum. However the calculated electro-
magnetic transition rate from a normal state to an intruder
state is highly inhibited. This inhibition is a signal to
the identification of intruder states, and such states have
been found in locations agreeing well with our calculations.
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4.18 The g-factors of s T ^ and d^ ;2
 P r o t o n Hole Orbitals near

0. Hausser with I.S. Towner (Nuclear Physics Branch)

See PR-P-137:2.8 (AECL-8106).

4.19 Laser Induced Neutron Radiative Capture

Y.K. Ho, F.C. Khanna and M.A. Lone (N.S.S.P. Branch)

Laser stimulated enhancement of radiative capture
of low energy neutrons by nuclei has been investigated.
Conceptually the phenomenon may be viewed as an anti-Svokes
Raman scattering from a compound system of a neutron and a
nucleus. If there is a resonance near the neutron thres-
hold, the laser radiation can enhance the cross section by a
large factor. Numerical estimates for the enhancement as a
function of the intensity of laser radiation have been made
in a realistic model for the neutron-nucleus compound
system.

4.20 Microscopic Calculation of Bohr's Collective Hamiltonian

T. Koppel

A computer program written originally for a UNIVAC,
for carrying out calculations with Bohr's collective
Hamiltonian using the time-dependent Hartree-Fock-Bogoluibov
method has been adapted to the CRNL CDC computer. The new
program has been generalized for a larger set of parameters
describing the collective notion, and its speed has been
considerably improved; it has also been thoroughly tested.

The program calculates energy spectra, collective
wavefunctions, magnetic and quadrupole moments, and B(E2)
and B(M1) values. In the past the method gave good agree-
ment with experiment for many even-even nuclei without
adjusting parameters explicitly. Now it is desired to apply
the new program to a well deformed nucleus showing many
rotational and vibrational excitations - e.g. Er. A fur-
ther generalization to include one and two quasiparticle
states, which is now under consideration, would allow odd
nuclei, back bending and the coupling of collective states
to two-quasiparticle vibrational states to be investigated.
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4.21 Finite-Elements Approximation Methods

T. Ko'ppel

Considerable improvement has been achieved in the
numerical solution of the quadrupole collective Hamiltonian
by using a finite-element approximation for the wave func-
tions in the intrinsic quadrupole deformation space ( 6 , Y ) .
The finite-element method results in a large generalized
eigenvalue problem, of which only a few lowest eigenvalues
and their functions need to be known. This eigenvalue pro-
blem is solved to great accuracy by the conjugate gradient
method for minimizing the Rayleigh quotient.

The finite-elements method can also be used to
solve classical field equations or operator field equations;
we are studying possible applications of this method. The
approximation of functions with splines together with the
finite element method leads to a method of solution for non-
linear and nonhomogenous boundary-value problems. Such pro-
blems occur in the set of equations of the soliton bag model
of the hadrons. We wish to apply the method to these
problems.

4.22 Reports, Publications and Lectures

Reports

NEUTRONIC EVALUATION OF ACTIVATIONS IN GRAPHITE-THORIUM
ASSEMBLIES, 14 MeV NEUTRON SOURCES: COMPARISONS WITH
MEASUREMENTS
S.A. Kushneriuk and P.Y. Wong
AECL-8060

BOUND COHERENT AND INCOHERENT THERMAL NEUTRON SCATTERING
CROSS SECTIONS OF THE ELEMENTS
V.F. Sears
AECL-7980, December 1982

ION-IMPLANTATION DENSE CASCADE DATA
K.B. Winterbon
AECL-8054, April 1983
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Publications

RADIATIVE TT+ AND K+ DECAYS AND THE EFFECTIVE qq POTE .TIAL
NEAR THE ORIGIN
H.C. Lee and Q. Ho-Kim
Phys. Letts. 119B(1982)25

ELECTROWEAK INTERFERENCE EFFECTS IN THE HIGH ENERGY
e+e" •»• e+e" + HADRONS PROCESS
H.C. Lee, Li Bing-An, S. Qi-Xing, Z. Mei-Man and Yu Hong
Z. Phys. Cljj(1982)65

THE BAG-MODEL AND THE NAMBU-GOLDSTONE PION
H.C. Lee and Q. Ho-Kim
Phys. Letts. 125B(1983)424

CORRECTIONS TO THE SINGLE-PARTICLE Ml AND
GAMOW-TELLER MATRIX ELEMENTS
I.S. Towner and F.C. Khanna
Nucl. Phys. A399(1983)334

KINEMTIC SHIFTS IN THE BETA-DELAYED-PARTICLE DECAY
OF NA, AND THE 0-v ANGULAR CORRELATION
E.T.H. Clifford, J.C. Hardy, H. Schmeing, R.E. Azuma,
H.C. Evans, T. Faestermann, E. Hagberg, K.P. Jackson,
V.T. Koslowsky, V.J. Schrewe, K.S. Sharma and I.S. Towner
Phys. Rev. Lett. 50(1983)23

THE 3i*CA SUPERALLOWED BETA-DECAY
S. Raman, E.T. Jurney, D.A. Outlaw and I.S. Towner
Phys. Rev. C27(1983)1188

IDENTIFICATION OF SINGLE-PARTICLE CONFIGURATIONS AT VERY
HIGH SPIN IN 15 0-152DY
D. Horn, O. Hausser, I.S. Towner, H.R. Andrews and M.A. Lone
Phys. Rev. Lett. 50(1983)1447

HYPERFINE INTERACTION STUDIES IN NUCLEAR PHYSICS
O. Hausser and I.S. Towner
in Topics in Current Physics, Vol. 31: Hyperfine Inter-
actions of Radioactive Nuclei (ed. J. Christiansen),
Springer-Verlag, 1983

PEARSON DISTRIBUTIONS FOR ION RANGES
K.B. Winterbon
J. Appl. Phys. Letts. 42(1983)205
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Lectures

AN EXPERIMENTALLY DETERMINED UPPER LIMIT ON THE CONDENSATE
FRACTION OF SUPERFLUID He
V.F. Sears
Talk given at the Noel K. Pope Retirement Colloquium, Royal
Military College, Kingston, 1983 May 9
ANALYTIC REGULARIZATION AND RENORMALIZATION OF NONPER-
TURBATION THEORIES
H.C. Lee
Invited talk. Workshop on Nonperturbative Quantum Chromo-
dynamics,
Oklahoma State University, 1983 March 7-9
RENORMALIZATION OF NONPERTURBATION THEORIES
H.C. Lee
Talk given at TRIUMF, Vancouver, 1983 March 15

CORRECTIONS TO THE SINGLE-PARTICLE Ml AND GAMOW-TELLER
MATRIX ELEMENTS
I.S. Towner
Seminar at Cyclotron Laboratory, Michigan State University,
1983 February 23

MAGNETIC MOMENTS REVISITED
I . S . Towner
Colloquium at Argonne National Laboratory, 1983 February 25

FROM SOFT PIONS TO SPIN EXCITATIONS: A TREATISE ON MESON-
EXCHANGE CURRENTS
I.S. Towner
Three invited lectures at the 1983 Erice International
School of Nuclear Physics on "Mesons, Isobars, Quarks and
Nuclear Excitations", 1983 April 6-18

CORRECTIONS TO THE SINGLE-PARTICLE Ml and GAMOW-TELLER
MATRIX ELEMENTS
I.S. Towner
Seminar at the Istituto di Fisica Teorica, Universita di
Napoli, 1983 April 20
Ml TRANSITIONS AND MAGNETIC MOMENTS IN THE Pb-REGION AND THE
ROLE OF THE DELTA
F.C. Khanna, I.S. Towner, and 0. Hausser
Symposium on Delta-Nucleus Dynamics, Argonne, Illinois,
1983 May 2-4

QUARK CONTENT TO THE NN-INTERACTION
M. Harvey
Bonn Conference on "Quarks and Nuclear Structure", Bonn,
1983 June 13-16
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Graphite-Thorium Assemblies, 14 MeV Neutron Sources
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5.1 Staff

Branch Head: D. McPherson

Section I; Systems

Head:
D. McPherson

Progranuner/Analysts
J.F. Steljes
C.J. Tanner

Programmers:
E.A. Okazaki
M.A. Peterson

•
'(1)

Section II: Operations

Head:
B.B. Ostrom

Operations Supervisor:
P. McGandy

Operator Supervisor;
A.A. Laroche

Computer Operators:
S. Alleway
P.S. Bennett
B. Bertrand
K.J. Brown
J. Festarini
C M . Hepburn
S. Junop
K.A. Livingston
J. Mackie
S. Maggs
S. Shannon
C.P. Smallpiece
P. Smith
L. Sypes
M.T. Walker
N.E. Zinck

>

(2)
(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

Services and Applications

Head:
J.M. Blair

Mathematical Analysts:
S.B. Baset
D.B. Duncan
G.H. Keech
W.N. Selander

Programmer/Analysts
C.A. Wills
P.Y. Wong

Programmers:
K.A. Borg
K.D. Clark
G.L. Klawitter
M.T. Miller
G. Petrovich
V. Ruddock
L.S. Yamazaki

Section IV: Special

Head:
G.N. Williams

Programmer/Analysts:
G. McQuade
M. Shaarani

Programmers:
P. Hawkins
M.D. Kent
E.G. Long
R. Roiha

Secretarial Staff

G.J. Bateman

' (10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

. Systems

(14)

(15)
(16)
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(1) Retired effective 1983 January 5.

V2) Terminated effective 1983 January 6.

(3) Transferred from Nuclear Materials Control Branch and
reclassified from temporary to continuing employment
effective 1983 February 21.

(4) Transferred from Fuels and Materials Division and
reclassified from temporary to continuing employment
effective 1983 March 14; transferred to Technical
Information Branch 1983 June 13.

(5) New employee, joined Branch 1983 February 28.

(6) Transferred to Design and. Technical Services Branch
1983 January 4.

(7) Junior summer student from Algonquin College, joined
Branch 1983 May 9.

(8) Transferred to General Services Division 1983 March 1.

(9) Junior summer student from Wilfrid Laurier University,
joined Branch 1983 May 3.

(10) Terminated effective 1983 January 14.

(11) Waterloo University Co-op student, joined Branch
1983 April 25.

(12) Transferred from Reactor Physics Branch 1983 February 14

(13) Regular part-time employee.

(14) New employee, joined Branch 1983 January 17.

'15; Waterloo University Co-op student, joined Branch
1983 January 5; terminated 1983 April 29.

•I-) National summer student from University of Toronto,
joined Branch 1983 April 4.
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5.2 CDC 6600 - CYBER 170/175 System

5.2.1 Operating System

5.2.1.1 SAVEJOB Control Statement

D. McPherson

A frequent requirement is to obtain a complete
copy of the output of a job, including the job dayfile, for
archival purposes. Since the dayfile is not available until
after the job terminates, and since it is not easy for many
users (e.g. RJE terminal users) to interrupt and manipulate
files in the output queue, a SAVEJOB control statement has
been implemented, which results in a copy of output plus
dayfile being saved as a permanent file after job completion.

5.2.2 Programming Languages and Utilities

5.2.2.1 FORTRAN Extended Version 5

D. McPherson and W.J. Irving (Control Data Canada)

The latest (December 1982) release of FTN5 - CDC's
implementation of FORTRAN 77 - with the local modifications
required for compatibility with earlier versions, has been
installed. This release corrects a great many, tiough not
all, of the errors found in the previous release. While
there are still a few problems with the higher levels of
optimization, the FTN5 compiler is now judged to be
sufficiently stable and reliable that its use is recommended.

5.2.2.2 GPSS

J.M. Blair

The GPSS V/6000 (General Purpose Simulation System)
discrete event simulation language was installed and tested
on the 6600/175 system, and is available for general use.
GPSS simulates systems which are subject to statistical
fluctuations, such as the arrival of customers or service
requests, or the occurrence and duration of equipment
failures.

The language is being used to model a fuel pellet
production plant, in order to assess the effect of equipment
failures on the overall plant capacity.

5.2.2.3 REDUCE 2

D.B. Duncan and K.A. Borg

The REDUCE 2 algebraic manipulation package has
been installed and tested. This package, which has a wide
range of applications, is an improvement on, and will replace
SCHOONSCHIP.
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5.2.2.4 FACSIMILE

D.B. Duncan and K.A. Borg

The FACSIMILE package for flow and chemistry
simulation is currently being installed.

5.2.2.5 KWOC

G.H. Keech

Two major improvements have been incorporated
into the SPITBOL keyword-out-of-context program, KWOC.

A secondary sort is performed on the label field
for entries having identical keystrings. An option permits
suppression of the label field listing.

Variable length input records are now permitted
to simplify data creation from terminals. Users must
specify the maximum length of the physical records. With
the recommended continuation character option, the last
non-blank character in every record is checked to see if
a continuation record follows.

5.2.3 Subroutine Libraries

5.2.3.1 Preparation of AELIB5

J.M. Blair, K.D. Clark, L.E. Evans (Office of
Director of Research), G.L. Klawitter,
E.A. Okazaki and L.S. Yamazaki

The preparation of a version of AELIB for use with
FTN5, reported previously in PR-P-136: 5.2.1.1, AECL-7928,
was completed, and the library AELIB5 created on the NOS/BE
system. In addition, both versions of the library (FTN4
and FTN5) were prepared and installed on the NOS systems at
CRNL and Sheridan Park. An UPDATE program library from
which source code for all four versions of AELIB can be
derived was prepared, and was written on a 9-track tape.
Four versions of the minimal test program library were
created, one for each operating system/compiler combination.
A document, MCTD-23, describing technical details of the
four versions of the library was issued. Revision D of
AECL-6076, the AELIB reference manual, will be issued
shortly.
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5.2.3.2 Subroutines for Differential Equations

D.B. Duncan

The FORSIM differential equations package
(AECL-5821, 1978) was converted for use in FTN5, and users
are being encouraged to switch to this version.

The ODEPACK ordinary differential equations
package (obtained from Alan Hindmarsh, Lawrence Livermore
Laboratories) was installed and tested. Together with the
COLSYS boundary value problem package (which has been
ordered from Simon Fraser University) this greatly improves
our capabilities for handling a wide range of ordinary
differential equation problems.

5.2.3.3 AELIB Versions of Thermodynamic and
Transport Properties of Light Water

W.N. Selander, M.D. Kent and V.R. Ruddock

Several formulas for the evaluation of light water
thermodynamic and transport properties have been implemented
as independent AELIB subroutines. These will provide an
efficient and reliable means of evaluating some of the most
commonly-used functions. The following routines are now
ready for installation in the library: saturation temperature
as a function of pressure, saturation pressure as a function
of temperature, surface tension as a function of temperature,
thermal conductivity and viscosity as functions of temperature
and density. The saturation temperature as a function of
pressure represents a new formulation, whose evaluation
replaces the relatively inefficient and slow process of
inverting the saturation pressure. The remaining functions
are based on published formulas. A subroutine for the
evaluation of the latent heat of vapourization as a function
of temperature has been written and tested for accuracy. It
is being prepared for library installation. A formulation of
the latent heat of vapourization as a function of pressure,
which reflects the singularities of the function at the triple
and critical points, has been obtained and is ready to be
tested for accuracy. <

5.2.4 Graphics

5.2.4.1 PLOT79

G.S. McQuade

PLOT79 is a collection of FORTRAN-callable routines
for generating graphical output. The primitives in this
package implement a set of specifications proposed by the
Graphics Standards Planning Committee (GSPC) as a "core
graphics standard", and thus PLOT79 appears to be a good
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choice for extending the plotting capabilities that now
exist in the CRNL systems. Device drivers (i.e., sets of
primitives for generating the actual instructions for
graphical output on specific devices) have been prepared for
both FORTRAN 4 and FORTRAN 5 programs for seven of the
graphical output devices in use at CRNL.

5.2.4.2 CMFTR - Core Meta-file Translator

G.S. McQuade

Part of the GSPC proposal (see above) is the
definition of a "core meta-file", i.e., a device-independent
file which may be produced by execution of the user's program
instead of a file containing the detailed drawing commands
for a specific device. The advantages of the meta-file are
that output may be obtained on a variety of devices without
re-running the original program, and the meta-file may be
transferred to any other computer which also supports the
GSPC core meta-file.

A meta-file translator has been implemented as a
CYBER Control Language procedure and a FORTRAN program which
runs interactively on the CRNL CYBER 170/720.

5.2.4.3 GRVIEW - Graphics Viewing System

E.G. Long

Banner capability was added to this system to
allow the jobname, user number, date and time to be output
on plots sent to Sheridan Park; special routing for HASP
terminals at AECL-CANDU Operations was added.

Work is continuing on a new GRVIEW system for NOS.

5.3 CDC CYBER 170/720 System

5.3.1 Programming Languages and Utilities

5.3.1.1 BASIS

C.J. Tanner

The BASIS data management system has been installed
on the NOS system. BASIS is an information retrieval package
which is particularly suited for textual data, but it can be
used for any type of data.

The package includes a thesaurus module which can
be used to validate keywords and relate one keyword to
another, a report producing module, and a computational
module besides the main retrieval module.
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Since the installation of BASIS, the following data
bases have been set up:

(a) Mailing List for Commercial Operations. This data base
is in the entering data mode. Some searches have been
performed. A turnaround document (report used for data
checking) has been set up.

(b) Document Reference Index for Environmental Research.
This data base contains records which describe articles,
reports, etc., of interest to the user branch. A small
thesaurus is used to describe the keywords used in the
data base and to assist in record searches. Records are
currently being inserted into the data base.

(c) Report Catalog for SDDO. An existing system is being
converted to BASIS format. A large thesaurus has been
established and data are being moved from the old
system to the new system. It is still in the develop-
ment stage.

5.3.1.2 BPROC Package

M. Shaarani

Work is continuing on the BPROC package (see
PR-P-136: 5.3.2.2, AECL-7982, and PR-P-135: 5.3.3.1,
AECL-7907). During the first half of this year, some of
the procedures underwent optimization work while others
were modified to improve integrity and security of the
master files. The document "BPROC Version 1.0 Users' Guide
and Reference Manual" (MCTD-22) describing the conventions
used and the maintenance procedures to be followed, was
prepared.

5.3.2 Subroutine Libraries

5.3.2.1 AELIB and IMSLIB

J.M. Blair, K.D. Clark, L.E. Evans (Office of
Director of Research), G.L. Klawitter,
E.A. Okazaki and L.S. Yamazaki

Versions of these libraries for both FTN4 and FTN5
have been installed on the CRNL and CANDU Operations
CYBER 170/720's (see PR-P-137: 5.2.3.1, AECL-8106).
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5.3.2.2 A Subroutine Package for Handling Man-Machine
Interaction at a Keyboard Terminal

G.N. Williams and M.D. Kent

A collection of subroutines for performing many of
the operations involved when an interactive program prompts
a terminal user for data has been compiled. This package,
naned MMIK, provides such facilities as selection of items
from a menu, number conversion and validation of input against
specified ranges of values and the ability to back-up to in
earlier prompt. Initially written in standard FORTRAN 77
(CDC's FTN5), the package is being modified to operate more
efficiently by taking advantage of special features of CDC
hardware and software. A report describing the routines is
being prepared.

5.3.3 Communications

5.3.3.1 Remote Job Entry Terminals

E.A. Okazaki, B.B. Ostrom and J.F. Steljes

The support of all remote job entry (RJE) terminals
has been transferred from the CDC 3300 to the CYBER 720. The
RJE dial-up communications ports on the 33 00 have been
discontinued, and the number of ports on the 720 increased to
handle concurrently up to five HASP and two 200 UT terminals.
All of the dedicated line RJE terminals were converted to use
of the HASP protocol at the time of transfer from the 33 00 to
the 720.

5.3.3.2 Remote Node Evaluation

B.B. Ostrom

Evaluation of CDC's "remote node" software (see
PR-P-136: 5.3.3, AECL-7982) using a network processing unit
at Sheridan Park as the remote node has been completed'. The
potential application for remote nodes was to serve, with a
single high-speed telephone link, a cluster of terminals,
both RJE and interactive, at a remote location, e.g., Ottawa
or WNRE. The conclusion reached was that CDC's software
instability (in particular the lack of tolerance for, and
failure to recover from a variety of telephone line errors)
makes the remote node inferior to other solutions such as
statistical multiplexors and/or the use of the public packet-
switched network.
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5.4 CDC 3300 System

E.A. Okazaki with J.F. Steljes

The lease of the portions of the 3300 not owned by
AECL - half the memory, much of the communications subsystem
and the magnetic tape drives - was discontinued at the end
of March. Revisions to the operating system were made to
eliminate RJE terminals and magnetic tape handling, and to
permit operations to continue in the reduced configuration
with the support of a small number of interactive terminals,
paper tape input and output, plotting. The 3300 continues
to operate the printers, card readers, and card punches.
The 3300 interface with the Gandalf PACX switch also enables
the monitoring of some CYBER 720 communications, especially
the use of dial-up interactive ports; this information would
otherwise not be available.

5.5 Neutron Spectrometer Control System

G.H. Keech

An overhaul has been made of the PLOT package to
include new features and to give the user more control over
the plot parameters.

A window option circumvents memory size restric-
tions by permitting plotting of large arrays in sections.

A rearrangement of sections of code and changes
in the overlay scheme used has resulted in a. reduction of
the memory required. Further ideas on this subject are
being investigated.

5 . 6 Nuclear Physics Computer Systems.

5.6.1 Perkin-Elmer Data Acquisition System

R. Roiha and M. Shaarani

The Perkin-Elmer 3230 hardware has been installed
and tested. Before the system is totally operational, the
3230 must be reconfigured to match the P.E. 3230 at Oak
Ridge Nuclear Laboratories. Most of the data acquisition
software from Oak Ridge has arrived, but has not been
installed pending the completion of the hardware reconfig-
uration. A three-day introductory course on the 3230
operating system and utilities was given to the Data
Acquisition Group members.
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5.6.2 Burr-Brown Multiplexor (TASCC)

R. Roiha

The hardware for phase one is in place, but all of
the necessary software links to the PDP-11 control computers
have not been installed. Final testing will take place upon
completion of these software links.

5.6.3 Safety Interlock System (TASCC)

R. Roiha

The generalized software design has been approved
and work on the detailed design is now in progress.

5.6.4 PDP-10 Maintenance

R. Roiha

The PDP-10 continues in operation. The serial link
to the CDC 6600 and the related software have been removed,
as well as the fast scanner link and driver software.

5.7 Stress Analysis Programs

5.7.1 MARC

5.7.1.1 Comparisons with Other Stress Analysis Programs

S.B. Baset

A comparison between MARC and other stress analysis
programs has been performed at the CRNL Computing Centre.
In a frequency analysis of a beam structure, MARC was shown
to produce much more accurate results than all other programs
tested. In addition, central processor time used by MARC
was lower than STARDYNE or SAP4 programs but slightly higher
than TPIPE. The "I/O time" for MARC was lower than STARDYNE
but significantly higher than for TPIPE or SAP4.

5.7.1.2 MARC - Applications

S.B. Baset and G. Petrovich

Assistance was given to Dr. J. Too, Department of
Energy, Mines and Resources, in modelling large displacement/
large strain analyses in metal forming problems. Preliminary
results show that MARC is capable of predicting good results,
and prospects for more usage of MARC at CRNL are promising.
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B. Bora of Process Systems Design Branch has
requested several heat transfer analyses to predict the
temperature distribution in high level treatment facility
concrete blocks under various loading and arrangement
conditions.

5.7.1.3 MARC - Dynamic Memory Allocation

G. Petrovich

MARC users are faced with the task of estimating
the workspace needed for efficient execution. This sometimes
leads to wasted runs if the estimate is inadequate. A
recent project was undertaken to overcome this inconvenience
in MARC by al1owing for dynamic memory allocation. Consid-
erable effoi v be needed to implement this feature, but
the return w^- be improved usability of the code. This
project will be continued.

5.7.2 STARDYNE

5.7.2.1 STARDYNE - General

G. ^etrovich

A new version of STARDYNE (DEC. H-Level) was
installed effective 1983 June 6. This version involved
major modification to I/O formats of the DYNRE3 program but
it is still upward compatible with the earlier release.

5.7.2.2 STARDYNE - Accounting

G. Petrovich

The STARSYS CYBER Control Language procedure has
been modified to implement new and more efficient accounting
routines to replace the rather clumsy current scheme.

5.7.2.3 PRESTAR

S.B. Baset

The interactive program, PRESTAR, used to prepare
input to STARDYNE, was made available on the CYBER 720's at
CRNL and Sheridan Park in February. An introductory course
was held at Sheridan Park on 1983 March 11 to highlight the
main advantages and conventions used in PRESTAR.
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5.7.3 TPIPE - General

G. Petrovich and S.B. Baset

A preprocessor for TPIPE to convert free format
input into fixed format has been developed and is being
tested, it is hoped that this preprocessor will make TPIPE
considerably easier to use.

An error affecting the field length requirements
for the direct integration algorithm was reported and fixed
by modifying the STEP subroutine.

5.7.4 ADDINA - General

S.B. Baset

A five-day course on Nonlinear Finite Element
Analysis using the ADDINA program was attended at MIT in
Boston, 1983 March 21-25. ADDINA seems to incorporate the
latest academic achievements in the field of nonlinear solid
mechanics but lacks some standard I/O features necessary to
make it a user friendly program. Lectures by Professor
K. Bath of MIT and contacts with other participants proved
to be a useful experience.

5.8 TOSCA

G.H. Keech

The TOSCA electrostatics/electromagnetics analysis
code has been converted to CDC FORTRAN and has successfully
executed the single benchmark case provided by the code
supplier COMPEDA. The graphics pre-processor SCARPIA, which
facilitates generation of input data, is not ready for use.

Little programmer or user documentation was
provided with TOSCA, making the package difficult to support
and to use. Additional documentation is .oeing sought.

5.9 SOPHT-G2 Conversion

P.Y. Wong

Both the 2Q and the 4Q versions of SOPHT-G2 (AECL-
7982, PR-P-136, 5.7) have been converted to run on the CRNL
computers. The set of benchmarks specified for the conversion
as a validation has been run for both versions. Except in
one case, a reactor power run-up from 25% full power to 50%
full power where there were a few minor differences, the
CRNL results are identical to those obtained at Multiple
Access, a commercial service bureau in Toronto. It is
expected that CANDU Operations will begin using SOPHT at
CRNL in July 1983.
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5.10 The HTFS Programs

P.Y. Wong

The HTFS program package (PR-P-136: 5.10,
AECL-7982) has been installed on the CRNL computers. All
HTFS codes are now operational. Many of the early imple-
mentation problems have been resolved; in particular, the
DYML code, which performs stability and transient analysis,
is operating as specified.

5.11 Monte Carlo Simulation of Neutron Leakage
Out of D O Assemblies Subjected to Gamma Radiation

P.Y. Wong

The previous simulations of neutron leakage out of
D2O assemblies (PR-P-135: 4.2, AECL-7907) were made for
cylindrical assemblies. The MORSE Monte Carlo code used for
the calculations has been modified to treat rectangular
assemblies which are to be used in the next set of experi-
ments. Preliminary calculations showed that the code is
working satisfactorily with the new geometry.

5.12 Analysis of Neutronic Activations in the INRS
Graphite-Thorium Assemblies, 14 MeV Neutron Sources

S.A. Kushneriuk and P.Y. Wong

See PR-P-137: 4.2, AECL-8106.

5.13 Heat Transfer Problems

5.13.1 Temperature Distribution in a Radio-Frequency
Accelerating Vane Structure

P.Y. Wong with D. Beaulieu (Civil and Mechanical
Design Branch)

A TRUMP model has been set up to calculate the
temperature distribution in a radio-frequency vane structure
now under consideration for accelerator development. Effects
of the various cooling channels in the structure have been
explored and further parametric studies are being made.
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5 1'i.li Temperature Calculations of a Proposed
Design of an In-Ground High Level Waste
Storage For Spent Fuel Rods

P.Y. Wong with W.H. Pettipas (Process System Design
Branch)

A TRUMP model has been set up to evaluate a
proposed design of an in-ground high level waste storage for
spent fuel rods. The preliminary results showed that the
average concrete temperature could exceed the design require-
ment if all the holes in the storage were to be filled with
spent fuel rods initially.

3.1.4 Radionuclide Seepage in Groundwater

D.B. Duncan

A numerical solution of a highly non-linear
equation describing radionuclide seepage in groundwater was
constructed. A parameter fitting routine was used in an
attempt to find values for various physical parameters in
the problem, but this has not been entirely successful. The
cause of the failure of the numerical scheme to find these
parameters has been identified and the problem can be
resolved. This work was requested by Greg Moltyaner
(Environmertal Research Branch).

.">. 11, Radio Frequency Quadrupole (RFQ) Model

D.B. Duncan

A numerical scheme for the solution of a set of
ordinary differential equations describing the current and
voltage in an RFQ particle accelerator was constructed. This
work was carried out for Ron Hutcheon of Accelerator Physics
Branch (cf. PR-P-137: 6.2.1.2.2, AECL-8106). A new package
for the more efficient solution of this type of problem is
on order.

6,16 Oxygen Diffusion in Zircalloy Fuel Sheaths

D.B. Duncan

A code was developed at the request of
Fernando Iglesias (Fuel Engineering Branch) to model the
diffusion process in Zircalloy fuel sheaths under loss-of-
coolant accident conditions. This code seems to predict the
diffusion process well, and is to be included in a large
code to describe the whole process of emergency loss-of-
coolant (ELOCA).
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5.17 Information Handling Programs

5.17.1 PRRS - Personnel Radiation Records System

E.G. Long

Conversion from COBOL 4 to COBOL 5, mentioned in
PR-P-136: 5.6.2, AECL-7982, was completed.

Outstanding requests from R.M. Holford (Health
Physics Branch) were consiiered, and changes made where
practical.

5.17.2 Standard Policies and Procedures Index System

M.T. Miller

A CYBER Control Language procedure, SPPPROC, has
been written for Staffing, Benefits and Records Branch. The
procedure creates an index for Standard Policies and
Procedures on selected keywords by subject, or creates a
report sorted by policy number. The system uses Keyword-out-
of-context (KWOC) and two COBOL 5 programs.

5.17.3 NMC COBOL 4 to COBOL 5 Conversions

M.T. Miller and V. Ruddock

Twelve COBOL 4 programs have been converted to
COBOL 5 for Nuclear Materials Control Branch. A procedure
will be set up to make it easier both to execute and to
modify the programs.

5.17.4 SDTIME

M.T. Miller

A data base is being established for Chemical
Operations Branch to record shutdown times in the Heavy
Water Upgrading Plant. The MMIK routines (see also
section 5.3.2.2) are being used to input data for the data
base. Output is expected to be a variety of reports created
by COBOL5 programs using the Report Writer.

5.17.5 HO001

M.T. Miller

The HO001 program (see PR-P-127: 5.15.5, AECL-7102),
which obtains addresses from the personnel file for the
CYBORG payroll system, has been modified to improve error
handling.
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5.18 Data Reduction Programs

5.18.1 Analysis Software for the Oil/Electric
Hybrid Heating Experiment

K.D. Clark

The system of FORTRAN programs (PR-P-136: 5.6.3,
AECL-7 98 2) which analyzes data and produces printed and
graphical reports was generalized and extended. Either the
1980-81 season or the 1981-82 season may now be selected for
analysis. CYBER Control Language control statement proce-
dures were modified accordingly. The environmental data
program now computes environmental degree-days from four
base temperatures. An additional graphical output now plots
five cumulative degree days curves plus sun and wind data
for a heating season. All program and data files were
written to magnetic tapes for long-term storage.

5.18.2 ND6600 Input Routines

M.T. Miller

The input routine (see PR-P-124: 5.15.2, AECL-6788)
to read y-ray spectra from Nuclear Data ND6600 Series
magnetic tapes has been modified to read tapes produced by
the ND66 System. This request came from D. McCracken, Fuel
Engineering Branch. Documentation describing the use of the
routines is being written.

5.19 Studies in Heated Plumes

P.J. Barry, D.P. Wildsmith (Environmental Research Branch),
and W.N. Selander

See PR-HS-15: 3.3.5, AECL-8105.

5.20 Operations

5.20.1 Dayfile Analysis

V. Ruddock

Work progressed on the re-write of the NOS/BE
dayfile analysis system. All non-dayfile analyzer functions
have been completed and are being tested. The basic design
of the major component - Dayfile Analyzer - has been completed
and coding has been started.
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5.20.2 Computer Use by Division

The following table is an analysis of the jobs
processed during the first half of 1983:

Corporate Head Office
Radiochemical Company
Chemical Company
Engineering Company
WNRE
CRNL:
Computing Centre
Contracts
Information Services
Health Sciences
Chemistry & Materials
Physics

Number

2942
6931
1652

44009
6619

53732
2664
1476
9811
5316

18217
Electronics, Instrumentation

& Control
Advanced Projects

& Reactor Physics
Fuels & Materials
Administration
Finance
Operations
Maintenance &
Construction

General Services
Plant Design
Special Projects
Environmental Authority
Commercial Operations
Others

1367

41646
24720
1987
4891
7061

11
238

1853
7662
404
323
17

239311

of Jobs

(1
(0
(0

(18
(2

(22
(1
(0
(4
(2
(7

(0

(17
(10
(0
(2
(2

(0
(0
(0
(3
(0
(0
(0

.23%)

.29%)

.69%)

.39%)

.76%)

.45%)

.13%)

.62%)

.10%)

.22%)

.61%)

.57%)

.40%)

.40%)

.83%)

.04%)

.95%)

.00%)

.10%)

.77%)

.20%)

.17%)

.13%)

.01%)

Utilization
System Seconds

84354
4505
25133

1678229
247974

826106
106706
26424

167370
325986
560867

149392

1772581
424992
20916

103687
265579

87
8913

33878
214898
1180
6699

54

7056506

(1
(0
(0

(23
(3

(11
(1
(0
(2
(4
(7

(2

(25
(6
(0
(1
(3

(0
(0
(0
(3
(0
(0
(0

.19%)

.06%)

.36%)

.78%)

.51%)

.71%)

.51%)

.37%)

.37%)

.62%)

.95%)

.12%)

.12%)

.02%)

.30%)

.47%)

.76%)

.00%)

.13%)

.48%)

.04%)

.02%)

.09%)

.00%)
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5.21 Reports, Publications and Lectures

Reports

AECL-7839, CHARACTERISTICS OF A THERMAL NEUTRON SOURCE BASED
ON AN INTERMEDIATE ENERGY PROTON ACCELERATOR
M.A. Lone, W.N. Selander, B.M. Townes, J. Latouf,
E.C. Svensson and G.A. Bartholomew
1983 March

AECL-8 060, NEUTRONIC EVALUATIONS OF ACTIVATIONS IN GRAPHITE-
THORIUM ASSEMBLIES, 14 MeV NEUTRON SOURCES: COMPARISONS
WITH MEASUREMENTS
S.A. Kushneriuk and P.Y. Wong
1983 April

AECL-Misc-18 9 Rev. 2, A QUICK GUIDE TO THE CRNL COMPUTING
CENTRE
Edited by E.A. Okazaki
1983 April

AECL-7 261 Rev. A, PREPARATION OF MAGNETIC TAPES FOR THE
TRANSFER OF INFORMATION TO/FROM OTHER COMPUTER SYSTEMS
K.D. Clark and M.A. Peterson
1983 June

Publications

COMPUTING CENTRE NEWSLETTER, Vol. 10, Nos. 1 through 6
Edited by E.A. Okazaki

A PETROV-GALERKIN METHOD FOR THE APPROXIMATE SOLUTION
OF A CLASS OF HYPERBOLIC CONSERVATION LAWS
D.B. Duncan
Oral Publication presented at:
CRNL, 1983 January 13
University of Toronto, 1983 January 27, and
Waterloo University, 1983 January 29

A NUMERICAL SCHEME FOR A GROUNDWATER FLOW PROBLEM WITH
GROUNDWATER SEEPAGE
D.B. Duncan
Oral Publication presented at the International Conference
on Numerical Analysis, Dundee, Scotland
1983 June 28-30
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Lectures

INTRODUCTION TO FORTRAN 5
Algonquin College of Applied Arts and Technology
Continuing Education Course
M. Shaarani
CRNL
1983 January 18 to May 11

DEMONSTRATION OF THE NOS SYSTEM
C.J. Tanner
CRNL
1983 February 15-17

INTRODUCTION TO PRESTAR
S.B. Baset
AECL-CANDU Operations, Mississauga
1983 March 11

USE OF BPROC
G.N. Williams
CRNL
1983 April 6 and 7

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE REDUCE 2 ALGEBRAIC MANIPULATION
PACKAGE
D.B. Duncan and K.A. Borg
CRNL
1983 May 31

ORGANIZATION OF THE CENTRAL PERSONNEL RECORDS SYSTEM
C.J. Tanner
AECL-RC
1983 June 17
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ACCELERATOR PHYSICS BRANCH

by

J.H. Onnrod

6.1 Staff

6.2 Nuclear Power Applications

6.2.1 High Current Proton Accelerator
6.2.2 Electron Test Accelerator

6.3 Research Applications

6.3.1 Fast Intense Neutron Source

6.3.2 Heavy-Ion Superconducting Cyclotron

6.4 Mechanical Laboratory

6.4.1 High Current Proton Accelerator
6.4.2 Electron Test Accelerator
6.4.3 Heavy-Ion Superconducting Cyclotron
6.4.4 Reactor Physics

6.5 Publications, Reports, Conference Presentations,
Lectures and Patents
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6.1 Staff

BRANCH HEAD:

Professional Staff

c
J

K.C
B
M
L
E,
J

C.R.
J,
R.

.B.

.C.

.D.

.G.

.S.

.W.

.A.

.D.

.J.

.A.

.M.
J.-P.

G.
H.
S.
M.

J.
,E.
,R.
0.
R.
T.
J.

Bigham
Brown
Chan
Chidley
de Jong
Funk
Heighway
Hepburn
Hoffmann
Hulbert
Hutcheon
Labrie
McKeown
McMichael
Schneider
Schriber
Shubaly
Tran Ngoc
Ungrin

(1)

(2)

(3)

Mechanical Laboratory

J.
R.
D.
R.
R.
D.
J.

E.
J.
G.
J.
J.
W.
F.

Anderchek
Bakewell
Hewitt
Kelly
Klatt
Warren
Weaver

Attached Staff

(4)

(5)
(6)

F. Desjardins (7)
A. Perujo (8)

Visiting Scientist

D.A. Swenson (9)

J.H. Ormrod

Technical Staff

R.T.
L.
R.
H.
D.
M.
K.
J.
S.
R.
G.
W.
R.
J.
J.
R.
A.

F.
F.
J.
F.
W.
A.
A.
C.
H.
G.
E.
L.
E.
F.
G.
A.
E.

Bird
Birney
Burton
Campbe11
Clements
Derewianko
Dobbs (
Jones
Kidner
Maggs (
McGregor
Michel
Milks
Mouris
Plato
Vokes
Weeden (

Laboratory Services

K.T. McKee

Secretarial Staff

(10)

(11)

(12)

M.A. Trecartin

Waterloo Student

D.S. Lefevre

Summer Students

(13)

C.L.
M.F.

S.R.D.
D.A.

Bear
Coulas
Murphy
Thompson

(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)

(1) Attached half time from the Office of the Director of
Research.

(2) Posted to Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Berkeley, CA,
1982 April 01.

(3) Joined Branch 1983 March 14.
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(4) Transferred from WE&P, effective 1983 March 01.
(5) Transferred to Solid State Science Branch, effective

1983 February 25.
(6) Retired 1983 June 29.
(7) Attached Staff from CEGEP de la Pocatiere,

arrived 1983 May 31.
(8) Attached Staff from University of Manitoba, arrived

1983 May 02.
(9) Visiting Scientist from Los Alamos National

Laboratories, 1983 April 11 - 1983 May 06.
10) Transferred to NRX Reactor Branch, effective

1983 June 01.
(11) Joined Branch 1983 April 11.
(12) Retired 1983 May 16.
(13) Arrived 1983 January 04, resigned 1983 April 29.
(14) Arrived from University of Waterloo 1983 May 02.
(15) Arrived from Queen's University 1983 May 03.
(16) Arrived from University of Manitoba 1983 April 28.
(17) Arrived from University of Western Ontario

1983 May 09.
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6.2 Nuclear Power Applications

6.2.1 High Current Proton Accelerator

S.O. Schriber

Design and development continues for components of a
high current 100% duty factor proton linac that will be used to
study aspects of the low energy portion of an electronuclear
breeder. Design studies of an improved 2.6 MeV Alvarez
structure and an RFQ accelerator that will provide information
for the design of a 300 mA, 10 MeV proton accelerator are
underway.

6.2.1.1 Ion Source and Injector Development

M.R. Shubaly and M.S. de Jong

6.2.1.1.1 Test Facilities

The beam stop in the emittance measuring unit on the
Ion Source Test Stand (ISTS) was punctured during measurements
with partially stacked beamlets. One of the beam stop tubes
had a 10 mm diameter, 5 mm deep melt with a 1 mm hole into the
coolant channel. The beam stop has been repaired and
reinstalled. A new beam stop employing swirl tubes and a
removable molybdenum slit assembly is being fabricated. This
stop har been designed for beam measurements with higher
currents than used at present.

A new computer program to analyze ISTS eiaittance data
is being developed. The program evaluates the rms emittance
and current fraction in each beamlet as well as the rms
emittance and "Twiss" parameters of the whole beam.

A new higher voltage series pass tube, Y676A, and
associated equipment was installed in the Injector Test Experi-
ment (ITE) tlVPS. Operation with the new tube is very reliable
with ripple and noise reduced by a factor of two.

6.2.1.1.2 High Current Ion Source

A series of measurements on the ISTS and ITE have
been completed on the Mark III/IV simple duoPIGatron plasma
generator that has evolved from optimization studies with
previous duoPIGatrons. Because of improved plasma uniformity
in the PIG region, output current was slightly higher, and the
beam diameter and emittance were about half previous values.
Normalized eiaittance for a seven aperture array was 3.0 it
mm-mrad for 94% of the beam (measured from a source with 3
in-line apertures at 50 mA per aperture). For a small
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triangular array suitable for the RF0.1 injector, normalized
einittance was 2.4 IT mm jarad for 94% of the beam (at 60 mA per
aperture).

Measurements of beamlet stacking have been completed,
for the present aperture design. Measurements with the
extraction voltage adjusted for a beamlet waist 4 cin downstream
from the column showed a factor of two reduction in emittance
when the apertures in the plasma grid v/ere displaced inward 0.6
mm from the normal 7.6 mm spacing. With a waist in the column,
no stacking was observed (as expected). The extraction optics
are being redesigned to permit more effective beamlet
stacking.

6.2.1.1.3 Beam Transport Studies

The solenoid installed on ITE can increase beam
transmission to the straight-through beam dump by 10% to 15%.
Measurement of emittance growth induced by the solenoid was not
possible because of the large aberrations in the present
bending magnet. Detailed mechanical design of a new compact
n = 1/2, 60° bending magnet for ITE is nearly complete. This
magnet will improve the ion optics of the transport line.

6.2.1.1.4 Injector Design and Development

Mechanical design of the RPQ1 injector continues.
Design of the flap valves, input line, and main vacuum tank was
completed and released for fabrication. Design of the beam
stops, water-cooled protector plates, beam exit line and
support frame is underway.

A low field, 81 mT, n=0, 60° bending magnet with
edge-focusing is being designed for the RFQ1 injector. Compu-
tations of the magnet shape with POISSON were completed and
detailed mechanical design was initiated.

Design of the two solenoids for the RFQ1 injector has
started. Particular attention is being paid to reducing
emittance growth from aberrations in the solenoidal field.
Emittance growth is being calculated by the beam dynamics code
MOTION with field distributions from POISSON.

6.2.1.1.5 Diagnostics

Several beam light profiles have been measured on the
ITE proton beam line using a RL256F linear photo-diode array
from RETICON Corp. Fifty 0.2 s profiles were measured,
averaged and dark noise subtracted to confirm the feasibility
of using such arrays alone (without micro-channel plate image
intensifiers) for beam light profile monitors. Four RL256G and
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four RL256C/17 arrays have been received for prototype profile
monitors of the RFQ1 injector.

6.2.1.1.6 Control and Instrumentation

Development of the multi-channel fibre-optic
telemetry link is continuing. A prototype operated satisfacto-
rily on the bench but problems with damage from spark-induced
transients were encountered when the system was installed on
ISTS. An extensive series of tests with various transient
protection schemes showed that the circuitry could be
adequately protected by careful system layout, reducing
impedances at sensitive locations and by using Tranzorbs™
(protective Zener diodes) to limit voltage levels. A new
sixteen channel link is being fabricated for further testing.

Specifications of a modular, field-configurable
process-control instrumentation system for the two ion source
test facilities and the RFQ1 accelerator have been prepared.
The systems use a microprocessor to permit either stand-alone
operation or communication with a host computer/display system.
Modules proposed include those for temperature, water flow rate
(paddle-wheel or turbine sensors), current, and a
display/keypad.

6.2.1.2 Code Development and Applications

6.2.1.2.1 Linac Design Codes

B.G. Chidley, L.W. Funk, G.E. McMichael and
D.A. Swenson (visitor from Los Alamos National
Laboratories)

The two PARMTEQ codes ("t" code and "z" code),
PARMILA, and the post-processor code OUTPROC, have all been
converted from FORTRAN IV to V and have been modified to make
their common blocks identical. This has eliminated the need to
maintain separate subroutines for each program. Further
changes to the output subroutines to use colour graphics are
well advanced.

Three new subroutines have been added to PARMTEQ to
specify and use additional terms in the multipole expansion of
the potential. RFQPOT reads harmonic coefficients calculated
by programs POTRFQ or CHRG3D and interpolates to obtain
coefficients for each cell of the RFQ accelerator. RFQHARM
prints a table of harmonic coefficients for selected cells, and
RESTORE adjusts the vane voltage and modulation to make the
first order dynamics the same as for calculations with the
two-term potential.



The beam current capability of an RFQ is limited by
the rf field strength that can be maintained without sparking.
A vane tip shape can be determined that reduces the field
between adjacent vanes where sparking is likely to occur, while
maintaining the field in the region occupied by the beam. The
advantages of such a shape are partially offset by emittance
growth caused by non-linear higher order terms associated with
the new shape. Additional work using the code POTRFQ has shown
that the higher order term responsible for the emittance growth
can be eliminated by the correct longitudinal variation of the
cross section. Preliminary results give approximately 20%
increase in transmitted current.

If an RFQ is built in the double-dipole configu-
ration, an axial rf field will be present in the radial
matching section which will cause an energy modulation in the
beam. For RFQ1 (injection 50 keV, vane-to-vane voltage 73 kV)
the potential ramp must be longer than 2|3A to limit the modu-
lation to ± 2 keV. The double-dipole design would be an
unattractive modification to present machines because their
ramp length is considerably less. This configuration will not
be used in RFQ1 because of mechanical consideration.

The analysis (PR-P-136, 6.2.1.2.3; AECL-7982) of the
effect on particle dynamics of a longitudinal electric field at
the input to an RFQ, showed that, if the potential ramp were
strictly linear (constant field), significant cancellations
that minimize energy modulation are possible at particular
radial matching section lengths. Numerical integration of the
longitudinal equations of motion for more general field distri-
butions showed that most of the cancellation effect still
occurred even for significant departures from linearity at the
entrance and exit of the radial matching section. The
important requirement for achieving this effect was that the
longitudinal electric field distribution should be symmetric
about its peak. Fortunately, near-linear longitudinal
potential ramps are relatively easy to achieve through shaping
of the vanes in the radial matching section.

6.2.1.2.2 RFQ3D

R.M. Hutcheon, D.B. Duncan (Math and Computation
Branch)

Development of the RFQ distributed equivalent circuit
model code continues. The basic equations have been rewritten
in the complex domain and now include surface resistivities and
multiple, distributed rf drive ports (see also PR-P-137, 5.15).
A unit rf drive voltage is now assumed, and its frequency is
varied to step over the resonance. The resonant frequency is
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defined by maximum power transfer from the drive and the Q is
extracted from the FWHM of the power transfer curve. Quadrant
voltages, currents and their relative phases are now available.
The results of the new coding have been checked in detail
against the previous formulation.

Calculations of the effect on field stability of
inserting a set of straps at the centre of the RFQ were com-
pared with a measurement made by H.R. Schneider at Berkeley.
Figure 6.2.1 shows the calculations and the measurements for an
identical dielectric perturbation introduced in one end of one
quadrant. Except for a slight longitudinal field tilt in the
measurements - which is understood to be a result of vane gap
errors not included in the calculation - the agreement is
excellent.

6.2.1.3 High Current Test Facility

This facility was built to study acceleration of 100%
duty cycle proton beams to energies up to 3 MeV with currents
in excess of several mA.

6.2.1.3.1 Injector

J. Ungrin

The motor-generator (MG) unit for the 750 kV
Cockcroft-Walton power supply was reinstalled in the building
following replacement of all shaft bearings. Because the
resonant load shielding structure interferes with the access
path for the mobile crane required to move the MG, a new
enclosure outside the main building (610) is being designed to
house it. The injector has not been operated since December
because emphasis of the experimental program has required the
linac rf supply for the resonant load.

6.2.1.3.2 RF Systems

J.C. Brown

The modified heat exchanger for the filament cooling
system of the Continuous Wave Proton Linac (CWPL) final
amplifier was installed and commissioning tests to satisfy
provincial code requirements were completed. This system was
returned to service and has been performing satisfactorily.

The exciter stages of the CWPL rf system have been
replaced by a 500 W solid state amplifier. Commissioning tests
were completed in April and the amplifier was installed without
sequencing controls. Design detailing of the sequencing



Fig. 6.2.1 A comparison of the Berkeley measurements and the RFQ3D calculations
for an RFQ with one strap at the centre and a dielectric perturbation
in one quadrant.
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controls and power monitoring facilities is scheduled to start
in July. Tunability and stability of the rf system are greatly
improved.

During the past year, several failures occurred in
the control electronics of the final amplifier's bias power
supply. This unit was located in a section of the amplifier
cabinet where access was severely restricted by piping and
support stands. During the accelerator and rf system shutdown
the electronics portion of this supply has been repackaged and
relocated for easier access.

6.2.1.3.3 Alvarez Tank and Linac Operation

J.C. Brown, R.M. Hutcheon and J. Ungrin

The Alvarez tank rf loop used a coaxial geometry with
a protruding outside conductor. This 160 mm diameter outer
conductor had a 0.5 mm clearance to the inner liner of the loop
port. Severe arcing problems occurred in the gap between the
outer conductor and the inner liner on a number of occasions.
The rf loop from the RFQ Sparker (see section 6.2.1.4.1 (c))
was adapted to the Alvarez tank for high power tests. The
outside conductor of the RFQ sparker loop terminates at the
tank vacuum flange and avoids the troublesome (̂  150 mm long)
thin gap mentioned above. A press-fit copper adapter section
was used to provide a continuous high conductivity path between
the RFQ Sparker loop outer conductor and the tank loop port
liner. The tank has been powered to a level of 130 kW, about
three times that required by the RFQ sparker. No problems with
sparking from the loop near the rf window or with the press-fit
copper adapter were encountered, demonstrating the suitability
of this loop design not only for the RFQ Sparker but also for
the Alvarez tank.

The rf supply has been used for operation of the
resonant load and no beam acceleration runs with the Alvarez
tank took place during this reporting period.

6.2.1.4 Zero Energy Breeder Accelerator (ZEBRA)

ZEBRA is a 100% duty cycle, 300 mA, 10 MeV proton
linac, now in the conceptual design stage. A number of
pre-ZEBRA experiments are in progress as reported above and in
the following sections.
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fa.2.1.4.1 Radio-Frequency Quadrupole

D.L. Beaulieu (Civil and Mechanical Design Branch),
J.C. Brown, B.G. Chidley, R.M. Hutcheon,
G.ß. McMichael, S.O. Schriber, D.A. Swenson (visitor
from Los Alamos National Laboratories),
T. Tran Ngoc, R.B. Turner (Special Projects
Division)

(a) RF Quadrupole Studies

The vane ends for RFQ Model III were initially well
out of tolerance; they were remachined and the vanes realigned.
Relative quadrant fields vary by 20% now, so only small vane
adjustments will be necessary before end region tuning com-
mences.

(b) KF Quadrupole Mechanical Design

A short section of an RFQ vane tip was machined using
a numerically controlled milling machine following procedures
developed at Los Alamos. Modifications to the techniques are
being considered to improve accuracy and surface finish.

A single vane, split quadrant RFQ model was used to
test the Bourdon tube tuning concept for RFQ1. The model had
full scale radial dimensions, but only 0.22 times full scale
length. With realistic end configurations, a maximum 200 kHz
frequency tuning shift was obtained, which, when scaled corre-
sponds to a 45 kHz shift for RFQ1 - much too small to be of
practical use. Tuning plungers will be used instead.

The possibility of twisting and bending vanes for the
purpose of vane alignment was investigated. The strength of
three different vane profiles was studied to compare their
stiffness in both torsion and bending and has led to the
selection of a suitable profile for RFQ1.

For the "octagonal envelope" design of RFQ1, a model
was fabricated to test the flexibility of the curved flex joint
(stainless steel, 0.069 cm thick, 1.27 cm wide). The results
provided force-deflection curves for axial and tilting
movements of the vane base that showed the elastic deformation
limit of the flex joint was large compared to the required
displacement.

During the design of a "round envelope" RFQ with vane
slots and stiffeners along the cylinder, a stress analysis
showed a drastic reduction in the torsional stiffness of the
system relative to a cylinder. This design was rejected and a
new design with flexible skirt and vane bridge was adopted.
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The maximum AT for the hottest part of the flexible
skirt was evaluated by finite differences. The proposed skirt
was made of stainless steel with a layer of copper plated on
the outer rf surface to assist with conduction cooling to its
sides. For a 2.5 cm wide flex joint with a 0.05 cm thick
copper layer a AT of about 40°C exists between the center and
the sides. Stress levels are acceptable in a stainless steel
flex joint (2.5 cm wide and 0.025 cm thick with a 0.05 cm thick
of copper layer) for a deflection of 0.05 cm at the vane base,
viz. - 270 MPa in copper and 330 MPa in stainless steel.

(c) RFQ Sparker

Brazing of the sparker sideplates was finished
on-site, using the Bldg. 429 furnace facility. The sparker box
assembly braze, requiring a horizontal orientation, was done at
Canadian Vac-Aero in Mississauga because the Bldg. 429 furnace
was not wide enough. End flanges were then brazed (vertical)
in Bldg. 429 and the unit was tuned with the rf port depth cut
to achieve critical coupling. Final mode characteristics were
as follows with the quadrupole mode vane voltage variation
within + 2.2%.

fp = 265.3 MHz, pv = 0.98 undercoupled
fQ = 267.59 MHz, pv = 0.02 overcoupled
fD = 269.66 MHz, pv = 0.29 overcoupled.

The sparker was returned to Vac-Aero for the rf port
braze, which was mechanically successful, but not leak tight.
A lower temperature patch braze was attempted, also without
success. The unit was returned to CRNL, cleaned and prepared
for a patch braze. Two patches were attempted in the Bldg. 429
furnaces, but in both cases were disrupted by small explosions
in the hydrogen furnace, presumably a result of small pockets
of oxygen. This behaviour is under study before further brazes
are attempted.

Preparation of the facility for conducting tests on
the RFQ sparker cavity is now well advanced. This facility
will use the CWPL rf system and its controls as the rf power
source, the HCTF computer for data logging and the CWPL beam
stop cooling system. Earlier this period it was decided to
relocate the facility to the high energy end of the Alvarez
accelerator to allow measurements of sparking voltages in the
presence of a 750 keV proton beam.

New stands have been fabricated and installed to sup-
port the cavity and vacuum system at beam transport height. A
fire-proofed wooden framed shielding enclosure with 5 mm lead
sheet has been installed. Modification of the cooling piping
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to accommodate new flow metering is complete although hose con-
nections await installation of the cavity. Installation of
instrumentation wiring is about 60% complete.

(d) RPQ1 - 75 mA cw, 600 keV Accelerator

CRNL's first full power RFQ accelerator will be used
to test space charge limits and verify design techniques for cw
high current RFQ's. It will be used as an injector for the
2BLAT Alvarez linac to study two-tank operation and beam
matching between an RFQ and a drift-tube linac.

A very successful design review of the RFQ1 project
was held 1983/06/21-23 at CRNL. Eight accelerator scientists
from Germany, Japan and the USA participated in the review and
provided useful comments that will be incorporated in the
mechanical design.

RFQ1 is expected to have a cavity cross section
approximately as shown in Fig. 6.2.2. SUPERFISH has been used
to determine the rf properties summarized in Table 6.2.1.

RFQ1 beam dynamics have been recalculated using an
eight-term expression for the electric potential, with coef-
ficients calculated by the Los Alamos code CHRG3D. Calcu-
lations for RFQ1 showed the importance of using the multi-term
potential expression that gives a better representation of the
electric field than the usual two-term expression. Output
current as a function of input current (see Fig. 6.2.3) has
been calculated for a number of different vane tip shapes. For
these calculations, modulation was adjusted to provide the same
coefficient for the first-order accelerating term in the multi-
pole potential expression, and the vane voltage was adjusted to
give the same maximum surface field (same sparking proba-
bility). Of the cases studied, best transmission was found for
vanes with a nose radius that varied with bore radius as though
the vane tip were machined on a lathe.

The mechanical design of RFQ1 has undergone many
changes because many previously desired design features had
proven impractical. The present design has removable vanes,
cylindrical outer wall, mild steel construction with rf
surfaces copper plated, flexible joints between vanes and outer
body, "picture frame" supports, no end tuners, three sets of
straps between vanes, tuning plungers for frequency control,
removable end plates and two rf drive ports in opposite
quadrants at the centre.
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Fig. 6.2.2 RFQ1 cross-section used for SUPERFISH calculations.
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Table 6.2.1

RFQ1 SUPERFISH Results

Cavity Radius 13.1 cm

Cavity Length 2.32 m

Frequency 268.1 MHz

Unloaded Cavity Q 10762

Voltage (vane-to-vane) for Design Fields 73 kV

Power Dissipation (2.32 in cavity)

At design field (1.25 * Kilpatrick Limit)

100% Q

80% Q

60% Q

At 1.75 * Kilpatrick

100% Q

80% Q

60% Q

Surface Power Density at 1.75 * Kilpatrick Limit

Segment Power Density (60% Q) Power Density (8 0% Q)

(Fig. 6.2.2)

(W/cm2) (W/cm2)

a 0.30 0.23

b 4.13 3.10

c 9.53 7.15

d 10.93 8.20

e 12.27 9.20

f 12.68 9.51

130
162

216

255

318

423

kW
kW

kW

kW

kW

kW
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RFQ1 TRANSMISSION (1.25*KILPATRICK)
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Fig. 6.2.3 Transmission of RFQ1 as calculated by PARMTEQ for
different vane tip shapes.

Solid Curve -- 2-term potential assuming peak field = 1.35
times the vane voltage divided by the mean
bore radius,

o -- nose radius as if the vanes tips were machined on
a lathe.

+ — nose radius = 0.75 times the mean bore radius.
. — POP style vanes, nose radius = radius of

curvature of hyperbola from 2-terin potential.
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The changes in RFQ1 design approach have required
further RFQ3D calculations. The dual tuning plungers in oppo-
site quadrants were calculated to produce a ± 300 kHz frequency
shift while introducing a 4.5% longitudinal field tilt. The
code was run with three sets of vane straps, one in the centre
and the others 8 cm from the ends. In this configuration, a
transverse displacement of one vane by 0.125 mm (0.005") pro-
duced a maximum of 3% difference in the vane-to-vane voltages
(a 4.2% dipole component) which reduces the transmission by
2%.

Straps also affect the longitudinal voltage distri-
bution and reduce the frequency considerably (̂  5 MHz). Both
these unwanted effects can be eliminated by locally inserting
material in the quadrants to reduce the local quadrant
inductance. The same technique has been used to compensate for
holes in the quadrant wall, such as at a rf drive port or
vacuum pumping grill. Each hole will be individually
compensated by adding sufficient metal around the hole to
eliminate the perturbation.

A preliminary configuration for the RPQ1 accelerating
structure has been chosen and mechanical design is now well
underway. The proposed geometry is shown in Fig. 6.2.4 and a
review of the design status of each component is given below:

1. Vanes: Prior to final machining of the mild steel vane
tip, all necessary vane assembly work will be completed
including attachment of coolant inlet and outlet spigots
and fabrication of cooling channels and bolt holes. The
final machining technique for the vane tips has not yet
been chosen; several techniques will be investigated in
view of the problems experienced by USA laboratories. To
prevent severe corrosion of the cooling channels, a precise
control of water chemistry will have to be maintained.
This requirement could be eased however by either plating
the cooling channels or by including sufficient corrosion
allowance in the channel dimensions.

2. Flexible Vane Joint: A model is being generated using the
MARC 3-D finite element computer code to investigate the
proposed omega-joint. Joint stresses versus deflection
will be optimized by changing geometry, thickness and
material, and will be verified on a rig to be built for
testing it and helicoflex seals. A further development of
the model will allow the investigation of thermal
expansions and stresses of the vane and tube assembly.

3. Vane Base and Tube Interface Joint: A helicoflex seal will
be used in this location to provide rf and vacuum sealing.
Helicoflex (USA) have confirmed the feasibility of the
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Fig. 6.2.4 Proposed geometry for the RFQ1 accelerating structure.
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proposed geometry and will conduct tests to achieve better
performance by varying seal load, seal section diameter and
material. They are optimistic that a leak rate of
10-8 torr'litre/s n- brtter can be achieved. Once a
seal configuration has been selected, both rf and vacuum
sealing characteristics will oe measured on the test rig.
An O-ring elastomer seal will act as a backup vacuum seal.

4. Tube Assembly: The flood-type cooling of the outer tube
assembly will require an outer shell. A possible problem
related to differential thermal expansion between the inner
and outer shell is under investigation.

5. Picture Frame: Attaching vanes to a stable picture frame
by means of the adjustment rods results in independence of
vane and shell motion.

6. Vane Straps: Three sets of vane straps are to be made of
thin-walled copper tubing to allow (i) a flow of cooling
water in the strap and (ii) relatively low deformation
loads from vane adjustment. The installation of strap
mounting nipples on the vanes should enable brazing of the
straps as a final assembly operation without deforming the
tip through overheating.

7. RF Penetration Shielding: Each of the twelve vacuum ports
has copper tubing running across to provide an rf path with
50% coverage. The design will allow post-installation
deformation of the tube to provide rf tuning if required.

A general concept has been determined for the overall
alignment of RFQ1. It provides some guide lines for the
detailed design of the support structures.

Conceptual designs for two cooling systems for the
facility were developed. The cavity cooling system must use
well de-oxygenated water that is treated with lithium hydroxide
to maintain a pll of approximately 10 to limit corrosion of the
mild steel cooling passages. The closed loop will be constant
15 L/s flow, constant inlet temperature. On the shell side of
the heat exchanger a river water flow of about 10 L/s will be
required. To remove about 70 kW from the injector and the 600
keV beam stop, a 12 L/s flow rate is required for the beam stop
swirl tubes that must have a fluid velocity of 15 m/s (to
adequately cool local heat fluxes up to 2 kW/cm^). Cooling
can be accomplished by supplying and draining filtered river
water at 1 L/s to a surge tank, thereby eliminating a heat
exchanger.
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A conceptual floor layout is shown in Fig. 6.2.5.
All available floor space is occupied by the accelerator and
diagnostic components. The two cooling systems will have to be
placed in an appendage outside the east wall of the building,
adjacent to the accelerator.

6.2.1.4.2 Two Beta Lambda Alvarez Tank (2BLAT)

R.B. Turner (Special Projects Division), J. Ungrin

Machining of a test drift-tube suspension assembly is
95% complete. This assembly will allow tests of alignment and
assembly techniques for a girder drift-tube system. The drift-
tube body and stem have been shipped to an outside vendor for
copper plating. This entire assembly will be mounted on one of
the two resonant load tuner ports for high power testing.

6.2.1.4.3 Resonant Load

J.C. Brown and J. Ungrin

Construction of the shielded room was sufficiently
completed by the end of April to start rf testing. Shielding
panels to cover access ports and a shielded door were installed
in June.

Conditioning of tne Resonant Load cavity started
early May and proceeded very smoothly to a power level of 130
kW. Extensive sparking was visually observed for power levels
between 10-50 kW on the drift-tube stem where it enters the
tank wall. After operation at power levels up to 100 kW, this
sparking had almost disappeared although there was still some
at the 130 kW level.

Conditioning above 130 kW was interrupted for power-
testing of the tuning plunger. It was installed fully with-
drawn and when mcved under power, extensive sparking occurred
between the leading corner radius and the port wall. Sparking
disappeared once this corner had entirely passed the port
opening. Beyond this point the plunger could be operated under
power without difficulty. With a plunger penetration of about
2.5 cm, the tank was operated to 130 kW without incident. At
this pov/er, the average field gradient is > 2 MV/m demonstrat-
ing successful tuner operation at a field level currently pro-
posed for 2BLAT. The measured tuning range under power is
approximately 350 kHz, in agreement with calculations and model
raeasureinents.
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As discussed in PR-P-136 (section 6.2.1.4.3;
AECL-7982), the rf connection made by the helicoflex seal at
the tank top plate joint produced a 20% reduction in tank Q.
At the 130 kW power level, rf current at the helicoflex is
about 2700 A/m, 80% of the value required for the vane to wall
helicoflex joint in the present RFQ1 design.

6.2.1.4.4 General

D.D. Graham (Civil and Mechanical Design Branch)
and S.O. Schriber

Following input from services and operations sections
at CRNL, a fourth revision of the building layout for the ZEBRA
laboratories was completed. CANDU Ops (Montreal Office) have
been involved with this revision and are preparing a conceptual
engineering design package complete with engineering specifi-
cations. We will be ready to move quickly on final archi-
tectural drawings and building construction when funds for the
project are approved.

6.2.2 Electron Test Accelerator

J. McKeown

This accelerator is used for accelerator physics
research with coupled cavity structures. The electron beam is
also used for industrial irradiation purposes and as a source
of electron and gamma radiation for fundamental research.

6.2.2.1 Accelerator Operation

K.C.D. Chan, J.-P. Labrie and J. McKeown

Accelerator operation was curtailed during the first
quarter by persistent vacuum problems and poor klystron per-
formance. The vacuum problems were a consequence of a gas dis-
charge inside the system in December that led to the synthesis
of nitrogen oxides and subsequently nitric acid (see PR-P-136,
section 6.2.2.1; AECL-7982). Ion pump operation could barely
be sustained in late January and high temperature operation of
the accelerating structure was required to assist recovery
towards an operational vacuum in mid-February.

Klystron problems continued with S/N 102 and because
of partial poisoning of the cathode, 40 kW was the maximum
power output achieved. This power is sufficient to drive Model
4 without beam loading. A leak at the cavity cooling channel
of S/N 101 was successfully repaired and used to drive Model 3
to 60 kW. By the end of March both klystrons were able to pro-
vide a 4 MeV beam for an irradiation requested by the Materials
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Science Branch. During February our oldest klystron, S/N 100,
manufactured in 1968 developed a vacuum leak at a cavity tuning
bellows and this is regarded as terminal, lying outside our
present range of experience in klystron repair.

A new klystron S/N 201 ordered in March 1982 was
successfully tested in Palo Alto in April 1983 and passed its
final acceptance tests at CRNL during the first week in June.
This klystron is now in service.

The beam profile dependence of the response from the
beam position monitor was studied using wires of different
cross section to simulate the beam. It was found that the
wires (up to 0.5 mm diameter) did not perturb the TM^io
mode when it was excited from a pick-up probe.

Beam experiments designed to test the performance of
the new dual cavity aluminum monitor were delayed because of
vacuum problems in the injector and poor emission from the
electron gun. Initial beam tests showed the expected response
from the current monitor but little sensitivity from the
position monitor. Further experiments are planned in late
summer following the parity violation experimental run.

6.2.2.2 Preparation for Intense Beam Injection

K.C.D. Chan

Blowup of beam from the pulsed electron gun has been
corrected by providing better gun cathode alignment with a
three-point support across the gun ceramic bushing. Presently,
the gun routinely produces beam pulses of 22.5 nC/pulse at a
repetition rate up to 5 kHz and these pulses are transported to
a beam dump 1 m downstream without appreciable loss. Figure
6.2.6 is a current signal measured by a current monitor at the
output of the gun, corresponding to an electron pulse with peak
current of 1.8 A and pulse width of slightly less than 3 ns.
The current monitor signal showed an increase of pulse width to
5 ns at higher current. Whether this was due to the response
of the current monitor or was a true characteristic of the gun
is under investigation. Gun tests showed that good vacuum at
the gun cathode and good alignment of all elements along the
beam line are essential for gun operation. Decrease of gun
emission from cathode poisoning begins at a pressure of 5 x
10~5 Pa and the present alignment of all the gun
electrodes is better than 75 pm.

Computer calculations of the bunching and transport
of high intensity pulses produced by the pulsed electron gun
before M4 were performed. The amount of bunching was limited
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6.2.6 Beam current pulse measured at - the î'i'A gun
output. The horizontal scale is 2 ns/cu

the vertical scale is 0.5 A/da.
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by longitudinal space charge forces. Sixty percent bunching
into a radiofrequency phase of 100 degrees at a bunching
distance of 70 cm was achieved with a fundamental frequency
buncher field of 9.8 kV. A decrease of buncher field by 2 kV
decreased the bunching by 5% and increased the bunching
distance by 5 cm.

Figure 6.2.7 shows the beam envelope along the
injection line with the indicated solenoidal magnetic field
provided by 4 coils and 2 gap lenses. The coils were the
salvaged klystron coils mentioned in the last progress report
and the gap lenses were of a SLAC design. The beam radius was
successfully restrained to around 9 mm. The effect of the time
variation of the buncher radial field was incorporated in the
calculations. Increase of emittance due to this effect was
estimated to be 10.3 77 cm mrad, compared to the gun emittance
of 5.7 TT.cm mrad.

Work on synchronization of the gun trigger to the
accelerator frequency has started.

6.2.2.3 Irradiation Facility

K.C.D. Chan and J. McKeown

Electron irradiations were carried out for the
Materials Science Branch with a 1.4 MeV beam to investigate
anomalous depth distributions of irradiation induced defects.
This work is described in PR-CMa-64, 4.4.9; AECL-8108. A
similar beam was used to irradiate a sample of teflon for the
Chemical Engineering Branch and results will be reported
elsewhere.

Consideration is being given to the design of a
bremsstrahlung irradiator producing radiation from a fully
stopped 12 MeV beam. If present estimates of a 20% conversion
from electron beam power to gamma intensity are verified, a
study of the underlying physics will be undertaken with the
Monte Carlo computer codes for electron energy loss in combi-
nation with the thermal stress analysis code MARC.

6.2.2.4 Cavity Temperature Studies

J.-P. Labrie and J. McKeown

The computer code MARC has been used to calculate the
temperature distribution and the thermal expansion of rf cavi-
ties under power. Results from these calculations are used as
input to the computer code SUPERFISH to obtain the corre-
sponding frequency shifts and thermal detuning of a structure.
The dynamical behaviour has been calculated with the transient
option in MARC.
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The calculated equilibrium temperature distribution
for the Mainz 2.45 GHz on-axis coupled cavity at a power level
of 15 kw/m is shown in Fig. 6.2.8. The estimated incremental
nose cone temperature of 12°C compares favourably with the
measured temperature of 16.5°C at a power level of 13 kW/m.
The discrepancy may be accounted for by the coupling slots
which are not modeled by axially symmetric mesh generators.

Frequency shifts calculated at different power levels
for the Model 1 805 MHz side-coupled structure are shown in
Fig. 6.2.9. The agreement between the calculated accelerating
cell frequency shift (-177 kHz/"kW/cell) and the value obtained
with the computer code DISPER from the TMQIO passband
frequency shift (-159 kHz/kW/cell) is very satisfactory and
indicates that the constraining forces used in the model give a
good representation of the structure's constraints.

The transfer function calculated from a MARC
transient analysis of the Model 5, 805 MHz, on-axis coupled
structure is compared on Fig. 6.2.10 with the transfer function
obtained from measurements using a sinusoidal input rf power
perturbation. The trend of both curves agrees well with time
constants of approximately 25 s.

These results indicate that our model is reliable for
the design and the optimization of linear accelerator cooling
systems. Further work on the frequency control of structures
with temperature and in modeling the S-band structures for the
Mainz and MBS-LANL microtrons is underway.

6.2.2.5 Beam Cavity Interaction Studies

K.C.D. Chan, J.-P. Labrie and J. McKeown

This section describes work underway in the design of
new structures and their performance under heavy beam loading
(HERA), preparation for the Chalk River Beam Cavity Interaction
(CRNL-BCI) experiment and reports results from first beam tests
of the two structures to be used in the CRNL-BCI experiment.

6.2.2.5.1 Design Study for HERA

In order to provide information for the proposal to
the Institute of Particle Physics regarding the HERA proton
ring rf structure design, the beam loading and higher order
mode excitations of a HERA cavity (208.5 MHz) were studied.
The cavity geometry (Fig. 6.2.11) was derived from an optimized
PETRA cavity (500 MHz) by scaling the dimensions according to
the frequency ratio. The scaled geometry was further optimized
to give maximum shunt impedance of 27.7 M fi/m by varying the gap
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length. Using computer programs BCI and SUPERFISH to calculate
the beam energy loss and cavity parameters, the following
results were obtained:

1. The total beam energy loss parameter to cylindrically
symmetric modes was 0.29 V»pC~l.m~J- with 49.7% of
the energy going to the fundamental mode.

2. At a field gradient of 1 MV/m and beam intensity of 48
nC/bunch, the beam loading factor was as high as 95.5%
which required a rf source and cavity coupling coefficient
of 25.1.

3. The beam induced voltage in the fundamental mode was 0.57
MV/m.

These results show that beam loading and beam exci-
tation of higher order modes will impose a limitation to the
luminosity that can be achieved in the HERA ring.

6.2.2.5.2 Experimental Program Development for CRNL-BCI
Experiment

The assembly and low power tests of the on-axis and
coaxial coupled structures are completed. The low power tests
have indicated that the use of coaxial coupling cavities, which
have a mode frequency spectrum very different from that of the
accelerating cavities, reduces significantly the propagation of
parasitic modes throughout the structure.

A beam line support for the structures has been
designed and is under construction. It will be used for the
alignment of the structures and in beam simulations with
current pulses on a thin wire running through the structures.

6.2.2.5.3 Beam Test of the Beam Cavity Interaction Experiment

A beam-cavity interaction experiment has been carried
out in the pulsed gun test stand. Electrons from the pulsed
gun were drifted through the on-axis coupled structure and the
beam excited modes were observed with a spectrum analyzer. The
fundamental passband, some TMno-like modes and higher
order modes were found (see Fig. 6.2.12). In this experiment,
the maximum electron energy was 60 keV, limiting measurements
to values of beta between 0.25 and 0.45. The relative ampli-
tude of the modes in the structure varied with beta in the
manner expected.
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6.2.2.6 ETACON

K.C.D. Chan

The Burr-Brown CS450 Control and Measurement System
has been integrated into ETACON and is presently used to
monitor beam spills on the ETA beam line. A program that
allows communication between CS450 and the CRNL CDC computer
has been written and is now operational. Extension with a
MCS100 subsystem is being studied to provide distributed
intelligence to ETACON.

A character printer, Centronics 352, of 200 charac-
ters/s has been installed and is switch selectable to be used
with either Model 70 or Burr-Brown CS450. It is software
incorporated into RTOS as device 16.

6.3. Research Applications

6.3.1 Fast Intense Neutron Source

J.D. Hepburn

The 14 MeV neutron source in the Health Physics
Branch operated at levels up to 1012 n/s. Bearings and a
water seal in the target drive were overhauled. Previously
fabricated components for a modified water baffle and target
drum design were fitted to the target assembly. Tests await a
decision by Health Physics to order a new tritiated target for
the new-design drum.

Collaborative work on the redesign of the Rotating
Target Neutron Source accelerating column was completed
following a visit 83/03/04 to the RTNS group at Livermore. The
latest design improvements included grading resistor mounts,
corona rings, and spark gaps. Fabrication of column components
continues at Livermore; ceramics are on hand.

6.3.2 Heavy-Ion Superconducting Cyclotron

J.H. Ormrod and J.A. Hulbert

Design and development of a superconducting cyclotron
as a post-tandem booster accelerator continues. Assembly of
the cyclotron and ancillary systems in the tandem-cyclotron
building (# 137) is in progress.
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6.3.2.1 Cryogenic System

J.A. HuLbert, T...W. Thomson (Operations),
L.F. Birney, K.A. Dobbs (Operations)

One circulating compressor, the main tanks comprising
five-sixths of the total pure gas storage, and two racks of
high pressure storage cylinders have been removed to Building
137 for installation. The remainder of the CTI 1400 liquefier
system has been operate:;] intermittently to provide refriger-
ation for extraction component development and proof-tests.

After some delay due to competing project priorities
work has started on the installation of the helium piping in
Building 137 and is making qood progress.

Four of the seven shielded refrigerant transfer lines
are being assembled by WE and P Branch and the design of the
last line is nearing completion.

The new Koch 2800 IIR liquefier was completed in
February and acceptance tests witnessed at Westborough, Mass,
in early March. In the witnessed trials, the output with two
screw compressors and no liquid nitrogen precooling exceeded
the specification by 10%. Subsequent tests with precooling
gave a liquid output over 30% higher than had been predicted by
the designer. The liquefier was delivered to CRML in March and
field commissioning is scheduled for early September.

Application for registration of the Building 137
helium system with the Provincial Ministry of Consumer and Com-
mercial Relations has been accepted.

The magnet cryostat was removed from its vacuum case
for a series of planned adjustments and modifications. The
first of these is complete (see section 6.3.2.2.3 below). A
modified tower # 3 seal has been constructed to eliminate the
possibility of a helium leak into the cryostat vacuum space and
to simplify tightening of the seal. Design modifications for
the return of shield coolant to the refrigerator heat exchanger
and for low temperature monitoring of shield flow are com-
plete .

The cryogenic system and the beam probes will be
under the control of satellite computers. A development system
has been set up comprising a DEC LSI-11/2 and 64 kbyte memory
mounted in an Interface Standards Inc. crate controller with a
dual floppy disc drive, operating under RT-11. Interaction
with the CAMAC highway will be via a dual port memory (for file
and block data transfer) and a special highway accessible
buffer memory (see section 6.3.2.6 below) for touch panel
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operation. A FORTRAN program to test single crate data
transfers has been written and run. Trials of the complete
system await delivery of the dual port memory and accompanying
file transfer software package.

6.3.2.2 Cyclotron Magnet

6.3.2.2.1 Magnet Steel

J.H. Ormrod and R.E. Milks

The assembly of the magnet in the tandem-cyclotron
building is complete save for the upper end ring and upper pole
which cannot be permanently installed until the cryostat is in
place. The lower pole jacking system has been operated with
the new, longer threaded rods required for the deeper pit. The
stick-slip vibration problem that was experienced when the pole
was lowered in the development laboratory setup has not
recurred. There is, however, more lateral movement when the
pole is moved up and down than in the previous assembly. The
maximum amplitude of +1/2 to -1-1/2 mm is still within the
nominal 3 mm clearance with the cryostat wall, but will have
to be checked again when the cryostat is installed. Fabri-
cation and installation of a new aluminum catwalk (to replace
the steel and plywood temporary structure used in the develop-
ment laboratory) is well advanced.

6.3.2.2.2 Trim Rod Drives

J.H. Ormrod and R.E. Milks

The assembly of the eight trim rod drive clusters is
complete and they have all been bench-tested under computer
control. The eight SPO interface modules and the twelve dual
power supplies for the stepping motors have been tested.
Wiring of the trim rod limit switches is in progress.

6.3.2.2.3 Magnet Coil Decontamination

L.F. Birney, L.W. Thomson (Operations),
J.A. Hulbert

During cyclotron tests in August 1982 a ground fault
appeared on the upper, inner magnet coil near the midplane.
This was thought to be a repetition of the summer 1979
occurrence. After removal of the cryostat vacuum case, panels
of the 100 K shield were removed and superinsulation cut to
expose the helium vessel clean-out plugs. The plugs were then
ground out and the 1980 magnetic sweep of the midplane coil
cooling slots repeated. Thirty-six milligrams of conducting
ferro-magnetic debris were collected in all. The plugs have
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have now been welded back and the welds leak checked. The coil
resistance to ground is better than 3 Gfi.

6.3.2.3 Radiofrequency System

C.B. Bigham, R.J. Burton, J.E. McGregor,
E. Lapa (Operations)

6.3.2.3.1 Accelerating Structure

The lower dee stem tuner drive is being rebuilt to
provide access for the x-ray spectrometer which will be used
for dee voltage calibrations. The tuner drive screw, which was
in the centre, is being replaced with two screws near the
periphery like that used on the upper tuner which allows access
for the foil changer and electrostatic deflector cable. Parts
have been manufactured and assembly is in progress.

The cooling headers have been redesigned for the
Bldg. 137 installation and components purchased. Cooling water
flow meters have been purchased to improve the diagnostic
controls for the new installation.

A jig has been designed for installation and removal
of the dees when the upper pole is installed in the yoke.

6.3.2.3.2 Power Amplifier

A motor operated line stretcher to detune harmonic
resonances in the line between the driver and the final stage
was installed and tested. The final tetrode socket was fitted
with rf absorbing material to suppress high frequency
parasitics that occurred under some tuning conditions. The
socket cooling was also improved. The power amplifier was then
tested into the dummy load over its full range.

The additional 150 mm coaxial line components
required for Bldg. 137 high power transmission line have been
received.

6.3.2.3.3 Control System

Several modules of the control system that required
additional computer interface or interlock connections have
been modified. The CAMAC interface module and the dee system
interlock module have been rebuilt. The rf distribution module
which splits the synthesizer output to provide phase controlled
rf drive signals to the dees and bunchers has been completed.
The local control panel has been redesigned and is being
rebuilt.
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The intrinsic ;jermanium x-ray detector assembly to be
used for calibratiny the dee voltage probes has been purchased.
The detector is housed in a special cryostat that can be
inserted into a 100 mm diameter thimble in the lower dee stem.

It is expected that the phase of the low energy
buncher (LED) will have to be under active feedback control
from the magnet analyzer slits following the high energy
buncher (HEB). Since the HEB runs at two or four times the LEB
and dee frequency, the feedback system could lock into the
wrong HEB cycle. A non-precise phase sensor based on a non-
destructive beam bunch sensing capacitive monitor will be used
to return the system to the correct phase relation. A low
noise broad band rf amplifier has been purchased for the sensor
and a control circuit designed. This capacitive monitor may
also be useful for monitoring beam intensities before and after
the cyclotron.

6.3.2.3.4 RF Cavity Vacuum Pumping

J.A. Hulbert

The MK III cryopump, which will be the second pump
installed in the midplane, is nearing completion in the central
sheet metal shop. This model is very similar to the successful
MK II pump, with improved clearances for the helium tank, which
will simplify assembly and improve reliability.

6.3.2.4 Injection

6.3.2.4.1 Low Energy Buncher

E.A. Heighway, C.B. Bigham and J.E. McGregor

The buncher has been operated under high vacuum up to
design power achieving design voltage on the If resonator.

The vacuum system has been very reliable with the
cavity accessible for component modifications in a turn-around
time of two to three hours. The main teflon gasket vacuum seal
on the If resonator has been reused many times.

A special capacitive divider voltage probe was
incorporated into the grid assembly to get better voltage
measurements but the probe underestimated the grid voltage and
was frequency dependent. Voltages are now determined by
measuriny the energy of electrons accelerated across the grid
gap from a hot filament cathode. A retarding potential on a
Faraday cup is used to make the measurement.
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The grid voltage measurements have shown that the
design value can be reached for the If frequency over the
entire frequency range. The 2f voltage achieves design only at
the high end of the operating range. Experiments are underway
to determine how to extend the acceptable operating range for
the 2f resonator.

6.3.2.4.2 High Energy Buncher

C.B. Digham, A. Perujo (University of Manitoba)

The drift tube rebuncher (PR-P-131, 6.3.2.4.2;
AECL-7510) being fabricated in CRNL work shops is expected to
be finished at the end of July. The rf drive modulator with
phase stabilizing feedback has been designed and components
have been purchased.

6.3.2.4.3 Injection Beam Line

J.H. Ormrod and R.E. Milks

Components for the injection beam line between QI-15
and the main coil cryostat have been fabricated and bench
tested. This includes two steering magnets (in addition to the
two previously reported), the vacuum envelope with shielding
and the support structure.

Trajectories through this line have been calculated
using the measured profiles of the steering magnets and
previously measured fringing fields. For uranium at 10 MeV/u,
the worst case, the maximum transverse displacement in the
small-bore beam pipe is less than 2 mm. All magnets are
comfortably within their operating ranges except the second
horizontal steering magnet which operates near its limit.

6.3.2.4.4 Injection Parameters

J.H. Ormrod and M.F. Coulas

The energy, deflection at the final steering magnet
and rf phase of the beam injected into the cyclotron must be
chosen to give a "centred" orbit for the selected charge state
after the beam has passed through the stripper foil. These
parameters were previously calculated using "1979" field maps
(see PR-P-125, 6.3.2.4.2; AECL-6956) and have been repeated
using the new maps that were measured after the flutter pole
contours were altered. More significantly, the new maps
include a better representation of the fringing field beyond
R = 693 mm.
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The procedure is iterative. In the previous calcu-
lation, the required inverse matrices were hand calculated from
GOBLIN output. GOBLIN has now been modified to treat this
problei.i as an option. The injection parameters have betii
determined for the bounding cases previously calculated as well
as for the first three ions to be accelerated - I at 10 MeV/u,
S at 32 MeV/u and Pb at 11 MeV/u.

6.3.2.5 Extraction

6.3.2.5.1 Channel Development

C.R.J. Hoffmann and J.F. Mouris

Development experiments continue on magnetic elements
for the extraction system. Coils that model racetrack windings
of a compensated bias winding configuration have been operated
at close to critical current. They show little training and
have protection against damage from coil quenching. These
coils were wound with unreacted all-bronze matrix Ub3Sn con-
ductor that had been flattened (for winding control) to a con-
ductor cross section of roughly 0.25 nun x 0.75 mm. Lead-in
copper connection pieces were brazed to the superconductor with
INCUSIL 10 brazing alloy during coil reaction in a vacuum
furnace. Quench protection is provided by having the turns
within a layer in electrical contact. In some cases, this con-
tact is enhanced by winding the turns of a layer directly onto
thin copper foil. Fiberglas cloth is used to insulate layers
from one another.

Mechanical design of test modules for channels 1 and
2 were finished and these modules have been fabricated. A
winding jig was made for the channel 1 module, which contains
an array of six small coils connected in series. Preparation
of the channel 1 module for tests is continuing.

Iron hill lenses, located in a hill region of the
cyclotron midplane immediately following the electrostatic
deflector, have been redesigned to increase their radial
focusing gradient to 26 T/m. Redesign was required because the
measured edge fields decrease more sharply than those used in
the original design.

Iron structures to compensate perturbation fields
generated by iron elements in the extraction system have been
redesigned to adapt to revisions of the hill lenses and cnannel
1 iron gradient structure. At radii of 635 mm or less the
first harmonic amplitude is less than 0.1 mT, the second har-
monic amplitude is less than 1.0 mT and average field pertur-
bation is less than 4.0 mT.
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6.3.2.5.2 Refrigerated Electrical Leads for the Extraction
Channel

J.A. Hulbert and L.F. Birney

The loose-packed copper strip lead prototype pair
was fitted with silicon diode thermometers and tested at
currents up to 350 A. Performance being satisfactory, a full
set of eight has now been assembled. All eight will fit into
the 44 mm tube access in cryostat tower # 1. A compact
electrical and gas coupling design has been evolved for the
upper ends.

Experiments on a tentative lower end linkage to the
channel leads have shown that contact resistance at the base of
the tower will not enhance the thermal losses by more than 10%
as the liquid coolant level varies over a wide range. Because
of space restrictions for the installation, gas evolution from
the channel may cause wild fluctuations of the helium level
round the base of the refrigerated leads. The tests show that
the leads will operate stably under this condition.

6.3.2.5.3 Extraction Channel Test Cryostat

J.A. Hulbert

Because some three months will elapse from the start
of the installation of the extraction channel between the main
magnet coils until the first tests of the channel in the
cyclotron field and a time of similar order will be required to
break down the system to carry out repairs or modifications, it
is essential that all possible function checks be carried out
on channel components and assembly before insertion into the
main magnet.

The final test will be a full current, zero back-
ground magnetic field trial of the complete assembly at 4.4 K.
For this purpose a special cryostat will be constructed. An
outline design has been prepared for an aluminum plate vacuum
vessel with a stack containing the complete channel lead system
and a liquid helium reservoir. Additional tests will be set up
in this cryostat, checking the channel operation under small
simulated heat leaks, measuring the performance of the super-
insulation under mechanical loading, and investigating the
performance of a thermal beam spill detector to protect the
channel against beam loss damage.
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6.3.2.6 Beam Probes

J.D. Hepburn

Four probes are planned for measuring beams in the
cyclotron. The stub probe intersects the extracted beam just
downstream of the electrostatic inflector; it will be used as a
beam stop and as a beam position monitor. Two probes (called
probe 1 and probe 2) in the cyclotron midplane will measure
radial, axial and phase properties of the beam as a function of
radius. Probes 1 and 2 are located 90° apart, with probe 1
being just downstream of the stripper foil. Probe 1 crosses
the extraction line at the outer yoke wall so can be used for
measurements there as well. A fourth probe (the extraction
probe) is not yet designed but will be inserted through the
extraction beam line to assist in setting the active magnetic
extraction elements.

The stub probe and its test rig have been fabricated
and assembled. Overall operation is good, but redesign of one
drive linkage pivot is necessary.

One complete main probe mechanism (probe 1) has been
fabricated and partly assembled in Bldg. 467. All components,
except for the long vacuum bellows and probe tubes, are on
hand. Most of the purchased components for probe 2 are on
hand; construction will begin shortly.

Design and Technical Services Branch has been
assisting with probe control and data display system designs.
Following a review of options, a system has been chosen in
which all logic and control algorithms are processed in a
crate-mounted LSI 11/02 (or /23) and all input/output is done
via CAMAC. While this approach requires non-standard modules
it eliminates most custom-built hardware, simplifies cabling,
and provides maximum information transfer to the POP 11/44.
Two CAMAC crates are required, one being operated via the
LSI-11 Q-bus.

A touch panel tree has been laid out, with appropri-
ate system variable definitions. This task was simplified by
specifying a new CAMAC module for status and control word
transfer to and from host and satellite computers. This module
has 64 words in its random access memory, each accessible by a
single CAMAC call. (The dual-port memories to be used for data
and program transfer require two calls hence do not fit easily
into the main touch panel tree software.) The touch panel tree
allows operation from the main control console; control from
the cyclotron room will be via a keyboard and serial data link
to the LSI-11/02.
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6.3.2.7 Computation

6.3.2.7.1 Orbit Dynamics

E.A. Heighway, D.S. Lefevre and M.F. Coulas

Isochronous fields have been calculated for

carbon 23, 43, 48 and 50 MeV/u
sulphur 32 MeV/u
iodine 10 MeV/u
lead 11 MeV/u

and uranium 10 MeV/u.

For some ions, in particular those at the focusing
limit of the cyclotron, e.g., 50 MeV/u carbon, the isochro-
nization procedure is a delicate balance between phase slip and
axial betatron frequency and can take several days. However,
for less demanding ions an isochronous field can usually oe
calculated in one or two runs.

6.3.2.7.2 Code Development

E.A. Heighway, U.S. Lefevre and M.F. Coulas

The code PE2D, used for calculating two dimensional
static, steady-state and transient electromagnetics, has been
compiled, loaded and successfully executed for a test set of
data received from Rutherford Appleton Laboratory. Batch oper-
ation only is available. The accompanying interactive pre- and
post-processor will require major work to be available on the
limited interactive facilities available at CRNL.

The code SCHEDUL, used to monitor job progress on the
cyclotron, has been modified to maintain an historical record
of job progress for each worker. Procedures have been written
to allow schedule information to be obtained using simple com-
mands avoiding the need for direct data input for the majority
of runs.

TRIUMFTWO and TRIUMFTHREE, the static equilibrium
orbit and isochronization codes have been modified to allow
both the yoke hole perturbations and a table of user defined
perturbations to be included before isochronization. These
perturbations are added as an azimuthal average and are sub-
tracted again after the field has been isochronized. The
perturbations are then added in GOBLIN without averaging.

The accelerated orbit code GOBLIN has been modified
to allow more efficient treatment of non-four-fold symmetric
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perturbation maps (such as the yoke holes). The equilibrium
orbit data and yoke hole normalization data are now read from
the field maps created by TRIUMFTHREE removing the need for
user input.

A preprocessor code has been added to TR1UMF to make
it easier to generate isochronous fields for ions not
previously treated.

6.4 Mechanical Laboratory

J.E. Anderchek

The Mechanical Laboratory operates the machine shop
and furnaces in Bldg. 145 and carries out mechanical con-
struction, assembly, repairs and vacuum testing for the
Accelerator Physics Branch and the Reactor Physics Branch.

Total laboratory time breakdown in the half was:

Accelerator Physics Branch - 98.8%
Reactor Physics Branch - 1.2%

6.4.1 High Current Proton Accelerator

One new plasma aperture plate was fabricated, another
one was recut to add four new apertures and a molybdenum faced
accel electrode was refaced.

Water leaks in the emittance unit beam stop were
repaired twice and a motor from a hard copy unit was rebushed.

A number of components were fabricated to adapt the
drive loop for the RFQ sparker cavity to the Alvarez acceler-
ator cavity. This included an adapter and clamps to support
the loop on the drive port, rf drive line components and the
addition of water cooling to the loop body.

Two replacement teflon windows were made and several
vacuum leaks in the resonant load bulk tuner were repaired.

A copper sleeve was fabricated for use on the X/2
loop for the Alvarez accelerator cavity to reduce rf losses in
the drive port wall.

A number of components were fabricated for low power
measurements on ceramic windows for the resonant load high
power drive loop. These included another 35 to 50 Q trans-
mission line transformer, an aluminum adapter to support the
ceramic disc, and a 35 Q disc termination.
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Miscellaneous component fabrication included: two
straight sections of 23 cm rf transmission line for the RFQ
sparker cavity's drive line, two filter cartridge holders for
the filament cooling system of the main rf systems final ampli-
fier and two vacuum viev/port assemblies and field probe
mounts.

The development work on RFQs consisted of assembly
and brazing the sparker structure and of building test jigs and
models for various RFQ components.

The RFQ Model # 3 vanes were realigned and the
removable vane ends remachined to desired tolerances. Two
models of possible RFQ1 vane joints and side-plate systems were
built to measure the stress required on the flex joints. Four
short vane segments were constructed and test cuts for vane
contouring were done both on copper and aluminum blanks.

6.4.2 Electron Test Accelerator

Two beam apertures were manufactured and installed at
M3 and M4 bridges in order to improve the beam quality in the
accelerator.

An aluminum beam monitor manufactured in the main
shop was frequency tuned, repaired for vacuum leaks and fitted
with rf probes. Wire holders were made out of plexiglass for
low power tests. The monitor is now installed on the beam line
for beam tests.

A three point support was manufactured and installed
across the ceramic of the ETA pulsed gun to provide required
rigidity and alignment adjustment.

Several repairs have been made to the klystrons for
vacuum leaks. A water leak on the M4 waveguide isolator was
repaired. Oxide build up around the flanges of the H3 wave-
guide isolator had caused an unacceptable level of rf leakage.
The oxide was removed and the isolator reinstalled.

The spark gap in a crowbar unit has been refurbished
for the third klystron stand.

6.4.3 Heavy-Ion Superconducting Cyclotron

Bobbins and copper connection pieces were modified
tor two superconducting racetrack coils that model winding of
the extraction system bias coils.
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Complete sets of components for two modules of the
extraction system were made. These are prototype test modules
for channel 1 and channel 2. Also a winding jig, conductor
clamps, and a support structure to mount the channel 1 module
in the bore of a test magnet were made. Vacuum boxes for two
other channel 1 modules being machined offsite were prepared
for EB welding and helium leak checked.

Components were fabricated for the superconducting
cyclotron power amplifier to add a trombone (line stretcher) in
the driver line and to modify the screen contacts in the
tetrode socket. Fifty coaxial adaptors were made for the solid
sheath cabling in the rf signal distribution circuits.

Components were fabricated for the low energy buncher
to modify the tuner capacitors, grid structure gaskets and
insulators.

Miscellaneous parts manufactured included:
- cooling plates for injection and extraction steering magnets,
- vapour cooled magnet leads for the extraction channel,
- components for cryogenic tests on the protoype magnet leads,
- numerous header flanges,
- repairs to the cryostat tower 3 vacuum seal, midplane vacuum
seal actuators, helium system valve operators, lower pole
jacking system clutch and drive nuts, and trim rod limit
switch mounts.

6.4.4 Reactor Physics

Two aluminum cans for the BeO rotation device were
manufactured, two ZED-11 control rods were repaired and
zircaloy end plates for a WR1-1010-36 element fuel bundle were
made.

6.5 Publications, Reports, Conference Presentations, Lectures and
Patents

Publications

A DIAGNOSTIC INJECTOR FOR THE TOKAMAK DE VARENNES
M.R. Shubaly
Proceedings of the Third Neutral Beam Heating Workshop, October
1981, ORNL.Report CONP-8110118 (1982).

RFQ1: A 600 keV, 75 mA CW PROTON ACCELERATOR
M.R. Shubaly, J.C. Brown, B.G. Chidley, M.S. de Jong,
L.D. Hansborough, R.M. Hutcheon, G.E. McMichael, S.O. Schriber,
R.B. Turner and J. Ungrin
Proc. of the 7th Conf. on the Application of Accelerators in
Research and Industry, Denton, TX, 1982 November 8-10,
IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci., NS-30, No. 2 (1983) 1428.
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HIGH CURRENT DC ION BEAMS
M.R. Shubaly and M.S. de Jong
ibid., 1399.

A COMPACT NEUTRON SOURCE FOR RESEARCH AND INDUSTRIAL
APPLICATIONS
S.O. Schriber, B.G. Chidley, M.A. Lone and W.N. Selander
ibid., 1668.

LOW ENERGY, HIGH-CURRENT PROTON ACCELERATORS AT CRNL
M.G. de Jong, J.C. Brown, B.G. Chidley, L.D. Hansborough,
R.M. Hutcheon, G.E. McMichael, S.O. Schriber, M.R. Shubaly,
R.B. Turner and J. Ungrin
ibid., 1415.

THE CHALK RIVER ELECTRON TEST ACCELERATOR; A PROTOTYPE FOR
INDUSTRIAL IRRADIATOR DESIGNS
J.-P. Labrie, K.C.D. Chan and J. McKeown
ibid., 1634.

A COMPACT 6 MeV PULSED ELECTRON ACCELERATOR
R.M. Hutcheon, L.W. Funk, B.A. Gillies, S.B. Hodge,
P.J. Metivier and S.O. Schriber
ibid., 1418.

THERAC 25: A NEW MEDICAL ACCELERATOR CONCEPT
T. Taylor, G. van Dyk, L.W. Funk, R.M. Hutcheon and S.O.
Schriber
ibid., 1768.

Reports

CANADIAN ACCELERATOR BREEDER SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
S.O. Schriber
AECL-7840 (November 1982).

Conference Presentations

A MESH GENERATOR FOR AUTOMATICALLY SUBDIVIDING IRREGULAR
POLYGONS INTO QUADRILATERALS
E.A. Heighway
Paper presented at the Conference on the Computation of
Electromagnetic Fields, COMPUMAG 4, Genoa, Italy,
1983 May 30 - June 2.

AN ASSESSMENT OF ACCELERATOR BREEDING - ECONOMICS, DEVELOPMENTS
AND A STAGED PROGRAM
S.O. Schriber
Paper presented at the Third International Conference on
Emerging N'uclear Energy Systems, Helsinki, Finland,
1933"June 6-9.
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BEAM CAVITY INTERACTION STUDY WITH A HIGH INTENSITY PULSED
ELECTRON GUN
K.C.D. Chan, J. McKeown and J.-P. Labrie
Paper presented at the Canadian Association of Physicists Joint
Congress with the Canadian Astronomical Society, Victoria,
B.C., 1983 June 27-30.

PROPERTIES OF THE COAXIAL COUPLED LINEAR ACCELERATOR STRUCTURE
J.-P. Labrie and J. McKeown
Paper preented at the Canadian Association of Physicists Joint
Congress with the Canadian Astronomical Society, Victoria,
B.C., 1983 June 27-30.

ZEBRA, THE FIRST STAGE OF AN ACCELERATOR BREEDER PROGRAM
S.O. Schriber
Paper presented at the Canadian Nuclear Society, Montreal,
Quebec, 1983 June 15.

THE USE OF ACCELERATOR TECHNOLOGY IN WATER TREATMENT
J. McKeown
Paper presented at the Canadian Nuclear Society, Montreal,
Quebec, 1983 June 15.

The following papers were presented at the 1983 Particle
Accelerator Conference, Santa Fe, New Mexico,
1983 March 21-23

DESIGN OF RFQ VANE TIP TO MINIMIZE SPARKING PROBLEMS
B.G. Chidley, G.E. McMichael and G.E. Lee-Whiting.

THE BEAM BUNCHING SYSTEM FOR THE CHALK RIVER SUPERCONDUCTING
CYCLOTRON
E.A. Heighway, C.B. Bigham and J.E. McGregor.

AN EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT MODEL OF THE GENERAL 3-DIMENSIONAL RFQ
R.M. Hutcheon.

DUTY FACTOR RFQ LINAC SYSTEMS AT CRNL
R.M. Hutcheon, J.C. Brown, L.D. Hansborough, S.O. Schriber and
R.B. Turner.

RFQ LINAC STRUCTURE DEVELOPMENTS AT CRNL
R.M. Hutcheon, L.D. Hansborough and K.J. Hohban.

A FIRST ORDER SPACE CHARGE OPTION FOR TRANSOPTR
M.S. de Jong and E.A. Heighway.

POST-COUPLER AND STEH CURRENT MEASUREMENTS FOR HIGH CURRENT CW
DRIFT-TUBE LINACS
J. Ungrin, L.D. Hansborough, S.O. Schriber and R.A. Vokes.
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HEAT TRANSFER, THERMAL STRESS ANALYSIS AND THE DYNAMIC
BEHAVIOUR OP HIGH POWER RF STRUCTURES
J. (McKeown and J.-P. Labrie.

REDUCTION OF EFFECTIVE EMITTANCE BY STACKING BEAMLETS IN PHASE
SPACE
M.R. Shubaly.

EXPERIMENTAL COMPARISON OF BEAM EXCITED MODES IN BIPERIODIC
STRUCTURES
K.C.D. Chan, H. Euteneuer, J.-P. Labrie and J. McKeown.

AN INJECTOR FOR RFQ1
M.R. Shubaly and M.S. de Jong.

A MULTI-CHANNEL FIBRE-OPTIC LINK FOR ANALOG TELEMETRY
M.R. Shubaly and J.G. Plato.

INTEGRAL RADIAL STEMS ON ALUMINUM 0=1 DISK-AND-WASHER
STRUCTURES: A STUDY OF MODES AND RF PROPERTIES
S.O. Schriber.

ADDITIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS TO THE RF CAVITY CODE SUPERFISH
S.O. Schriber and R.F Holsinger.

Lectures

THE RFQ1 ACCELERATOR
M.S. de Jong
Colloquium presented at the University of Manitoba, Department
of Physics, Winnipeg, Manitoba, 1983 February 11.

ELECTRONUCLEAR FUEL BREEDER - PERSPECTIVES, RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT
S.O. Schriber
Seminar presented at McGill University, Physics Department,
Montreal, Quebec, 1983 January 21.

ACCELERATORS AND CANCER THERAPY: DEVELOPMENT OF THE THERAC-25
R.M. Hutcheon
Seminar presented at the Radiation Protective Bureau, Health
and Welfare Canada, Ottawa, Ontario, 1983 January 21.

SUPERCONDUCTING CYCLOTRON - HEAVY-IONS AT HALF THE PRICE
J.H. Orwrod
Colloquium presented at the University of Manitoba, Physics
Department, Winnipeg, Manitoba, 1983 March 24.

BREEDING IN THE FUTURE: AN OPPORTUNITY FOR ACCELERATION
S.O. Schriber
Colloquium presented at the University of Manitoba, Physics
Department, Winnipeg, Manitoba, 1983 March 30.
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